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Toadfile 44 (44MB Cartridge Drive, ST Ready).$899
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Toadfile 44 Magnum (Toadfile 44 w/3 Carts).$1079
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Toadfile 44S (44MB Cartridge Drive, Case & Power Only).$799
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Toadfile 44D (44MB Cartridge Drive Only, No Case or Power).$699
Toadfile 88X (2 44MB Cartridge Drives, ST Ready).$1549

Toadfile 44 & Hard Disk Permutations
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.
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Toadfile 94 (44, 50 MB HD ST Ready).$1279
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^

Toadfile
Toadfile 74 (44, 30 MB HD ST Ready).$1199

The Toadfile 44 Series is a remarkable new
technology brought to you exclusively by Toad
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PRICE! These drives allow you to conveniently
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MB HD
HD ST
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Toadfile
(44, 80
ST Ready).$1449

cartridge. Extra cartridges are $99. Quality ICD

Toadfile 129X (44, 85 MB HD ST Ready).$1399
Toadfile

2 year warranty.

Host Adapters are used, and the drive carries a

Ask About $99 3.5” & 5.25” Floppies!
Toad Computers 556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. Severna Park, MD 21146 (301) 544-6943 See next page for more information!

TOAD COMPUTERS
WE HAVE A WHOLE LOT OF HARD DISK STUFF AND MORE!
NON HARD DISKS ICD FAST DRIVES
WE DON'T JUST SELL HARD DISKS!

TQS 1.4 ($25 Installation).$80.00
Spectre GCR (With Mac Roms).$379.00
PC Ditto H ($10 Installation).$289.00
Fastech T-16 Board ($30 Inst).$289.00
Zubair Z-RAM Upgrade Board.$121.00
Atari SX212.$59.95
Supra 2400.$129.00
Atari Portfolio.$389.00
128K RAM Card.$149.95
64K RAM Card.$99.95
32K RAM Card.$59.95
Serial Interface.$59.95
Parallel Interface.$39.95

COMPLETE HARD DRIVES FOR THE ATARI ST
FAST 85 MB 28ms 5.25" Drive.$739
FAST 84 MB 24ms 3.5" Drive (NEW).$789
FAST 60 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive (NEW).$729
FAST 50 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive...$657
FAST 50 MB 40ms 3.5" Drive...$625
FAST 30 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive..$595
FAST 30 MB 40ms 3.5" Drive..$575
FAST 20 MB 40ms 3.5" Drive..$525
FAST 100 MB 28ms Dual 3.5" Drives.$1049
FAST 100 MB 40ms Dual 3.5" Drives.$949
FAST 120 MB 24ms Dual 3.5" Drives.$1239
FAST 160 MB 24ms Dual 3.5" Drives.$1379
FAST Tape Backup (Ask About HD Combos).$769
ICD, Inc., a long-trusted name for Atari hardware makes a quality, under-the-monitor type case and
power supply unit, that includes the ICD Host Adapter we use in all our hard drive
products. This case is called the FAST case, and because of the high volume of hard
drives we sell, we can offer these ICD FAST drives at extremely low prices. We
assemble the drives ourselves, using quality Seagate drive mechanisms.

TOAD DRIVES

DRIVE KIT PARTS

COMPLETE HARD DRIVES FOR THE ATARI ST
TOAD 20 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive.$529
TOAD 20 MB 40ms 3.5" Drive.$499
TOAD 30 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive.$559
TOAD 30 MB 40ms 3.5” Drive.$539
TOAD 50 MB 28ms 3.5" Drive.$629
TOAD 50 MB 40ms 3.5" Drive.$599
TOAD 65 MB 28ms 5.25" Drive.$679
TOAD 80 MB 24ms 3.5" Drive.$759
TOAD 85 MB 28ms 5.25" Drive.$709
TOAD 100 MB Dual 50 28ms 3.5" Drives.$959
TOAD 100 MB Dual 50 40ms 3.5" Drives.$899
TOAD 120 MB Dual 60 24ms 3.5" Drives.$1139
TOAD 160 MB Dual 80 24ms 3.5" Drive.$1299
TOAD 170 MB Dual 85 28ms 5.25" Drives.$1299

BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
ICD ST Host Adapter..$99
ICD ST Host & MFM Controller Kit..$199
ICD ST Host & RLL Controller Kit..$239
OMTI3520 MFM Hard Disk Controller..$119
OMIT 3527 RLL Hard Disk Controller..$149
ICD FNST Hard Disk Kit (With Host Adapter).$259
ICD FNST Hard Disk Kit (No Host Adapter).$179
Shoebox Dual HD Case/PS, Host Adapter Ready.$109
Under-the-Monitor Dual HD Case/PS, Etc.$119
Under-the-Monitor Single HD Case/PS, Etc.$109
Seagate ST1096N 85MB 28ms SCSI 3.5" Drive.$525
Seagate ST157N 50MB 40ms SCSI 3.5" Drive..$349
Seagate ST157N-150MB 28ms SCSI 3.5" Drive.$379
Seagate ST138N 30MB 40ms SCSI 3.5" Drive..$329
Cables: Controller to Hard Disk.$10
Cables: Host Adapter to Controller/SCSI Drive.$10

All of our Toad Drives use the ICD Host Adapter and are available in expandable shoebox-style or
under-the-monitor/under-the-Mega type cases. All cabling and software is included, and the
Seagate drive mechanisms are warranteed for one full year. Drives indude a built-in dock and fan.
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Our store is centrally located between Baltimore, Washington, and
Annapolis in Severna Park, Maryland. Please come and visit us. We
fully support the Atari XE, ST, and Mega ST lines. Plus, meet your
fine hosts, Dave and Ray. Wre're more than just a little eccentric.
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Atari Mega ST2 CPU - $1169
Atari SM124 Monochrome Monitor - $149
Atari SLM804PCV - $1399
Atari Mega ST4 DTP System - $3779

ST

PERIPHERALS

Atari Mega ST4 CPU - $1599
Atari SC1224 Color Monitor - $319
Atari Megafile 30 Hard Drive - $599
Atari SLM804 Toner Cartridges - $59.95

ORDERS: (800) 448-TOAD QUESTIONS: (301) 544-6943
P
FAX: (301) 544-1329
BBS: (301) 544-6999

,

Toad Computers, 556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd., Severna Park, MD 21146
These prices reflect a 4% discount for money order, personal, or certified check. We accept Mastercard, Visa, and Discover. Maryland and New York residents please add applicable sales tax.

ALL HD ORDERS QUALIFY FOR FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL US!

Call (800) 842-9034 for special Disneyland tour rates
Exhibitors call (503) 393-9688 for booth reservations
Dealers call for pre-registration to TRADE only day
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Why So Late?
Many of you may have worried when the January/
February issue of Current Notes didn’t show up until
mid-February. What happened? Well, a whole lot of things
contributed to that. We were undergoing renovation and that
made it a bit more difficult to get the issue out just when we
had planned. We lost a few days there.
We changed printers. After reviewing several bids
submitted by a “printer jobber,” we selected a new printer,
located in Wisconsin. The issue was prepared and sent to the
new printer along with a check. We filled out the necessary
postal forms to have the issue sent out second-class from
Wisconsin. All seemed to be in order until I received a call
from the printer jobber who informed me that there was a
misunderstanding on the time requirements of the job. The
selected printer couldn’t get the issue out until February 9th.
AIYEEEE!!! As a fall back position, he suggested we try
another printer (whose bid was about $500 higher than the
one we first selected.) We didn’t have much choice since I
had already informed my previous printer that we would not
be coming back there.
So, we contacted the second printer, Bawden Printing,
Inc. located in Eldridge, Iowa, and arranged to have them
print the issue. Printer 1 sent the copy to Bawden and
returned our check. Of course, about a week was lost in
moving from one printer to another. Bawden did an
excellent job and managed to get everything printed by the
2nd of February, a Friday. On Monday, they put mailing
labels on and boxed up the shipments to stores. The issue
was finally mailed out on Tuesday, February 6th, about a
week or so later than we had originally planned.
But that’s not quite the whole story. We had already
paid our postal fees to add the Wisconsin location as another
point from which CN could be mailed out second-class.
Locally, we were able to track down that request (which
involves a $70 fee) and change the new location to Eldridge,
Iowa. However, the postmaster in Eldridge wouldn’t send the
issue out second-class until he received the official paper¬
work from Washington. As a result, we couldn’t mail the
issue second class! It had to be mailed third class. That
required that we have a third class permit and that it be
printed on the issue. Since we discovered this before the
issue was printed, the printer was able to make some
adjustments on the back cover and print the required third
class indicia as well as a return address. The issue that was
mailed on the 6th arrived at our house in Viriginia on the
17th, yesterday.
I expect the March issue will go a bit smoother. I will
send this copy out Monday, February 19th, to the right
printer and, I trust, the postal arrangements will be
completed and we will be back to second-class. Of course,
February only has 28 days so you won’t be reading this until
sometime in March anyway. Maybe we’ll be back on
schedule by April.
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Greener Grass?
Imagine, if you will, a desktop that presented you with
two windows. You could, of course, scale these windows
anyway you wanted and move them anywhere on the screen.
Unfortunately, none of your changes would survive shutting
off the computer. Every time you turned on your computer,
the desktop would be back to its initial configuration.
Imagine that the windows could not show icons, only
words. Also, the window showed only the programs that you
actually “added” to the list in the window; it didn’t show
what was on your disk. But you could group your files into
any number of different self-defined “groups.” To run any
program in the group, just double-click on the program’s
name. If you wanted to view the programs in an alternative
group, select that group from the pull down menu and its
program would be displayed. Unfortunately, there was only
one group window possible so you could not display the
choices of two groups simultaneously.
Imagine this is a multi-tasking system. When you run a
program, you can close down the window that the program
is running in without stopping the program. The window
collapses into a single icon on the screen. Unfortunately,
many of the icons all look identical and you can’t tell what
they are unless you actually click on them to see the name of
the program.
If you can imagine all this, then you have an idea of
what it is like to be using the Presentation Manager (ver 1.1)
running under OS/2. The multi-tasking is very nice, but the
user interface has a long way to go before it will satisfy Mac
or GEM users. But, if you have an extra $10,000 to spare,
you should be able to jump right in and enjoy IBM’s answer
to personal computing. A minimum configuration might be a
PS/2 Model 70 with 4 to 6 megabytes of RAM and a 120
megabyte hard drive. Don’t forget to get the high-resolution
8514 monitor and the extra RAM needed to tap that
monitor’s capabilities. Don’t worry about the cost of all this
hardware. You’ll be saving money on software, there just
isn’t much available that is written for PM and OS/2 yet.

Advertise!
Current Notes has been criticized because we have, at

times, said uncomplimentary things about Atari Corp.
However, all the time and work that it takes to produce this
publication month after month speaks volumes about our
dedication to Atari. I have worked with PCs, Macs, Suns,
and now the new PSs. I still prefer my Atari to any of these.
If Atari Corp were half as dedicated to their computer line as
we are, the Atari computer would be far more common than
it is today. It has been said that Jack Tramiel only advertises
products that he already knows will sell. If that is true, you
know what the Tramiels think about the ST and Mega lines.
If Atari seriously wants to sell computers, then they
should have faith in their current product line and advertise
it, now. Forget all these promises about salvation from the
future line of Stacys or STEs or TTs. If Atari doesn’t
produce and support what they make now, everything else is
just hot air.
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Manhunter 1.30
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Mark Williams C.105
Mark Williams Debug.44
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Monitor Master.34
Moonwalker.26
Mouse Master.27
NeoDesk 2.05.31
Icon Collection.3
Nevermind.22
North & South.31
Note Wizard.44
Omega.31
pcDitto.65
pcSpeed 1.30.330
Pagestream 1.8.120
Fonts (Various).26
Paperboy.24
Phasar 4.0.54
Pirates.29
Police Quest 1/2.(ea) 30
Populous.33
Promise Lands.19
Powerdrift.31
Powerdrome.27
Precious Metal (combo). 31
Prince.31
Pro Tour Tennis.27
Pro Copy 1.6.22
Prospero C for GEM.125
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Prospero Pascal GEM....95
Quartet.38
Quick ST 1.8.15
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Red Storm Rising.29
Replay 4.80
Rick Dangerous.22
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Scale Magic.44
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Space Ace.38
Space Harrier II.25
Space Quest 1/2.(ea) 30
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Star Wars Trilogy.31
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Star Wars Trilogy.31
ST/ime 520/1040 Clock..45
STOS.40
STOS Compiler.24
STOS Games Galore.25
STOS Maestro.34
STOS Maestro Plus.100
STOS Sprites 600.24
Stunt Tracker Racer.26
Strider.26
Super Hang-On.26
Tax Advantage 1990.30
Tempest (Game).26
Tempest II.48
Tetris.22
The Hound of Shadow.... 27
Thrill Time Platinum II.31
T.I.G.E.R.90
T.I.G.E.R. Cub.60
Touch-Up.120
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Triad Volume 1.25
Triad Volume 2.31
Turbo Jet.27
Turbo Outrun.26
Turbo ST 1.8.33
TV Sports Football.31
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Ultima V.39
Ultrascript ST-1.120
Ultrascript Fonts.CALL
Universal Item Select II.. 14
Video Key.65
Vidi ST.140
Virus Killer.17
War Middle Earth.31
Waterloo.31
Wayne Gretzky Hockey..30
Winners (combo).38
Wordflair.63
Word Quest 1/2.(ea) 19
Word Quest Powerpack . 30
World Trophy Soccer.25
Word Perfect 4.1.140
Word Up 2.0.48
Word Writer ST.48
Xenon II.30
Codehead Software
Codehead Utilities #3.18
G+Plus 1.3.21
HotWire 1.41.24
HotWire + (Maxi File).36
Maxi File 2.0.21
Midi Max.30
MultiDesk 1.83.18
Memory Upgrade Boards

Shipping Info: Software/Hardware, add $3.00. Software
2nd Day Air, add $6.00 Hardware 2nd Air, CALL. COD
orders add $175. APO/FPO & Canada, minimum $5.00.
West Coast orders shipped from California
NO Credit Card charges on Software/Accesories
Hard Drives add 3% for Credit Cards

AERCO RAM Brd OK.... 135
W512K (Older 520s) ..180
w2MB RAM.285
w4MB RAM.435
Z-Ram 3-D/4MEG OK... 118
w2MB RAM.275
w4MB RAM.425
(Prices Subject Change)
Digita Int’l Software
Day by Day.37
DG Base.59
DG Calc.48
E Type.48
Mailshot Plus.58
Ralph C. Turner Books
Atari ST Subjects.14
The Atari ST Book.14
(Both for $25.00)
Cables
3’ DMA Hard Drive.16
4’ ST to IBM Floopy.15
6’ ST Disk Drive.15
6’ ST Monitor.16
10’ MIDI Set (2pcs).13
Blitz Cable (Deluxe).40
Blitz Cable (Regular).30
Mega ST Keybrd Extn
6’ Cable.7
9’ Cable.9
12’ Cable.11
15’ Cable.13
European ST Mags
Action ST.6
Atari ST User.6
ST Format w/Disk.8
ST World.7
(6 months, postage incld)
Action ST.39
Atari ST User.39
ST Format.51
ST World.45
Kalmar Teak Boxes
3.5” holds 45, 4 tabs.19
3.5" holds 90, 8 tabs.27
3.5" holds 120, 12 tabs... 35
SEGA Genesis System
System wAltered Beast 188
Genesis Control Pad.20
Genesis Power Base.38
Genesis Cartridges....CALL
ICD Tape Back-Up
Tape Back-Up System . 775
w50MB 40ms Drive. 1099
w50MB 28ms Drive. 1130
We use ICD products in
our hard drives.

Hours: 10AM - 9PM
FAX Line (301) 676.1949
24hr$ BBS (301) 679 5809
(WWIV National Net #3115)

If there is a moral to this tale, it must be that the Atari
ST is a truly powerful, professional, enjoyable computer, but
only when combined with completely compatible accessory
hardware. Also, one should never count on assistance from
the software developers.
J. L. Smith
Canyon Country, CA

Letters to
the Editor
The Journey to DTP
Dear Sir,
Since it will cost me a quarter to send in the enclosed
CN renewal anyway, I might as well include this account of
some of the trials and tribulations I encountered on the way
to becoming equipped for desktop publishing.
Last fall, I got the bug to start including some
illustrations with my correspondence. I have a 520ST
upgraded to 1 meg and a Toshiba PI340 printer that puts out
beautiful letters. Unfortunately, I remembered that the
original issue of Publishing Partner was supposed to have
printer driver support for Toshiba printers. As the price of
Publishing Partner had dropped to a very reasonable amount
(a closeout, as it developed), I mail-ordered the software.
What I got was Version 1.03 of PubPart, without hide or
hair of any Toshiba driver, let alone for my PI340.1 asked
SoftLogik for some information and/or assistance when I
sent in their registration card on November 6, 1988. Having
heard nothing by December 10, 1988, and still having that
itch to participate in the world of DTP, I again wrote to
SoftLogik, this time including a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for their reply. To this date (7/1/89), I have heard
nothing from them.
The concomitant frustration spurred my efforts to make
better use of the PI340. After all, it is so ruggedly built that
it may well last forever. And, the results obtained with
Printmaster have been most satisfactory. Though 1 am far
from being a proficient programmer, I painfully developed a
screen dump driver that makes fairly good use of the
P1340,s 24-pin capabilities. Thank Deutschland for GFA
Basid Of course, any of my amateur efforts to incorporate
this driver into Publishing Partner ox any other existing
software have met with complete failure.
Along came WordUp, very reasonably priced, some
new, great features, and with a Toshiba driver. But not for
the P1340 as it turned out. On March 1, 1989,1 called
Neocept's technical support and had a most encouraging
conversation with Mike Fulton. The information he needed
from my Toshiba manual and the formatted disk were
dispatched posthaste to Camarillo. Indeed, just three days
later my manual pages and a nice letter from Mike came by
return mail. There has been no word from Neocept since.
Now both Publishing Partner and WordUp worked with
the little Atari 9-pin printer, but those results only whetted
my appetite for something more professional-looking. The
temptation of Atari’s $3,995 DTP special crumbled fiscal
caution, and on April 2, 1989, my Mega ST4-SLM804Timeworks Desktop Publisher Ultrascript system was
powered up for the first time. I have not regretted this
purchase, and I enjoy it more with each use as I become
more familiar with the software. I tried once to install
WordUp viWh its SLM804 driver, but it was apparent that
the Timeworks DTP setup would have to be removed or
disabled. Why bother? WordUp could not be expected to
work half as well.
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[A bout a month later, we received a folio w~up letter from
Mr Smith.]

Dear Sir:
This is an addendum to my letter of 7/1/89. Last week, I
received the Toshiba PI340 driver for WordUpixom Mike
Fulton of Neocept. I am happy to report that it works very
well, and doing DTP with the WordUp!PI340 combo would
be quite satisfactory, if I had not acquired the Mega4/
Publisher Sf/UJtraScr/p/lSLM8Q4 outfit while waiting for
the WordUp driver.
Incidentally, I am one of the first kids on this block
with the new MiGraph hand scanner. I'm taking great
pleasure in learning to use it and the Touch-Up^torsion 1.5
that was bundled with it.
J. L. Smith
Canyon County, CA

ATARI-IRATA
Dear Sir:
Atari backward spells TROUBLE! I am writing to
caution your readers regarding a company called Irata
Verlag. Irata is Atari backwards, and I believe Verlag is a
German word for company. This company advertised a
variety of Atari-related products in Current Notes and other
Atari magazines in the middle of 1988.
I ordered a disk drive interface for my 800XL from
them in June, 1988. After a two-month delay, I inquired
about my order in August and was told that deliveries were
delayed and I could expect to receive it in December. I
followed up with additional letters and phone calls in
March, May, and June of this year. They have not
acknowledged my letters and have not returned my calls.
They have ripped me off for $102. Copies of my correspon¬
dence are attached.
This ‘ ‘company” is run by a man named Paul Van Dyne
and supposedly has connections with a German company of
the same name. It was originally located in Colorado, but
moved to Miami in mid-1988. The latest address I have is
Irata Verlag, P.O. Box 69-5530, Miami, FL 33269, Phone:
305-652-1038.
I realize that you cannot assume responsibility for your
advertisers business ethics (or lack thereof!). However, I
would appreciate any assistance you may be able to provide
in getting a refund from this company. I also hope you can
make your readers aware of their unethical practices so other
Atari owners will not get ripped off like I have.
Sincerely,
Dennis McGuire
Erie, PA
[I don't know if we can be of any help getting a refund, well
give it a shot, but we certainly can warn our readers.]
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Oh, Say Can You C on an ST?
Dear Joyce and Joe,
Pm going to start this letter off on a positive comment
and end with a positive comment. I’d like to thank all you
hardware and software developers who are supporting the
Atari ST. You guys and gals are doing a great job.
I work for a major insurance corp. developing software
for their sales force. After a long day grinding away at my
current project, I play something or do some DTP with
PageStream. But the problem is if I ever need to do some
work at home, Ym stuck! First, let me say that “ Jsupport
emulators'.' My first IBM emulator was a dead duck from
somewhere out west. I still have it somewhere. I think its
holding my bedroom window open. Then I got pc-ditto.
WOW!!!! It even ran Lotus 123M
But so what! Ym a programmer not a spreadsheet
jockey. The moment of truth arrived. I scored a copy of
Turbo Cfor the IBM, and it chugged and it hummed and it
... didn’t work. Sigh. Likewise, for Microsoft Quick C
Apparently from a conversation with one of the boys at
Avant-Garde, pc-ditto Z^will not run these C compilers
either. Of course, I did get “hello world,” a one function,
five-line program in Microsoft C5.1 for the IBM to compile
on my Mega and Fast drive in 1.5 minutes.
Fd sure like to use Turbo CProfessionaland Quick Cat
home on my ST. I don’t see why I have to have more than
one computer at home, since mine runs a unix-like C shell,
Flight (yawx\) Simulator, Mac programs, CPM, 8-bit Atari,
OS9, Profession Graphics Tablet, Scanner software ... the list
goes on.
Speaking of going on, if I had a dollar for every person
I’ve reprimanded for Atari-bashing, I’d be rich. But, I no
longer get mad at anti-Atari Atari owners. The reason for
this is that when I first bought my 520ST in ‘86,1 bought it
with the promise of an in-house IBM hardware emulator
“due out in a couple of months.” Did it ever show? No! I
want the STE or TT for its Unix capabilities which is “due
out just a couple of months” after the machine comes out.
<Note author’s face turning red.> Well, I don’t buy it. And I
won’t buy it. Promises cost too much. I probably won’t buy
Michtron’s IBM emulator either....
So, I don’t have a satisfactory IBM emulator. Oh, well.
But I have a terrific 68000-processor machine that does
superb DTP and has some nice games. I kept my promise
about ending on a good note. I’d like to hear any responses
you might have.
Joel Siragher
Bloomfield, NJ
[The long-awaitedpc-ditto IIhas finally started shipping,
but, unfortunately, you may still not have a satisfactory IBM
emulator. See Milt Creighton's writeup in this issue.]

No Renewal This Time
Dear CN,
Sorry, when my Supra 20-meg hard drive gave out, I
decided I had had it with Atari. I have given up on Atari
ever straightening out their act. It’s a great machine with
great potential but the way Atari has treated their customers,
the user groups, the dealers, and the software and third party
dealers, there is no way that the ST series can ever be what I
want and need for my business and research. I have switched
to a Mac IIx.
March 1990

I’ll really miss Current Notes, the best computer
publication I have every subscribed to. Good-luck in the
future for I’m afraid that you will need it.
Duayne Dillon
Martinez, CA
fSorry to see you go, Duayne.. Ihope you enjoyyour Mac
and don't discover that the grass is not necessarily greener
on the other side.]

Not Enough Magazines
Dear Current Notes magazine,
I have recently sent a letter to Sam Tramiel at Atari
Corp. about my feelings on the Atari world. It has taken me
a long time to finally write Atari Corp. but I urge all the
Atarians to send their thoughts on the Atari world. Maybe
we can get something happening if we all write to Sam
Tramiel. I hope Sam answers my letter??? I have included
the letter to show Current Notes readers how I feel.
Question to Current Notes. I can’t get enough of Atari
related magazines. I subscribe to Current Notes and receive
it monthly but would like to get all the others out there. Can
you supply me the names, addresses, phone numbers, etc.,
for other Atari-specific magazines? Magazines I already
receive are: Start, ST~Log and Analog (did get them but a
call to Analog says it has ceased publication), Current Notes,
Atari Explorer, STX-Press, ST World, STInformer, Reset
(Canada magazine, what happened to it?), ST WorAKUK),
STAction (UK), and Atari ST User{ UK). I am interested in
magazines from any country: Canada, UK, USA, etc.. Can
you help an Atari owner who can’t get enough magazines?
Thank you very much,
Thomas Ferreira
Livermore, CA
P.S. I hope Cuirent Notes won’t be ceased like Analog!
I love your magazine! Keep it coming!
fYes, ST-Log andAnalog are gone. ST X-Press is also gone.
Reset, / believe, is no longerpublishing, at least, Ihaven't
seen an issue for awhile. You are already receiving all the
Atari magazines in the US that Iknow ofso. I'm afraid, I
can't give you any more addresses. But, asyou can see, we
have not ceasedpublishing, nor do we intend to. For our
readers, Ihaveprinted below the letter Mr. Ferreira sent to
Sam Tramiel]
Dear Sam Tramiel,
I have been a devoted Atari owner since 1981, still to
this day using my Atari 800.1 am about to purchase a 16-bit
system and would like to get an Atari Mega 2. Problem here
is that I see very little sign of Atari life anywhere while even
similar computers like the Amiga can be found all over the
place. I don’t want to convert over to an Amiga!! Please do
something to signify to me that I should buy the Atari
system!! Don’t let me be dragged into buying an Amiga or
Mac! Do something to keep me in the Atari spirit (Atari
spirit is unlike any other, very strong). Maybe some
advertising and getting the name of Atari back out there in
the computer force. Your stock prices keep rising higher but
our spirit keeps getting lower. Keep the spirit alive! Please!!
Asking for some help and advertising attention,
Thomas Ferreira
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Error in Turbo 16 Calculations

No IBM Emulation with SS Drives

Hello,
The November 1989 issue of Current Notes contains an
article entitled “Turbo 16 The Accelerator from Fast
Technologies” by Milt Creighton. The author calculates the
percentage increase in speed using the Turbo 16 board. Mr.
Creighton mistakenly divides the difference in time by the
new time instead of the original, slower time. The result is
that the published speed increases are not accurate.
Value (minutes)
Original
New
Norton Utilities .51
.3'
Calamus
0:29
0:1
1:04
PageStrea
1:54
WordPerfect
4:40
3:27
Ultrascript
1:17
0:56
1 Not a time value

Speed Increase (%)
Incorrect
Revised
66
40
70
41
78
44
35
24
38
27

The correct way to calculate the speed increase is as
follows:
original_time ~ new_time
original_time
Although the results are lower than those published,
they are still impressive.
Mason Gilliam
Boston, MA

Dear Sirs,
I just finished reading the December 1989 issue of
Current Notes and had to comment on boththe editorial by
Joe Waters and the article by Greg Csullog. Both had a
major flaw with regard to IBM emulation with an Atari ST.
I work with IBM laptops, PCs, ATs, and PS/2s at
Prudential. At home, 1 have a 520ST with an SF-354 drive
as does a co-worker. I would think there are many of us with
the same hardware. The Atari SF-354 drive reads 3 1/2 inch
single-sided disks. IBM only uses 3 1/2 inch double-sided
technology. So, even with pc ditto or one of the other
emulation programs, I could not bring IBM software disks
home and run them on my 520ST. To get around this
problem I would have to replace my SF-354 disk drive or
add a double-sided drive to my current system. However,
this is also an added expense to getting IBM emulation. 1
think this is an important point to those of us that are
considering IBM emulation and it should be mentioned.
Len Labriola
Randolph, NJ
[Point well taken, Len. You could add a 51/4 drive to your
system, but that, too, would mean more expense. IBM clones
are so inexpensive now thatpurchasers will have to weigh
carefully the decision to add an emulator to their ST/Mega
orjust buy another whole computer]

Current Notes Junior?
Gentlemen:
It appears that there is a tendency for computer
magazines to get so far ahead of the poor slobs who read
them that they gradually become completely unintelligible.
In these past years, I have subscribed to at least six of them,
and got out of them one by one, as they got so far ahead of
the average reader that they might as well have been written
in Newspeak.
To re-state what has been written so often by myself
and others, “1 don’t want to be a hacker, 1 don’t want to be a
professional programmer, I don’t care about new languages
for the ST. I just want to do my thing from time to time on
the computer, read some ads and honest reviews, and enjoy
myself.”
If some want to be enmeshed in this brain-addling
gibberish and keep up on their chit-chat with Sig and Nils
and Huang and Nigel and the rest of the International
Brotherhood of Hackers-fine with me! Just give me a few
pages of “Current Notes Junior,” or “The Son of Current
Notes,” and let me out of this hyperspace so I can muddle
along on my poor little ol* ST thing again!
Walter E. Ross
Springfield, IL
[Ihave always tried to put as much diversity in CNas
possible. 1hope hackers can enjoy CNas much as casual
users. I believe most of the CNaudience are intelligent
adults (not necessarily computerprofessionals) who just
happen to have an Atari and enjoy exploring the wonders of
their computer. My goal is to provide that audience with
readable articles that are worth reading.]
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You get 13 (for the price of 12) exciting issues of
ST Informer Monthly tabloid that is packed with
the latest Atari news, reviews, commentary and PD
offerings, plus a FREE disk for only $18. Choose a
FREE disk from our PD Catalog sent with your
subscription acknowledgement. Mail this coupon
today, or call (503) 476-0071 FAX(503) 479-1825
and charge it to your charge card. Mention Current
Notes for 13 for 12 offer.
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Dealers Distraught,
Atari Stock Slides, But
STE & TT Could Save the Day
The Heavy Dark Line
While we don’t like to comment on our own
product, the criticism around the circuit when last
month’s Current Notes cover appeared was sharp and
pointed. The cover featured a large monitor with “The
Year of Atari” splashed across it and “1989” and “1990”
pyramided above the phrase. There was an ominous
dark line drawn through “1989.” The general criticism
from dealers was that there should have been a line
drawn through “1990” also.
We estimate that, six months ago, only about
one-third of the dealers were sufficiently embittered
about Atari to consider quitting. A majority were positive
and expected the holidays to
see Atari on the rise. Now that
winter has taken its toll, it’s
difficult to find a dealer who
doesn’t complain about Atari’s
apparently total lack of con¬
cern for that dealer’s future.
Stories abound. Whether it’s
the dealer who having paid a monthly bill for some
$15,000 worth of Atari merchandise discovers his sub¬
sequent order has been cancelled because he still
owes $600 and Gary Tramiel has put out “an order,” no
shipments to dealers owing money. Or whether it’s the
dealer who had been hoping that the Portfolios might
arrive in time to boost his lagging sales, only to
learn two months later, after Atari had flogged
them “direct” everywhere they could, he could
now order them, cash up front. Or whether it
was the southern dealer, or the western dealer,
or the eastern dealer who found out that the
only stock Atari had available in February was
Mega ST4’s and color monitors. Everything
else, 520’s, 1040’s, Mega 2’s, monochrome
monitors, you name it, was gone. The cupboard
was bare in the U.S. Sure you could order
STE’s and STacy’s, with not the slightest idea
when they might be available. (As we noted
earlier, with an FCC O.K., both of them by
June, and possibly earlier for businesses and music
dealers for the Stacy, since it may get a Class A, read
non-home, FCC approval by mid-March.) But what
could you sell to keep food on the table in the
meantime? Some Atari dealers found that IBM 286
clones at a price of $698 would sell better than the ST’s.
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Curiously, there was a minimum of
anger out there, compared to last fall.
It had turned to dismay. "What was
Atari doing to itself in the U.S. and
why was it doing it?” Atari users were
wondering, in one loud common
voice. Praise for the new “troika,”
Cherry, Brody, and Crouch continued
to be heard around the country, from Florida to Califor¬
nia. But inside Atari, the only consistent and continuous,
if guarded, explanation was that Sam still wouldn’t
listen. Yet, Jack Tramiel had to be aware that something
was not quite right, since his own personal net worth
had plummeted along with Atari’s stock. If Jack had 25
million plus shares last November, he would have been
worth about $300,000,000 when the stock was at 12
7/8’s. Now, if Jack doesn’t like TV advertising in the
U.S., it may be because that same 25,507,630 shares
would be worth about $146 million less since the stock
was cut nearly in half, to 6 5/8’s, by mid-February.

Salvation?
Just as common as the
unified litany of complaints, was
the unflagging confidence that if
Atari would unleash the TT and
the STE, and then back them with
a modicum of advertising to let
the market know they were there,
Atari could return triumphant. The STE with its SIMMs
structure, allowing easy insertion of additional RAM
memory chips, now about as cheap as a share of Atari
stock, would have considerable appeal, i.e. get an STE
for the price of a 1040 ST and for $600 more turn it into
the equivalent of a Mega 4. (See Greg Csullog’s review
of the STE in this issue.)
And the TT? It would levi¬
tate Atari’s lost appeal.
When the first ST’s ap¬
peared, nowhere could
you find that speed, that
power and resolution in
color. The newer IBM’s
and Mac’s now do it with
ease. But a new high
resolution, high speed
machine such as the TT,
with or without the attrac¬
tive UNIX add on, many
believe would make Atari spirits soar. (Image Systems,
800-462-4370, is reportedly selling a hi-rez color board
that fits in Mega ST’s and offers a 1024 x 768 resolution
and a price tag of $800.) So when? Probably not until
next fall for the TT (there have been conflicting reports
they will be available for $5,000 in Europe in early 1991),
but possibly early summer for the STE.
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A New Standard?

would quickly have you up and running your pc ditto it
At the close of the Fall Comdex, Apple swooped There was still some muttering, since PAL chips cannot
down and grabbed up “a loose pigeon.” It was CAD be reused why send them back at all? Was that a stall?
3-D, the drawing and animation program that knocked But that left the question of how to “house” it. How to
everybody’s eyes out when they saw it performing on get it to fit inside a 520 ST, or rather outside with
the big screen of the TT. “A loose pigeon” because shielded cables (see Milt Creighton’s review), or inside
normally Antic, who assigns development projects or a Mega ST with a buss connector on top of the 68000
accepts specific proposals and then, once the package chip when said buss connector didn’t appear to exist
is completed, pays the developers for the exclusive yet. The sum of it? With luck, Bill Teal, who had made a
marketing rights, had delayed in making the purchase major contribution to the ST with pc ditto /, would climb
this time. Before you knew it, the
back up on the rocks and take off.
development team for CAD 3-D
Certainly the future potential for a
fi?aiafliaasD fisapfl Sflaisfe EfcatP'S smaller board with capabilities for
was walking around with Apple
$$$’s in their pockets. Antic then
color, etc., was there. But would
quickly bought in on part of the
time and money be there to see it
distribution rights, but too late to
come into being? ST users, who
obtain an exclusive. This would
recognize the Teal contribution,
keep the Atari in the forefront of a
could only hope so. The vast
premier CAD package, also being
majority seem to have enough
used by Apple and, we under¬
confidence in him to resist asking
stand, soon also by IBM. In effect
for a refund and wait for him to
I Total Shares = 23,184,9551
then, you would have the three of
“deliver” the goods. Few doubted
them setting a standard for ani¬
that he would.
mation drawing programs. Two
companies that Atari should be pleased to be seen If Ice Could Kill, Or Why Can’t Atari Be
together with. Late news has it, however, that CAD 3-D More Like Alaska?
will be designed to run on the TT and possibly the
Many of you have read or may even be tasting the
STE’s, but not the Mega’s.
“incredible joys” of Alaskan ice! “Caring people,” read
entrepreneurs, have found that ice, tenderly carved out
Teal and the Deal
of the glaciers, provide a “coolant” free of all of the
At the end of January, a half-dozen people had caprices and poisons of our modern world. “The ice
received the emulator and it worked, sort of. What were that conquers! The ice that changes not only your
the problems? How could Bill Teal have shipped a cocktail but sense of cool!” And so it goes. Laughing?
product that wouldn’t fit and wouldn’t work. The anger The Japanese aren’t. They are paying $7 a pound for
on the BBS’s had washed ashore and was in ebb tide, the stuff, so healthy and refreshing is it. Huge “saw
with some beginning to say, “Give him a chance.”
boats” are now lashed to the glaciers, carving out
A reconstruction of events. Teal developed the material worth considerably less by the pound than an
emulator on a 1040 ST, Rev C board. Then he was ounce of gold or an ounce of a Stealth bomber, but
forced for unknown reasons to change manufacturers worth a lot more than alfalfa, the crop whose roots
once, if not twice. Having accepted orders with money, reach out farther than any other plant for “libation or
despite making serious efforts to avoid taking orders liquid.” (Now you have the derivation of “The Alfalfa
until he could “reasonably” expect to fill them, the Club,” that select Washington annual cocktail dinner
pressure “to ship” must have become quite intense. “power” group.) But how, you ask, can anybody sell a
When pc ditto // finally came back from the ultimate glacier? By advertising and marketing. A simple rule of
manufacturer, it “tested out” and was shipped with the sales.
speed of summer lightening. Only problem was that on
Thus, if Atari started marketing their product the way
any 1040 ST that wasn’t Rev C, the video shifter chip the Alaskan’s have started marketing theirs, IBM might
tended to malfunction with other elements on the soon be dead.
board, creating “a ball buster of a bug.” Then, after a
period of prolonged silence, with 95% of the boards Brothers Under the Skin
shipped not working, and even staunch Teal fans
What bit of history do, GM and Atari have in
beginning to have doubts, Teal appeared on GEnie. On common? In circa 1984 both companies made deci¬
the eve of the anniversary of the Chicago Valentine’s sions about their products which have cost them dearly.
Day Massacre, he announced on GEnie that “the Atari, in the person of Jack Tramiel, decided to half¬
problem was solved.” If yours wouldn’t work, take the heartedly back the ST computer, their new “brain” child,
two PAL chips out of the board, ship them to Teal and and the machine that has kept them alive and profitable
“immediately” you would receive new chips back that to date. Had the decision gone the other way, to back it
Page 10
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to the hilt, with a full court press for marketing and
add-on’s, it is hard to say where Atari would be today in
the U.S. and the rest of the world markets. And GM? At
about the same time GM made a decision to decentral¬
ize its auto divisions. It was to be the new GM. At the
end of last year, GM announced their own “peres¬
troika,” or restructuring and the layoff of thousands of
their employees. It is said, it takes nine years to develop
a new strategic weapon, Soviet or American, and about
the same time to do in a company.

Atari’s Revenge
Some of you have read about it, the airport scare
that caused the delay and near cancellation by airport
authorities of a U.S. flight to South America. X-ray
detectors had discovered an “explosive device in the
bag of a piece of luggage heading south of the border.
The suspect bag was “captured,” opened with all
precautions available, after attempts to set it off had
failed. The evil bomb turned out to be a Nintendo game
machine, a Christmas present for the young of heart.

The April Advantage
Generally, those Atari users who have used it agree
they’d rather fight than switch back to paying taxes “the
old fashion way.” And the “it” is Tax Advantage, one of
the better productivity programs for both the Atari 8-bit
and the ST computers. A review in last month’s issue of
CN sang its praises for the 8-bit computers. It is
splendid, but on a Mega ST with a laser printer, it soars
to even greater heights. It does just about everything
the IRS requests of a tax paying individual. It doesn’t
include state tax forms, and after you’ve used it, you
only could wish it did. Itemized deductions on any line,
tax estimate payments, joint vs individual filing, 18 of the
more frequently used forms, a pop-up calculator and
notepad, automatic calculation and recalculations, and
easy to use. Pop-up He/p windows are available for
almost every line. If you are a Phasar user, you can
import your money-management data directly into Tax
Advantage. The final rush, better than beating any
arcade game, comes when you push return and watch
the bottom line appear—how much you owe or are
owed! What more could you want?
Well, after printing it out on your printer to see how
it looks, it would be rather nice to just turn on your
modem and send it on its way, sparing you that late
night trip to the post office. Unfortunately, not this year.
You have to take your disk to an authorized tax
“transfer” facility in your area, where they do the
electronic transmission to the IRS and manually extract
$20 to $70 from your wallet. Why would anybody do it?
If you have a large refund coming and need it asap, it
might be worth cutting the refund time in half or even
more, say down to two weeks, if you authorize an
electronic deposit by the IRS to your bank. Will it come
to us little guys soon, home filing by modem? Accord¬
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ing to T.R. Reid of the Washington Post, that depends
on how lucrative it is for the present “transfer bus¬
inesses” and how strong a lobby they can build to
make it an exclusive for them alone.

Tid-Bytes
A Second Volume—In the first book, every chapter
had something new for even veteran Atari users. Now
Jim Turner has broadened our horizons with Inter¬
mediate and Advanced Atari ST Subjects. Our copy
arrived just in time pull us out of a morass with a
crashed hard drive, which, those of you who have
experienced such an agony know, leaves you feeling
like you’re hanging and “twisting in the wind.” So we
started in the middle on Chapter 5 to see about disk
and file recovery, and then glumly on to Chapter 6 and
Hard Drives. With Turner’s written help we crawled
through the mine fields of ID’s and Lun’s and tried to
make sure we were formatting the bad and not the
remaining good drive. He devotes a full chapter to “IBM
Emulation,” briefly discussing the big three in the field,
Super Charger, PC Speed, and pc ditto // But whatever
your problem, Wizard Turner has come out with a
concisely, clearly written, 150-page book of information
every user will either immediately, as in my case, or
eventually need to know to keep his system fit and
himself happy. After reading it you will ask, “How can
one person know all that? It’s inhuman!” Well, the
Wizard is human. On page 138, he states, “(When the
write-protect notch on a floppy disk is closed, you
won’t be able to write or delete anything from the disk,
or format the disk.” With his customary thoroughness
he continues, “The notch is considered closed when
you can’t see through the square hole.)” Gotcha, Jim!
(Would that there was only one error in this issue of
CN.) iSorry, Jim, Frank found the error before I could warn
him you were sending out a correction! -JW]

Copy Update—In the update category, Ed Bouvier
of ProCopy fame and president of ProCo Products
(800-843-1223; P.O. Box 665, Chepachet, R.l. 02814)
has come out with his latest copy program update.
ProCopy ver 1.80. The wily Europeans who have been
flooding our market with exciting games that were hard
to backup/copy had largely outwitted ProCopy ver 1.71.
Now Bouvier “strikes back” and has the answer to a
majority, though not all, of their new protection strata¬
gems. He claims to have brought to heel such devils as
Oids, Dungeon Master, and products distributed by
Artworx and MicroProse. And the price is right, $13.50.
Michtron’s Latest—Fleet Street Publisher 3.0 is
finally about to appear. Look for it the week after you
read this. At just about the same time, Michtron hopes
to have its FaxModem on the market. For $699 ST users
will be able to send and receive multiple fax copies,
view incoming documents on the screen, print copies,
and best of all, take a document and save it as an .IMG
file for later importation into a desktop publishing piece.
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The Atari 1040 STE
Excitement of Hands-On Testing, with an Eye to How Compatible the
TOS 1.4X1.6 Is, What Runs and What Won’t
by Greg Csullog
Click Here Computers
The Wait
In late October ’89, I made the big jump from VAR
(Value Added Retailer) status, to an authorized Atari
(Canada) dealership. It has been a bumpy ride these
last few months and most of the bumps were courtesy
of the new 1040STE.
It was just at the time that I became a dealer that
the STE was rumored to have arrived in Toronto. Since
1) I had not been carrying stock as a VAR, 2) my local
buyers wanted the STE and not the STFM, and 3) I was
told that I could get a limited number of STE computers
immediately, I shelled out cash for some STE units on
November 3rd. The problem is, I did not get any
computers until January 4th, 1990. Two months may not
seem like a long time but when impatient customers
toss the word ‘eunuch’ around freely, you tend to get a
little worried.
Only two STE computers were shipped to me
because they were available in limited quantity. In fact,
when I spoke with Atari Canada before starting this
article, I was told that there were only two units at their
site. Hopefully, as you read this, availability will have
improved.

Opening the Boxes
With the hype about the STE and the delays I went
through, my finger tips were tingling as I opened up the
first carton. I cannot begin to explain my disappointment
when I found an original ST manual and an addendum
sheet for the STE. Here I had one of Atari Corporation’s
new flagship computers and Atari had not even
bothered issuing a new manual for it. When will Atari
ever acquire marketing skills?
OK, you say, so they did not ship a revised manual!
How about this? An original Language Disk was
supplied with the STE. The very least that Atari could
have done was supply a demo program that demon¬
strates the new color and sound features of the system.
If you think that I am being too critical, try and look
at it from my perspective. I promoted the STE and its
features but when I powered it up all I could say to my
customers was, “Trust me, soon there will be software
that will make you glad that you bought an STE and not
an STFM.”
Page 12

I only had my two STE computers for a few hours.
The customers who had endured the wait with me
insisted that they take delivery right away. I was
unhappy that I could not have them a little longer but
that’s business for you.

The Flakey Factor
One of my customers had two requirements. First,
he wanted to run WordPerfect Ko have compatibility with
his office system. Second, he wanted pc ditto //to run
some PC programs. At the time, pc ditto // was no
where to be found and, as luck would have it, Word
Perfect would not run on the STE.
I offered a simple solution. I would sell the customer
1st Word Pius, he would use it until a WordPerfects
came out and then I would buy back 1st Word Pius in
exchange for selling him WordPerfect. I ran across one
minor problem, Word Pius would load and run some¬
times while other times the monitor would be ablaze
with bombs.
We ran through a pack of programs and after a mix
of successes and failures I agreed to take back the STE
and refund the money to the customer. Now I had an
opportunity to put an STE through its paces but I would
have preferred slightly different circumstances for
achieving this access.

The Good, the Bad and the Really Doesn’t
Matter
The Doesn’t Matter Category: Some of the
programs that would not run on the STE were public
domain or shareware utilities that were patches or
performance enhancers for the old STFM (like Pinhead)
and they are not needed for the STE. However, to use
the STE, I had to deactivate these programs from my
hard disk’s AUTO folder. The programs that I deactiva¬
ted are (an asterisk indicates the program code is not
needed on the STE): Fatspeed* Fo/drxxx* Pinhed14*,
Shei-fix (specific to Neodesk), Startup ver 2.0, Li/S-ii,
HeadstlO. It could be argued that UiS is not needed on
the STE because of Atari’s new default file selector box,
but do not believe it. The U/S (now version III) is
indispensible and I understand that there is already a
patch to let it run on the STE. The STE also lets one
program be installed for autoexecution on startup but
Headstart’s capabilities are an order of magnitude
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better. As of this writing I had not heard of a fix for
Headstart.
The Good Category: The following programs ran
on the STE without any problem (please note, the
programs listed could not be tested for every possible
feature so someone may yet find that they can be
crashed on an STE): dbMAN 5.1OH, LDW Power 1.1,
LDW Sideways, LDW Convert, Pack2 (this program can
squeeze programs and they still remain fully execu¬
table), Meg-a-Minute Elite, Michtron Utilities AUTO
folder reorganizer, Dcopy2.0, Uniterm2.^(the best PD
code ever written for the ST, in my opinion), Superbase
Professional 3.02 (I just received this and I love it),
Timeworks DTP ver 1.1, Drachen ver 2.0 (a nice
GERMAN game), HiSoft Basic ver 1.23 (I agree with
Dave Small that this a great language to write software),
Wares ver 1.06, OSS Pascal ver 2.20, G+Pius ver 1.2,
Word Writer ver 2.0.
Two very important products that did work are pc
ditto ver 3.0 (this is the software version of the PC
emulator from Avant-Garde) and Spectre GCR ver 2.0.
Theoretically, these products should be independent of
the version of TOS but anyone who had TOS 1.2 (the
Mega ROMs) will remember that Avant-Garde had to
distribute a patch called Megafix because of hard disk
access problems experienced.
The Bad Category: This category is a tough one
to write about. Let me explain. As I wrote earlier,
sometimes 1st Word Pius (ver 3.14) would run and
sometimes it would not. In tests yesterday, I could not
get it to bomb out as it had been doing. Today, after
writing the previous paragraph on an STFM, I switched
to an STE and loaded Word Pius. Before writing that the
code was performing OK, I decided to put the program
through a few starts and exits. Guess what? I could not
get the darn thing to load on an STE again. After a
dozen or so tries, I switched back to an STFM to
continue writing (looks like the Flakey Factor was at
work again).
I managed to load WordPerfect (the August ’89
release) just once out of about 25 attempts. I could not
get Signum // to’ run either. Hey, that was three word
processors down so I popped in an old copy of Word
Writer, which I no longer use. Whew, it ran without a
hitch.
The following is a list of other software that would
not run on my STE or, as with Word Pius, would run
sometimes (FF=Flakey Factor at work): Degas Elite
(FF), Dsiide ver 2.0, Antic’s Software Guide (FF), Word
Plus’ Dictionary Merge ver 2.1 (FF), NeoDesk 2.05
(aaagh!!), Touch Up, Phasar 3.0, Easy Draw ver 2.0,
UIS-II{aaagh again), Draf/x, Opus ver2.10.
(Note: on Feb 10, Pick Fiashman of Gribnif wrote to
say that NeoDesk 2.05 "has been verified to work
flawlessly on the STE and TOS 1.6 by several registered
customers, our British distributor (GST Software Pro¬
ducts), and employees ofAtari Corp.
JW]
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Atari Canada has an offical list of software that will
not run on the STE. Atari was to send me a copy of this
list but, unfortunately, I did not receive it before
forwarding this article to CN.

Miscellaneous STE Facts
TOS 1.6 (1.4) Features: [Control]-[Left Shift]—
[Alternate]-[Delete] does a warm boot. [Control]-[Right
Shift]-[Alternate]-[Delete] does a cold boot. The File
Selector box has been improved (marginally, do not
discard your UISj. The Install Disk Drive option has the
default=INSTALL, not CANCEL as with earlier TOS
versions. The Install Application option lets one applica¬
tion be selected as AUTO (hang on to your copies of
Headstart os, well). File copy operations can be selected
as file moves by holding down the [Control] key during
dragging operations. If a file name conflict arises during
a copy operation, a skip can be selected instead of the
old cancel that killed the whole process. Pressing the
[Undo] key will abort file copy, move, and delete
operations. Formatting lays down MS-DOS boot sec¬
tors. Folders can be renamed.
Hardware Features: A Blitter chip is standard.
The color palette has 4,096 colors (a new control.acc
program, which accesses the enhanced palette, is
supplied). There are two RCA ports for stereo output.
Two 15-pin game controller ports are supplied. The
following is a quote from the STE addendum sheet:
“Use 15-pin connectors with 9-pin adapters to allow
four-player games (or six-player games with joysticks
connected to the two 9-pin joystick ports), or to use
enhanced joysticks, paddles, or light guns.”
The new TOS also supports large screen monitors
like the 19” Moniterm monitor (this is, apparently, why
WordPerfect crashes since it does not support the
Moniterm). I spoke with Word Perfect’s ST support and
was told that the next release would support the STE.
[Ed: This article was edited using a beta version of
WordPerfect on the Moniterm monitor. I was also very
pleased with WordPerfect Corp.’s courteous staff.
(Hope you read this Mike.) -FS].
For me, the best feature of the STE is its use of
SIMMs. However, according to Atari Canada, there are
different motherboards floating around and the number
of SIMM sockets vary. Some machines come with three
sockets (max RAM = 3 meg) and some come with four
(max RAM = 4 meg). I have not opened up the STE I
still have so I do not know how many sockets it has. I
have stopped second guessing why Atari does these
things.
The following is a quote from a FAX message sent
to me by Mark Campbell of Atari Canada. It explains the
term “GENLOCK ready” for the STE:
The ST (and STE) chip set have the ability to accept
external sync. This is controlled by bit 0 at FF820A, as
documented in the ST Hardware Specification. This was
done to allow synchonization of the ST video with an
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external source (a process usually known as GENLOCK).
However, in order to do this reliably the system clock must
also be phase-locked (or synchoni/.ed in some other way) to
the input sync signals. No way to do this was provided in
the ST, as a result the only GENLOCKs available require
internal modifications (usually for the MEGA).
The STE allows this to be done without opening up the
case. To inject a system clock ground pin 3 (GPO) on the
monitor connector, then connect the clock into pin 4 (mono
detect). The internal frequency of this clock is 32.215905
MHz (NTSC) and 31.922046 MHz (PAL). Note: Do not
switch clock source while the system is active"

I hope that clears up the GENLOCK issue for
anyone who is interested. It should mean that the STE
will move into the Amiga’s desktop video domain.

Wrap-up
If I was in the market for an ST, would I buy the
STE? Yes, but I would have to accept some compatibi¬
lity problems up front. However, the positives far
outweigh the negatives for this new computer.
Consider this. For less than $300 Canadian (for you
Yanks that’s about $250 in real money) you can boost
your 1040STE to 4 megs. Supporting the large screen
monitor, the ST becomes a very inexpensive, and very
sophisticated desktop publishing package.
Let’s all hope that Atari improves its marketing skills
as much as it improved the ST.

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — >

Templicity
100 Ready-made Templates for
Your ST Spreadsheet!
Available for LDW Power, MasterPlan,
and VIP Professional.
Personal Financial Planning
Save
Home Office and Small Business
Time
New! 1989 Federal Income Taxes
Real Estate and Loan Analysis
and
Personal and Business Budgets
Money
Accounting and Bookkeeping
Many other unique worksheets included!
Full User Support
30 day, no risk, money-back guarantee!

Complete pkg. -100 templates- $34.95
To order, send check or money order to:

The Sterling Connection
Box 4850
Berkeley, CA 94704
Specify which spreadsheet you have.

To order by phone, call (415) 655-2355
Mastercard and Visa accepted. CA res. add 6% ($2.10) sales tax.
(Free shipping)

THE ONE PLACE FOR
ALL ATARI OWNERS
The Electronic Clinic is the one-stop shop for all your Atari needs. If you own or would like to purchase
ANYTHING with the Atari name on it, we are the people to talk to for sales, service and support. We carry a full
line of software, accessories and peripherals for:
o Atari 2600 and 5200 and XE game machines
o Atari 400,800, 800XL, 1200XL, 65XE and 130XE 8-bit computers
»Atari 520ST and 1040ST 16-bit computers, and
e>the new Atari Mega ST computers!
We also provide factory-authorized service on all Atari-manufactured products. We have been in the
service/repair business for 20 years, repairing stereo and video equippment, and have been servicing Atari
computers for 8 years.
At The Electronic Clinic, we are dedicated to providing all Atari owners with the tools they need to get the
most out of their computers. Give us a call or drop by for a visit! We take personal checks and cash (No Credit
Cards) and are open Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays until 6, Thursdays until 8, and Saturdays
from 9 to 2.

MAIL ORDERS ARE WELCOME!

THE ELECTRONIC CLINIC
4916 Del Ray Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 656-7983
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You load Publisher ST. Zap it loads in under four
seconds; fonts and all. What a wonderful piece of
hardware you say to yourself. Next it is time to load up
that 300K annual report with plenty of graphics. No
problem. It takes another three seconds. Is this the new
Atari TT that we all have been waiting for? No. Then it
must be the newest and probably fanciest hard to install
CPU accelerator board? Strike two. Fantasy you say.
Strike three and you are out.
The opposite of this wonderful story occurred over
the weekend to a friend of mine. It should not have
happened since the amount he
paid for his super machine could
easily have bought 27 Mega
ST’s. He uses a 100 meg drive
which he claims is hardly
enough. The CPU is one of the
fastest on the market. Then what
is the problem? To paraphrase it,
since there is no repeating what
he really said, this super fast
desktop takes all its time writing
secret files to the hard drive.
Does this sound like Publisher
SP. He is not happy, to say the
least. His only consolation is that
his company paid for the machine. We discussed his
options. In his case there were few practical ones.
When I was in college (Mom insisted), my profes¬
sors told me that if I wanted to speed up a chemical
reaction then I must speed up the slowest part of the
reaction. Speeding up an already fast part of the
reaction chain did nothing. Increasing speed depended
on working on the bottle neck in the reaction. The same
thing applies to the computer.
Let me be more specific. If you had the opportunity
to double the speed of a two-second computer pro¬
cess as against a 20-second process, which would you
choose? THe answer is obvious, of course, providing
that you used the 20 second process often enough. In
fact, even if you did not use it but infrequently, there
would still be significant productivity gains. It is strange
that most of our hardware developers are concentrating
on speeding up the two second process. Granted, it is
certainly more exciting to add some fancy new CPU
accelerator board to your computer (and more trouble,

too). But if we are serious about productivity gains, then
let us take a hard look at what slows our computing.
I can only guess at the reasons for developer
preoccupation with increasing the horse power under
the hood. I am sure there is some appeal and status to
be gained by both customer and developer from a new
gadget such as a CPU accelerator. Now, do not get me
wrong. There is no doubt that these accelerator boards
work. The question is: is it working to significantly
increase ^^productivity?
Now, let’s get back to our dream (hardware) acces¬
sory. After printing our 300K file,
we save it, a two-three second
process, if that much. In fact,
this hardware accessory does
exist, or should we say did
exist. It was a battery-backedup RAM storage accessory that
plugged into the cartridge port
of all ST computers and was
made by Alpha Systems. It
came in up to two megs of
storage. It may not have been
much in terms of memory, but
when it came to speed (read
productivity gains), it was un¬
beatable. Recently, I called to see if I could get a
second one. NO such luck. They have stopped making
them.
Maybe I am shouting in the dark, but are there no
brave souls out there willing to make an empty RAM
board that is battery backed up. A board that you could
add RAM to, to your heart’s content, would be nice.
That means a lot of RAM in my case. And while I am
asking, could we add the RAM via SIMMs (for ease of
installation). I am not sure but it should not take any
newly discovered genius to do this.
One last appeal into the darkness. Let us not
become too obsessed with higher-tech. Available tech¬
nology, well applied, can be gratifying and profitable.
Dr. Patrick F. Raymore is an ophthalmologist on the
staff of Kaiser Permanente in Southern California, who
last year received an award from Kaiser Permanente for
development and institution of formulas that he/p us
increase the accuracy of an intraocu/ar lens placed
inside the eye.

...my professor told me
that if I wanted to
speed up a chemical
reaction, then I must
speed up the slowest
part...
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pc ditto II
PC Emulator from Avant-Garde Systems
An Initial Impression by Milt Creighton
This won’t be a review; it can’t be because my
brand-new pc ditto /'MS-DOS emulator add-on board
doesn’t work. It doesn’t make me feel any better to
know that I am not unique in that respect. Both GEnie
and CompuServe are rife with messages from other new
owners who have patiently awaited this long-sought
product only to find it doesn’t work. Bill Teal himself (the
developer) has admitted there are problems and he is
hard at work on a fix. By the time you read this, there
probably will be a fix, but that is precious little
consolation right now.

Taking a Chance
I ordered pc ditto //sight unseen on the first day of
September last year. I decided to take the chance
based on pc ditto /, the brilliant software emulator
developed, marketed, and supported by Avant-Garde
and on the well-deserved professional reputation of the
proprietors. It took just five months to arrive at my
doorstep. Despite what you may think I was not unduly
alarmed by the delay. I am well enough acquainted with
electronic production problems not to be surprised at
missed shipping dates. Also, I had accessed a number
of bulletin boards and kept more-or-less abreast of the
developmental difficulties. That’s why I wasn’t prepared
for what I received.
pc ditto // mostly consists of a single circuit board
measuring 5 inches wide by 7.5 inches long! It is
connected by two stiff 2-inch wide ribbon cables about
a foot long. The cables have quite bulky connectors at
either end. One end of each cable connects to the
circuit board and the other end connects to a clip that
fits over the MP68000 microprocessor in the ST. If you
have a Turbo /tf accelerator board or a small daughter¬
board attached to your microprocessor as on some
ST’s, you are out of luck with the clip. Also included in
the box is an installation manual, a disk containing the
pc ditto //software and most important of all, a bottle of
Tweek for improving electrical connections.

Oversize
Those of you who are familiar with the inside of an
ST can guess what kind of difficulty you are going to
have installing a board the size of pc ditto it It won’t fit
inside a 520 and the clip won’t work on a 1040 that has
the microprocessor under the keyboard. In addition, it
won’t fit inside 1040’s with memory upgrades or Megas
with internal hard disks. A bus connector was promised
for connection with Megas, but none has appeared so
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far. In fact, one prominent designer very familiar with
Megas flatly states such a connector cannot be
produced without redesigning the pc ditto // circuit
board.
The board will fit inside some 1040’s and has
actually worked properly on several 1040’s equipped
with “Revision C” motherboards. Even when the board
will fit in a 1040,
the clip will not fit on those
microprocessors that lie under the keyboard. It hasn’t
been reported to work properly on any 520’s and only
one Mega 2 owner has managed to make the board
work properly and then only by soldering the leads of
the pc ditto /'clip to the legs of the microprocessor.
That might not be a good idea for those of you thinking
of returning your board. Avant-Garde has stated they
will only allow returns of boards if they are in original
condition.
As for the pc ditto // circuit board itself, it has a
number of socketed integrated circuits and wide etched
traces that contribute to its oversize state. I understand
that proper component and trace layout would have
reduced the size of the board by 30% in both
dimensions. Modern surface mount technology includ¬
ing multiple layering would have produced a board less
than half as big as the production version. The ribbon
cables are another poor selection. They are quite stiff,
especially in view of the fact that they have to be
twisted in the installation. Also, they are only shielded
on one side! More flexible fully shielded cables would
have made installation much easier. In addition, there is
no reason for the cables to have connectors on each
end. One end should have been soldered to the board
and smaller connectors could have been chosen to
reduce contact with the rf shield.
On the other hand, the clip that fits over the
microprocessor seems to work as advertised. I had a
little difficulty with it but not very much. Others were not
so lucky, however. Use a lot of tweek on both the clip
and the legs of the microprocessor. Bending the leads
of the clip a bit tighter improves the fit and insures the rf
shield won’t dislodge it. Just make certain the legs of
the clip don’t cross-connect legs of your microproces¬
sor.
If you’ve got a 1040, chances are you can cram the
board into your machine. I have a 520ST with a 1
Megabyte RAM upgrade. Hah! No way, not even by
cutting the center post. Instead, I bent back a small part
of the rf shield, cut a slit in the plastic case and ran the
ribbon cables out the back with the shielding facing up.
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The pc ditto // board itself was placed into a Radio
Shack metal experimenter’s box of the same size (it just
so happens there is one the right size for about $8.00).
It works to a point, though the unshielded ribbon cable
tends to pick up stray RF even in TOS mode which
affects the monitor display.
Naturally, the board wasn’t designed to be placed
outside the computer. Only by placing it inside the case
did Avant-Garde avoid having to secure FCC approval.
Therefore, my solution is only temporary, necessary
because I cannot install it as advertised. Even replacing
the ribbon cables with fully shielded more flexible ones
isn’t really a good idea. There’s just too much
interference and the box hanging out the rear of my
computer creates an unacceptable footprint.
From what Bill Teal has posted on GEnie, the
problem with the actual functioning (or nonfunctioning)
of pc ditto ii lies in the software. There are major
differences in the installation of the video shifter chip in
different models of the ST. It creates a problem when
the pc ditto ii microprocessor (a NEC V30) assumes
control, locking up the system. Typically, if you can get
to the point where pc ditto // asks for the DOS disk
before locking up, you’ve likely gotten past the hardware installation problems and have encountered the

microprocessor interrupt problem. The solution to the
latter is in the pc ditto if software, according to
Avant-Garde, and Bill is currently hard at work locating
that bug. At this writing he is reported to be very close
to a fix.
In summary, I can’t describe the operation of pc
ditto /'since mine happens to be included in the 98%
that don’t work. I can say, however, that the design of
pc ditto H \s not compact, not well thought out, and will
not fit in many ST’s. If you have a memory upgrade, an
internal clock, an accelerator board, an internal hard
disk or many other internal add-ons chances are you
won’t be able to get pc ditto /'in your machine. At this
moment, I can only describe pc ditto //as a big
disappointment. If the product were produced by
anyone other than Avant-Garde I would consider it
dead in the water. But if anyone in Atari-land can
rescue the situation at all, I would put my money on Bill
Teal (actually, I am putting my money on him). So I’ll
give him time to get it straightened out and see what
happens from there.
In the meantime, I’ll get ready to install and test
another intriguing PC emulator: the Supercharger from
Talon. You’ll read about that next month.

«ICD sells a superb, excellent, wonderful tape backup unit. I love mine, and it's saved me any
number of times.. There's nothing else like this in the ST world; priceless and fast.9*
-Dave Small, Gadgets by Small
* Using the ICD Tape Backup was surprisingly simple and faster than imaginable. It was so fast
that I doubted it was real."
-John Nagy, reviewer for Computer Shopper
« The ICD FA*ST Tape system is a dream come true. The hardware works flawlessly, and the
software is incredibly flexible and easy to use...it's simply the best way to back up your hard
drive."
-Charles F. Johnson, Codehead Software

ICD has been backing up Atari users since 1984. With hard drives, host adapters, printer interfaces, and the new
FA*ST Tape Backup, ICD offers you more! Call us for information on our products.
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Advice for DaveG, BackOrder
Theories, Dispatching Bugs,
Ataritalk, and the Baby Theory

v____J

Hi again! This month, an
explanation of where I’ve been, and
a look at the bizarre and twisted
minds that produce ST products, at
least at Gadgets’R’Us.

On the Dave Grace Matter
Before we get into the usual,
however, I thought I’d slip in a sup¬
portive note to a fellow columnist,
Dave Grace (whom I’ll abbreviate to
DaveG).
Dave Grace has been writing
some good stuff recently; his Janu¬
ary ’90 column is priceless! Unfor¬
tunately, he made the same mistake
I did awhile back—Offending
Someone You Don’t Dare Offend
(OSYDDO). Regrettably, this drew
some angry responses, which I think
were quite a shock to him, judging
from the followup columns. I know
the feeling.
Here’s the scoop, DaveG, from
your fellow columnist and fellow
offender.
There’re lots of OSYDDO
groups, federally registered, of
course. A special tax is levied to
support them. I got my list by send¬
ing in the required fee; it lists groups
from “Cockroaches for Nuclear Win¬
ter” to “Ozone Minds For The Ozone
Layer” to “New Agers Who Are A
God” to “Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur¬
tles”—excuse me, my son’s comic
book is draped over the catalog, that
last one is wrong.
I think it was a shock for DaveG;
it was a new column for him, and
kind of a baptism by fire. Well, the
usual letters came rolling in, “how
dare he write a column offending my
OSYDDO group, how dare he be
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insensitive, blah blah blah,” basi¬
cally. The truth is, ALL such letters
are form letters, available from the
Superintendant of Documents in
Washington, D.C., as seen on latenight TV.
I don’t remember which
OSYDDO pressure group DaveG
offended; they all sort of blur
together in my mind. I think it had
something to do with battered
parents of toxic friends. Might have
been radioactive something.
It’s now considered fashionable
to force someone to say what you
want by calling them “insensitive.” In
the 1930’s, you held a Thompson
submachine gun to their head; in the
1990’s, call ’em “insensitive.” It’s
also considered perfectly fine to
completely evade discussion of an
issue by spouting one’s membership
in an OSYDDO group and calling in
the discrimination dogs of war.
DaveG, the trick is to use these
irritating modern tactics against
Them. For instance, when Mac
mutants claim I’m ripping off Apple, I
whip out my “Farmers Of America”
I.D. card, let the tears start dripping
down my cheeks, and say, “How
can you be so insensitive to the son
of a farmer? (choke) If you like eat¬
ing, don’t complain to farmers!” I
then quote lyrics from John Cougar
Mellencamp and Willie Nelson about
the Farmer’s Plight, and act like a
complete weakfish wimp. Soon,
whatever person I’m talking to is
sobbing on my shirt and apologizing
for his insensitivity, and his friends
typically shun him for the rest of
their lives.
We’re talking power here.
(Sound Effects: <mad chuckle>)
In my particular case, it was SDI
that caused frothing mobs to appear
on the scene, a-writing and afoaming. (What an image!) Poor Joe
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Waters, who edits this mag, got so
tired of spit on the letters he started
wearing gloves. Another CN col¬
umnist, Frank Sommers (who does
the “ST Update” column here) intro¬
duced me to the fine D.C. art of
complaining about what someone
didn’t say to begin with, by speaking
of my dream (my dream? what?) of
running SDI on an ST (hunh?)
It sorta backfired. Now that it’s
become perfectly obvious that SDI is
possible if funded, but only if Con¬
gress quits bailing out corrupt S&L’s
in exchange for campaign fees, you
don’t hear much about SDI and
Dave Small anymore. Sadly, Frank
“doesn’t have SDI to kick around
anymore.” A bright moment passes
through my soul each month, as I
hopefully scan Frank’s column, but
what’s over is over, and we must
move on; I know his life is saddened
by the loss, too. I’m sensitive to it.
We’re Brothers Of The Pen, and we
all share his loss, and are all his
support group. Believe me. We’re
his thousand points of light in a
kinder, gentler magazine.
[Just for idle entertainment,
check out Tom Clancy’s “Cardinal of
the Kremlin”; included are satellite
shots of the Soviet SDI site at Dush¬
anbe. I think the Soviets have got us
on this one; they don’t have S&L’s
to bail out over there, so they’ll keep
funding it. However, in the true spirit
of selling them rope, persistent
rumours tell me the whole site is run
on Spectre GCR’s; the 64K ROMs
did not have ICBM Manager sup¬
port.]
I am, of course, far too sensitive
and supportive to do something like
tease Frank over all this. I know how
deeply embarrassed and shamed he
is to have been flat wrong all this
time, and I would never stoop to
saying “I told you so.”
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Well, back to DaveG.
DaveG, one final tactic in con¬
fronting people who hassle you for
your opinions is The Big Lie. Look, if
your mother-in-law is a complete
jerk, and comes to visit, do you say
so? Can you spell “sleep on the
couch, mister?” No, you grit your
teeth and listen to her tell your wife
how she should have married
Nerdly, the doctor. Similarly, when
confronted by sensitivity stuff that’s
basically dishonest anyway, turn the
tactics around. Say that you were
trying to raise public “conscious¬
ness” of the issue with a “disarming,
but humorous” column, because of
your (gag!) “sensitivity to their con¬
cerns.” After all, everyone is for dis¬
armament, right? <grin>
I’d like to let you all know that
I’m Deeply Shocked by the Insensit¬
ivity shown to DaveG, a Writer, an
upholder of that fine American tradi¬
tion of sarcasm, a keeper of the
flame of Samuel Clemens, Samuel
Adams, James Thurber, Nancy Rea¬
gan, and RoseAnne Barr. [ What?\
DaveG received many insensitive
letters that distressed him deeply,
because he’s sensitive. This was in¬
sensitive of the writers, and I believe
it shows deep prejudice towards
DaveG’s nationality. (I don’t know
what it is, but I’m sure it shows
prejudice anyway.)
Caution: Sarcasm Writers are
registered as group #NNSW-323,
OSYDDO, and I’m getting some
form letters to send off as a Symbo¬
lic Protest. Under the regulations,
you may not be insensitive to said
group; you may not write about
them without their permission; and
you will only say what you’re told.
Failure to heed these regulations
may bring future tedious paragraphs,
columns, and symbolic protests!
Thank you,

I guess it’s called the Hong
Kong
“A” Flu this year. To which my
I’ve been away for a couple of
only
question
is: Why do the people
months. First month was Comdex,
an annual madness much like lem¬ in Hong Kong make these viruses
mings swimming into the ocean and up? Can’t we declare war? I’ll offer
drowning. It lasts a week, *seems* to lead in the troops. Even female
to last forever, and reduces the in¬ ones if they want.
(Yes, I’m kidding! No letters,
dustry to shambles by the time it’s
please!
Female troops are NOT an
finished. There just was no time to
OSYDDO
group; their application
write or think about a column. You
has
NOT
been
approved!)
try it with three kids in Vegas if you
So,
it’s
nice
to be back, and
don’t believe me; the show is like
even
nicer
to
be
semi
healthy.
doing aerobics all day, and the
Oddly
enough,
Jenny came
nightlife isn’t experienced by
home
with
a
cough
today
...
someone sleeping off the day!
Comdex was very good to us,
as far as Comdex goes. Atari got us GCR Shipping and the Speed
a Stacy and a Moniterm to display; of Light
we showed endless slack-jawed folk
An odd thing’s been happening
an under $3,000, Mac software with our GCR shipments: we can
compatible laptop, plus an amaz¬ never seem to get out of BackOringly good two-page display, all dersVille. No matter how hard we
running Multifinder and all the Latest try, there’s perpetual backorders.
Goodies. Hint: Keep an eye out in
You say, well, just increase your
your favorite computer magazines production capacity. Soon, you’ll
for the next couple of months. Their have enough units to take care of
Comdex coverage should begin back orders. Hah. That’s the logical
about now, given the average lead- and reasonable solution. We thought
times of magazines. We’re going to of it, too. We tried it. With our new,
be in places you won’t believe. (Me, increased ability to build the things,
I’ll know I’ve Made It when I make we found ourselves further backor¬
the cover of “Cosmopolitan.”)
dered. (It’s not the time we’re back¬
My next month “off” wasn’t ordered on, it’s the number of units.)
nearly as pleasant. You see, one of For instance, if we double our pro¬
the great attributes of having chil¬ duction capacity, we find ourselves
dren is the time they spend with backordered twice as many units.
other children, at a paid-for institu¬
Now, we manage to ship before
tion for swapping diseases known as dealers reach the screaming point,
“Public School.”
and the reason there are backorders
For instance, our Eric, in second is new orders. (We must have done
grade, might trade a sinus infection something right.) But it’s getting to
for a particularly nasty flu. (I under¬ the point where Twilight Zone music
stand they even have little baseball- plays in the background whenever
type cards assigning point values).
another big order comes in. People
The kids then come home, and don’t have any idea, honestly, how
the next time you force them to eat much raw energy it takes to get a
the green beans, they cough on hundred GCR’s out the door.
you. Boom. Two weeks down the
I’ve recently begun to advance a
drain.
new theory at our weekly Gadgets
Dove Small
Now, being as senile as I am meetings. (My turn is usually last.
Symbolic Maximum Leader
(definitely past 30), and with an im¬ This is when other Gadgeteers roll
Sarcastic Writers of America,
mune system that isn’t toughened their eyes, stare at the ceiling, or
NNSW-323, OSlJDDO.
up by daily workouts, as the kids’ have sudden appointments with the
P.S. Keep up the good work,
are, well, when I get sick, I get really bathroom, ’’keep on talking, Dave, I’ll
DaveG! And Don’t Give In!
sick. As did the whole family, neigh¬ catch up when I get back.” Heck,
borhood, the doctor, people at the they even keep a magazine rack in
And now, on with the column.
there.)
store...
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Where Ya Been, Dave?
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New Theory: Backorders aren’t
just orders that you don’t have units
to supply. They are rather a constant
in the universe.
It’s very much like the speed of
light. Ever read up on that? The fas¬
test you can go is 186,232 miles per
second; if you try to go faster, (let’s
say, by pedaling harder), all you do
is increase in mass (like I do after
drinking some beer.) As you get
closer and closer to the speed of
light, more and more of your accel¬
eration goes into making more
mass, and less goes into more
speed, until finally you don’t speed
up anymore, you just get more
massive.
(Anyone who’s ever been to a
fraternity rush party knows this prin¬
ciple.)
Thus, no matter how hard we
try, we’ll never get quite there. We
could fall prey to the Massive
Organization syndrome, but we’ve
been in one, and have no intention
of doing that.
So a backorder limit is some¬
thing that can never be completely
broken, period. You can get close to
it, just like you can with the speed of
light, but never cross it.
Okay. Right. Well, it gives me
something to do at our weekly
meetings.

Doug Does Good
Doug Wheeler, who programs
here at Gadgets among other things,
has been doing very, very well. He’s
completed, even through the tortures-of-the-damned Beta testing,
version 2.65 (also known as 2.5) of
the Spectre.
It is pretty frightening to let
someone else, a complete stranger,
look at your code, all 1.8 megabytes
of it. It’s like letting them hold your
baby, will they drop it?
Doug did very well. In an
amount of time I am privately green
with envy over (I’ll never tell!) he
learned 68000 assembler and started
making very good suggestions
about the program, adding features,
and yes, fixing bugs in my code,
which were Legion.
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Soon, at the weekly meetings,
we had Doug discussing the latest
screwup of mine he’d fixed. This
ranged from highly embarrassing to
highly embarrassing. Sometimes it
was highly embarrassing! Anyway,
some Mac programs that never
worked started working, say, Think
Pascal. (I, of course, took revenge
by spouting odd backorder
theories).
Doug’s at that young, tender
age where you can stay up all night
coding and be yourself for the next
day. Me, I turn into a wolf the next
day if the moon’s full. (Actually, what
happens is the whole world turns
irritable, directed at me; I remain my
peaceful, calm, serene self, until I
get sleep, and only react to the irri¬
tability directed at me.)
So, probably by the time you
read this, if you sent in your warranty
card, you’ll be plugging in a 2.65
disk that we send you (free!) and
doing some rock and roll stuff. The
newsletter talking about it is mas¬
sively long; it’s a little like Dave
Small-type writing, with a compati¬
bility list and even an interview of
Mark Booth, our GEnie Sysop.

Brief highlights of 2.65:
o My nemesis Microsoft Word3.02
is fixed, as is Multifinder no more
stupid “Out of Memory” or “Can’t
load D/A” messages or that idiot
A/B disk request bug when start¬
ing Multifinder either; it’s as solid
as a rock.
o Prodigy’s ug and running, and
discussing their coding style
brings on fits in me, so I won’t say
more than that.
o There’s a nifty configuration page;
press HELP anytime to get to it,
and press HELP again to leave. It
toggles things like the right
mouse button’s effect, laser
printer type, and so forth,
o Vertical Blank is now 60 hz. This
makes sound perfect, not high
pitched as in 1.9/2.3. Beeps can
be gotten out of System 6.0.x in
lieu of a permanent fix for the
new Sound Mangier, er, Manager
those Systems have.
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o Some hard to spot things were
wrong in the zerostore handler.
Some programs that used to fail
work now. Mind you, the pro¬
grams are blowing it to begin
with; I just wasn’t picking up the
pieces properly. Doug fixed that,
o The startup process is a little
different, and far more powerful,
now, and so forth and so on. It’s
really a very good “maintenance”
release of Spectre, fixing lots of
bugs, and adding many new
features, and it’s 99% Doug’s
work; I’d like to see him get credit
for it.

AtariTalk
Oh, and remember me saying
that I didn’t think MIDI would ever
work? I’m busy pulling my foot out
of my mouth. I’m looking at a work¬
ing prototype of an Appletalk'"1 / MIDI
board for the Mega computers, that
lets them do Appletalk, and has the
right timers for MIDI, too. I can print
straight from an ST to a LaserWriter
on an Appletalk network (shared
with a Mac II and Plus) right now,
here, today.
This means, for the first time, the
ST has a pretty decent network
available in hardware. Right now, the
only software for Appletalk is in Mac
mode; present ST software doesn’t
know about Appletalk, since it didn’t
exist until now. (The TT has Appletalk built in, although Atari will fall on
their swords before admitting it.)
The ST programs for networking
use MIDI to transfer data, at 31
kbaud. Appletalk runs at 230 kbaud.
But with minor changes, to use our
board instead of MIDI, the ST net
software ought to fly. (Tying it into
an office network, typically TOPS, is
another software-only issue).
Do keep in mind that Appletalk
is the largest installed network in the
world, if I have my facts right.

Ought-Thirty
Since lots of people want to
know, we’re continuing to work on
the 68030 accelerator for the ST. We
have not yet committed to produc¬
ing it officially and formally and all
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that stuff. I very much hope to show
an accelerator that will run the socks
off a Mac II at WOA in Anaheim, in
April, so we’re pushing very hard to
get it demonstratable. It’s fast
enough to make your ears bleed.
In the meantime, if you call to try
to order either product, you’ll not get
a warm reception. They’re not ready
and will not be for some time, and
fifty people have called before you,
trying to be first in line. Barb does
not appreciate this. Please wait until
you see something; don’t worry, I’ll
babble about it before it’s released.
To close the column, I’ll present
my “baby theory.”

tation, the real release disk, and so
forth later. Those count; it still ends
up being nine months.
No matter what, it seems to take
(at least) nine months. It’s as though
there was a universal constant that it
takes that long to make something.
So why complain, let’s say,
about Gadgets taking too long to get
the 030 accelerator out? Or pc
ditto-iR Or PageStream, or or or...
I also happen to know that it
takes nine months to get a book out
to the stores from the time a manu¬
script is accepted. Other professions
accept this; why not us?
Related: Baby version 1.0 is full
of bugs, diapers are needed for
Baby Theory
“patches,” and so forth. Can’t talk;
It goes like this. If it takes nine the communications section doesn’t
months to make a baby, what makes work. Can’t walk; it “crashes” if it
you think anyone can get a product tries. It requires years and years of
out any more quickly?
user effort to get to Baby version
Sure, sometimes they do. But. 5.0, where all these problems are
Then they send the real documen¬ fixed, about five years later. In the

meantime, tech-support (the doctor
for serious bugs, mom for everyday
ones) has to help out.
So why be hard on software/
hardware companies that simply
can’t do better than four billion years
of evolution can? Is that fair?
Naturally, I say this coming up
on my fifth year of emulating Macs
on an ST, and where the only bugs
left are pretty obscure.
******

I hope you’ve enjoyed the col¬
umn half as much as half of you
deserve to enjoy it. Of course, this
only proves that I just re-read The
Lord Of The Rings. Did you think I
was serious? Me?
See you next month, when I
promise tiresome windfulness, pre¬
dictions that would embarrass the
National Enquirer—or just possibly
this column I’ve been thinking about
writing a long time, called the
HyperWeb Manifesto.

Turn Your Atari into a Macintosh TM

The Newest, Most Powerful Macintosh Emulator Available for Atari Computers
COMPATIBILITY:
• Reads and Writes Macintosh format
disks with an Atari Disk Drive

Developed by David Small, the creator of the Spectre 128™
SPEED :

> Runs the newest Mac software like
HyperCard™, which need
128K Roms

• GCR allows you to "plug and play"
with Macintosh Disks in real time;
no need to copy Mac Disks to
Spectre Format

> Uses Spectre Format or Macintosh
Format Disks

• The screen is 30% larger, and the
overall speed of the Spectre is 20%
faster than the Mac Plus

> Hard Disk Compatible

m

Suggested Retail: $ 299.95

40 W. Littleton Blvd.; #210-211 • Littleton. Colorado 80120 • (303) 791-6098 • Fax: 1-303-791-0283

Calls taken 8:30am-2:30pmMWF

Macintosh. Mac, and Hypeicard are tredemaiks of Apple Computer, be. • Magic Sac and Translator One are trademarks of Data Pacific, Inc. • Adobe Illustrator is a trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. • PageMaker is a trademark of Aldus
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This standard way of printing text
was great until people discovered
graphics are neat too! Until recently,
there was no real standard way of
printing graphics. Everything relied on
the resolution of the printer. If the
resolution of the printer was increased,
we needed to change how we printed
the graphics accordingly.

Digging in

Moniterm Support
If you are fortunate to own a
Moniterm large screen monitor, you
can now use it with Spectre. Gadgets
by Small has provided a beta test driver
for the Moniterm. The driver can be
found on the GEnie information service
under the software support section for
Spectre. The file number is 285 and is
called MONITERM.ARC. I have also
sent this file to be included in the
Current Notes library. Even though the
driver is called Beta test, I have found
no problems.
On a similar topic, I purchased a
Moniterm and found it to be extreamly
useful, expecially for desktop
publishing work. Unfortunately, my
Moniterm did fail recently, BUT I
discovered Moniterm’s service to be
very good. All I had to do was call and
a replacement monitor was promply
sent within 4 days thanks to Bob
Wendel.

Back to PostScript
Last month we discussed the
advantages of having a standard way of
sending information to the printer. The
standard in the 9-pin dot matrix world
is the Epson standard. This means that
any printer that is “Epson compatible”
will print a page of text the same way.
Only the quality of print will vary
among printers. This “Epson standard”
applies equally well to 24-pin printers.
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PostScript is a standard way of
describing graphics to a printer. With
PostScript, you don’t have to worry
about the exact resolution of the
printer. For this reason, PostScript is
called a “page description language”.
The entire page is described in a way
that is independent of the printers
resolution! In fact the method used to
describe the page is not too different
from the way GEM implements NDC
(Normalized Device Coordinates)
coordinates!
The idea behind PostScript and
NDC is this concept of an “ideal
graphic device”. This is NOT an actual
physical output device. Rather, it is a
concept that provides the programmer a
standard output device that is based on

change, PostScript’s coordinate system
can be “programmed” to anything
convenient.
One of the main functions
PostScript performs, is the
transformation of this “page
description” in the ideal coordinate
system to the actual resolution used by
the printer. Another, equally important
function PostScript performs is the
capability to describe complex shapes.
The ability to describe shapes easily is
the direct result of PostScript being an
interpreted, programmable language.

UltraScript
If you are lucky enough to own a
PostScript printer then you may skip
this section. Actually, if you own a
PostScript printer, skip the rest of the
article, I really don’t like writing to
your kind anyway <grin>. For the rest
of us, we need an inexpensive way to
print our PostScript files. This is where
the program UltraScript fills the need.
The program is not at all expensive
considering the capability it provides
(priced around $140). UltraScript
essentially replaces the PostScript
interpreter contained in a PostScript
printer.

Figure 1
%%[
%%[
%%[
%%[
%%[
%%[
US>

status:
status:
status:
status:
status:
status:

initializing ]%%
Product: IMAGEN UltraScript (tm) ]%%
Copyright: (c) 1987,1988 IMAGEN Corporation ]%%
Version: 9.1; VersionDate: 88/08/09 17:17:56 ]%%
starting server ]%%
starting executive ]%%

a coordinate system that never changes.
This coordinate system is then
transformed to the actual coordinate
system of the real device (using the real
device's resolution). As GEM
programmers already know, the NDC
coordinate system ranges from 0 to
32,767 for both the x and y axis. While
the NDC coordinate system can’t
Current Notes

For UltraScript Owners
To get a feel for how PostScript
actually works, lets write our first
program. Turn on your printer and load
up UltraScript. Enter the Executive
mode which is listed under the FILE
menu. The message shown in figure 1
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is displayed.
You are now connected to the
UltraScript interpreter. All of the
messages enclosed in %%[ ]%% are
simply comments from UltraScript.
The next thing that is displayed is the
UltraScript prompt “US>”. This is the
place where PostScript commands can
be input. Type in the BOLD
commands shown in figure 2.
After the last command is typed in,
a page will be printed! Believe it or
not, this is a complete PostScript
program! You may recognize the
Times-Roman name as the name of a
font. In fact, the only thing the first
line does is set the font and the point
size to 12. The second line tells the
interpreter to move an imaginary pen to
coordinate 108,396. Remember, this is
NOT a coordinate in the real device
coordinate system, but rather a
coordinate in the ideal coordinate
system! This coordinate will be
transformed to the real coordinate
system when PostScript interprets it.
The “This is sample string number 1” is
simply some text that will be placed at
the coordinate where the imaginary pen
is located. “Show” is essentially the
equivalent to the PRINT command
found in most languages. The
“copypage” command simply instructs
PostScript to print the page!
Now you have actually seen and
run a real PostScript program! One of
the main points of the example is to
demonstrate that there is nothing
magical about PostScript. It's just a
simple ASCII text file that is sent to the
printer for processing.
If we had an Apple LaserWriter or
another laser printer that has a built-in
PostScript interpreter, we could “talk”
to the interpreter by using a terminal
communications package. In the case
of UltraScript, the interpreter is run
“inside” the computer instead of the
“inside” the printer. Remember, the
Atari Laser printer has “no brains” (but
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it does have a heart).

Choices?
I hope at this point the real
difference between a program like
UltraScript and a real PostScript printer
is clear. UltraScript reads a PostScript
FILE and interprets (or runs) the
program to create a complete page
layout in memory, then prints it when
the “copypage” command is
encountered! If we had a real
PostScript printer, the computer would
simply send the PostScript file to it and
let the printer interpret it.
There are advantages and
disadvantages to both ways. The
obvious advantage of having a
PostScript printer is speed. After the
program is sent to the printer, the

file?”. Answer (i.e. click on) text
option. Then you will be asked to
select ASCII options. Choose the
default, add LFs (LF stands for
linefeeds). This will move the
PostScript file from the Mac
environment to the ST for printing.

Saving a PostScript File
Now that we know how to
transvert a PostScript file, we need to
know how to create one in the first
place. The first thing that must be done
is to select the LaserWriter as the
printer of choice using the Chooser
desk accessory. This informs the Mac
that the printer is a PostScript laser.
Most Mac applications supply
some method to save the PostScript
code as a file instead of sending it to

Figure 2
US>/Times-Roman findfont 12 scalefont setfont
US>108 396 moveto
US>(This is sample string number 1) show
US>copypage
computer is free to do whatever you
want while the printer is processing it.
On the other hand, we are essentially
buying two computers to perform one
task (i.e. you’re buying another
computer inside that printer). That
makes the cost of the laser printer
rather high.

the printer. In PageMaker if the
alternate key is pressed while clicking
the OK button in the LaserWriter print
dialog box, another dialog will be
displayed allowing you to save the
PostScript code as a file. For the
application you are using, check the
owner's manual for further information.

Transverting!

About Tips #11

If you’re using UltraScript, you’ll
need a way to move a PostScript file
from the Mac environment to the ST.
This is the job of the Transverter
program provided in the Spectre
package. The only trick to using the
Transverter is knowing what options to
choose.

Tips #11 was produced in a different
way this month. The two pages you are
reading (pages 22 and 23) were both
produced using a GCR, PageMaker,
Microsoft Word, UltraScript and a HP
Deskjet. The text for the article was
written in Word, page layouts were
done in PageMaker, PostScript files
were generated and transverted using
the Transverter, and finally, printed
output was done using UltraScript. See
how easy?

The first question that will be
asked when Transverting a file will be
“Convert as a Macintosh file or a text
Current Notes
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ST Toolbox - J. Andrzej Wrotniak

Get a Larger Hammer
Universal III, or How to Improve
an Excellent Program
In case you do not know: Universal e a replace¬
ment file selector. You put the critter in the \AUTO\
folder on your disk drive and forget about it—until any
program you use calls the file selector box. Then,
instead of the standard Atari file selector, Universal
pops up. No big deal, you say?
The standard Atari file selector allows you to do just
one thing: select a file path and name. How often did
you wish you could perform some other disk operations
from inside of a program? Renaming, moving or
deleting files (not to mention formatting floppies) are
obvious needs.
With Universal, things are simple. Need to format a
floppy from First Word? Just click on “Save As...” in the
File menu. No, you do not want to save your file, not
yet. This is just a little trick to have the file selector
available. Yes, instead of the default Atari selector box,
Universal will now appear. From here, you can do to
your disk what you would never do to a chicken.
Standard DOS options are self-explanatory: mov¬
ing, copying, deleting or renaming files. But Universal
will also format a floppy or search for a file in all folders
submerged in the current directory! It also allows for
easy switching between disk drives, directories and file
name extensions, and more.
All right, I have enclosed this information just for
those who recently joined the Atari community; if you
have had your machine for more than six months and
you do not know what Universal is, then I do not know
what you are doing here.

New and Improved
The original Universal Uom almost three years ago
was a good concept suffering a somewhat flaky
implementation. Then came Universal ii with some
features added, but, most importantly, as reliable as one
could wish. Having played with a friend’s copy for two
days, I got my own for just $16 and, believe me, this is
the most significant enhancement of the GEM environ¬
ment money can buy.
Last October, I paid for an upgrade to Version III.
The wait lasted three months, but was worth it. If you
have Version II, send in the original disk plus $7 and
don’t ask any questions. If you don’t have it, just hope
that your dealer already does.
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What is so good about Version III? First of all, you
can use it almost exactly the way you used Version II,
no habits to learn or un-learn. It will even look the
same. This feature is the reason I prefer Universal or
NeoDesk to some other alternate desktop/system
enhancements (like MuitiFUe, HotWire or GoGo ST, who
the heck invented this name?), which I find quite difficult
to swallow.
Another matter of great importance is that the
features are not just added to the program, thrown on a
huge heap with the hope that users will somehow sort
them out (the most powerful word processor on the ST,
WordPerfect, is a good example here). A consistent and
well-designed user interface enhanced by smooth
behavior and some little touches, gives a program the
right “feel,” something difficult to measure or describe,
but quite obvious during program use. This may be, to
some extent, a matter of personal taste, but for most
programs and for most users without masochist inclina¬
tions the conclusion will be clear. Either a program has
it or it doesn’t. Un/versalhas it.

New Features
One of the more important evolutionary improve¬
ments is that Universal Hi can be switched to a “wide”
mode to display either 36 file names in three columns or
just 12 files, but with size, date and time information
visible at a glance. Try to move around 300 files in six
different folders and you will appreciate this small detail.
Not enough? Switch to the small font (assuming your
eyes are better than mine). In monochrome, you can
display the names of 128 files without scrolling the
selector window!
All settings, including display width, font size,
pre-defined file extensions, sort mode (by name,
extension, date or size) and more can be saved to disk
to become defaults in future uses. Unlike Version II, the
new implementation does not need a separate program
to do this.
The program also allows for pre-defining up to ten
frequently accessed paths. This is a lifesaver for hard
drive users: instead of climbing folder paths down and
up, these paths can be just two mouse clicks or one
keystroke away. You won’t believe how handy this
feature is, until you start using it.
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Another enhancement allows for not only printing
text files as in Version II, but also for viewing them on
the screen. Being able to view the documentation on
disk while running any program (as long as it can
access the file selector) is very convenient; you do not
have to print it out. Yes, there are some freeware
accessory file viewers available, but they are not much
smaller than the whole Universal, which is also always
available if, like I, you never boot up without it. (In the
past year, I booted without Universal just once, by
mistake. A terrible feeling!)
To skip the details, I have counted some forty
improvements and nice touches added to the program.
Some of the new features I like very much and use
frequently, some others I choose to ignore, at least so
far. The program is, however, well-designed: if you do
not use a feature, you do not pay for it in terms of more
complicated operation. Again, want any counter exam¬
ples from the ST software field?

The Manual, in Case You Need It

able for some jobs, there is a way out: buying Universal
//(it should be still available in some stores), installing it,
and sending the original disk (plus $7) for an upgrade.
The total cost will be the same as when you buy just
Universal III.

Buy It—Now!
Do not wait. Using your ST without this utility is a
nuisance. And the program is really inexpensive: $25
seems to be a very reasonable price.
ST Informer reported that A&D Software is being
seriously hurt by piracy, up to the point of counterfeit
disks distributed on the market (they have received
some of those for upgrade!). This is, to put it mildly,
most disgusting. These folks are not Apple; they have
neither the means nor willingness to unleash hordes of
lawyers at the offenders. They are just trying to sell an
excellent utility program for a very modest price, without
much fanfare or inflated advertising claims.
If, given the limited size of the Atari ST market, we
want a better choice of software than some thirdquality scraps tossed from the big publishers’ tables (all
right, Microsoft Word, if you insist on an example), then
we should support those of the small independent
publishers who invest their time and money to bring us
good and reasonably priced programs. The best way to
to do this is by buying the deserving product. Now, not
the next month. And Universal ///perfectly fits the bill.
/ Universal III, $25, Application and Design Software,
120 NW ‘ E" Street., Grants Pass, OR 97526, (503)
476-0071J

The Universal III manual was written, designed and
printed by Hired Hand Graphics (also from Grants
Pass). Next time I need a design/printing job, I will know
whom to hire.
Forty pages of documentation are well-written,
laid-out and printed (an ST job, of course), with extra
explanatory notes placed in the margins to avoid
distraction from the main flow of thought. Forty pages?
For some users it may be an overkill, but those less
fluent in ST-ese may find it handy. In either case, many
(if not most) of the big software publishers could benefit
from sending their people for some apprenticeship in More Goodies Coming Soon...
Hired Hand.
Mr. Darek Mihocka has released the commercial (as
I don’t mind that the booklet is printed on cheap opposed to shareware) version of his Quick ST screen
paper. Very good, guess who pays for the glossy stock accelerator. It is supposedly at least as fast as
and those cloth-bound boxes? Santa Claus? And, Turbo ST, takes half of the memory and, last but not
besides, you will need the instructions only during the least, costs less than half the price. As soon as I get a
first few days. A good manual on inexpensive paper is a copy, I will run some compatibility tests on both
much better choice than a glossy pile of nonsense in products and let you know.
color. No names this time.
Double Click Software also has a new program,
DC Desktop. It looks very much like NeoDesk and
boasts similar features. Now, to make me abandon
...And All This in 30k
As a programmer, I am most impressed by the NeoDesk with which I am already familiar and which
quality of Mr. Chris Latham’s work (he also writes for ST never failed me, DC Desktop had better offer some
Informer). Not only does Universal /// have so many significant improvements over its competitor—other¬
useful and powerful features, not only is the program wise it may be tagged as a me-too product, not a very
nicely designed and flawlessly implemented, not only is nice label. Again, expect a head-to-head comparison
so much attention devoted to detail (example: dialogs very soon.
are redrawn or blitted back, depending on the memory
In the meantime, the NeoDesk Programmer’s Tool¬
available at the moment), but the programmer was able kit should be out any time. Some freeware desktop
to squeeze all this in just below 30 kilobytes! How Mr. accessories written with use of its protocol have already
Latham did it, I will never know.
appeared on GEnie and CompuServe. I will try to
The Universal II was about 10k smaller. Taking into bypass the C-only limitation of the Toolkit as soon as I
account all the enhancements, improvements and extra find some free time—which means as soon as I get all
features, 10k is a small price to pay. If, however, some four pieces of this corbum thing and shove them up the
of the 520ST users find the increase in size objection¬ Corbum Pit at Level Ten.
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The ] unit yard
Pussycat
by
John
Barnes
_ ._

,

__

,

Life on the InterNet

A young friend of the Junkyard Pussycat’s sidled up
to him at a recent user group meeting. The young man,
an undergraduate computer science major at a local
university, was clearly excited. He brandished a handful
of disks and said, “I’ll bet you’ve never seen gossip like
this! It comes from all over the world, even inside Atari
Corporation!”

An Electronic Newsletter
After the meeting, the Pussycat sat down at his
terminal and scanned through the directories of the
disks. They were chock full. Each 800k disk seemed to
span about one week’s time. After reading a couple of
the files into his trusty Tempus file browser, the Pussycat saw that they were transcripts of electronic mail files
that his friend has received from something called
INFO-ATARI16. This was a kind of newsletter that
contained the usual flames against Atari. There was,
however, a lot more. Fragments of code directed at
people who had apparently asked some arcane question about programming in C for the Atari, replies from
Europe to questions about the availability of hardware,
responses from Atari technical types about one ST
mystery or another, announcements about programs
that had been uploaded to mysterious archives. This
was pretty high octane stuff all right.

The Global Electronic Village
Judging from the format of the messages, they had
travelled to the Pussycat’s young friend over the Internet, a vast complex of computers and telecommunications links that connects government labs, universities,
and industrial organizations throughout large parts of
the free world. This net became notorious when a
young Cornell graduate student brought parts of it to its
knees by sending out a “worm” to infest its computers.
A recent best selling book entitled The Cuckoo’s Egg
had also brought some intriguing ideas about KGB
operations against America’s secrets using the Internet
as a vehicle.
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The Pussycat had already browsed around some of
the Internet locales after suggestions by a couple of
acquaintances that these places held goodies like TeX
metafont files and downloadable versions of some of
the most advanced Atari public domain software utili¬
ties.
The next evening the Pussycat called his young
friend and said, “That’s some pretty good stuff you
gave me. How do I get on the mailing list?” The
budding computer scientist gave the Pussycat an
address to which to address the proper electronic
correspondence and, sure enough, a few days later the
newsletters started pouring into the Pussycat’s account
on the electronic mail host at his office at the rate of
about 100,000 bytes per day, much too fast to actually

Finding Files
A little selective scanning revealed that there was a
lot of excitement about a program called Form, which
looked like something for doing symbolic algebra. The
Pussycat contacted the author by electronic mail and
obtained instructions for downloading it using a protocol
called FTP from a site in the Netherlands.
Only a couple of minutes later he had 400,000 bytes
of ARC files containing the program and documentation
sitting in his directory on the mail host. The effective
transfer rate had been on the order of 80,000 bits per
second. That beat the transfer rate from GEnie by a
factor of 60 or more. The documentation proved to be a
TeX DVI file, so the Pussycat took it home and ran it off
on his trusty SLM804. Two refills of the paper tray and
about an hour’s time later he had 250 pages of manual
sitting on his desk. What an addition to the Junkyard!
A little questioning and some searching turned up a
couple of other sites with substantial Atari file collections. Many of the titles were familiar ones, but others
were not. The file libraries appeared to contain better
documentation than the usual public domain disks do.
Uniterm, the famous heavy-duty terminal program,
proved to be an attractive download because the
version was more recent than anything on the consumer-oriented services, there are a number of power¬
ful new features, and because the documentation on
the Internet version was a nicely done TeX file that
produced 75 pages of excellent material,
There is a lot more out there in the form of C
compilers, telecommunications programs, utilities, etc.,
that will prove attractive if the Pussycat can shake off
his prejudices and join the world of C and UNIX,

Hands Across the Sea
The newsletter itself contains valuable nuggets of
information, particularly from Canada and Europe, that
help clear up some of the myths and preconceptions
that plague the serious Atari user. The correspondence
also gives one pause because it makes clear just how
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important barriers to international trade really are. The
language barrier is one of these. Barriers to money flow
and differing technological standards are others.
Europeans seem to believe that Atari does not need
to tend to the US market because it is doing well
enough in Europe. Sig Hartmann told the Pussycat the
same thing shortly before his departure, so there seems
to be a basis for this.

that he was uploading big chunks of the newsletters to
the GBS roundtable. Some folks felt that their precious
insights were being ripped off for commercial advan¬
tage and they told Dave that in no uncertain terms.
There is strong sentiment against using the Net for
commercial advantage, although this is a fine line to
tread. Is a classified ad to sell a computer system a
commercial message? Is technical advice offered to the
purchaser of a product by its developer commercial
Hard News
material? Is a statement that certain products are
Occasionally, as in the case of Atari’s Poo/fix3 shipping to stores news or is it an ad? Would the
program, the newsletter contains text that can be made posting of a listing of a public domain software library
directly into an ARC file from which a working program be information or advertising?
can be extracted.
Of course, much of the material posted to the net
New products appearing in stores are certain to get cannot be sold for profit because it does not belong to
a quick shakedown on the Internet within hours of the the person doing the posting. Title to much of it would
first sale. Problems in communicating with vendors are rightfully rest with employers. Other material belongs in
also sure to find a quick airing in the newsletter.
the public domain because governments are paying for
One of the best features of the newsletter is that it it through contracts and research grants.
provides addresses interested parties can use to send
electronic mail directly to the desks of interesting The Catch
people. People like Dave Small (who needs no intro¬
Getting onto the Internet is not as easy as dialing
duction), Ken Badertscher (noted Atari Corp guru), Allan up the local BBS. The user needs to have a connection
Pratt (another of the same ilk), David Beckenmeyer (the with one of the institutions that provides net access.
guru of Atari UNIX), George Woodside (the Atari virus Then there is the matter of an account on a machine
king), and others appear fairly regularly.
that is capable of handling the transmission protocols
It has also become fashionable for professional used on the net. File storage space is also needed to
societies to list their members’ Internet or BITNET store the files obtained by mail or by downloading. The
addresses in their directories. Meeting organizers fre¬ usual disk quota for a mail user on a mainframe is
quently provide electronic mail addresses for contacts.
considerably less than that on a typical home work¬
station, so some effort must be put into offloading the
No Free Lunch
booty in order to keep one’s mailbox cleaned up.
The Pussycat marveled at the bounty of all of this.
There is at least one solution for Atari computers
However, ’tis naive to believe ’tis free just because it that uses Beckenmeyer Development Tools’ MT C Shell.
does not appear on one’s MasterCard bill every month. Set up in this manner an Atari is capable of running a
Participating institutions are paying. They maintain the version of UUCP (Unix-to-Unix Communications Pro¬
telecommunications links, the mainframe computers, tocol). This subsystem runs in the background, taking
and all of the other hardware, software, and staff effort care of mail and file transfer requests that have been
that goes into keeping the Internet going.
queued to it. There is, apparently, quite an active
They are not doing it for grins, either. They need the subculture that is networking in this way.
ability to move large amounts of material from one
Another user has written a public domain program
computer to another rapidly. They need the ability to get in GFA Basic named MailTruk that can call up UNIX
information to their clients and collaborators. They find it machines and use their UUCP facilities to retrieve mail
most efficient and economical to share the telecom¬ and text.
munications resources that are needed to do this for the
Ethernet cards exist for the ST, but they have not
same reasons that ordinary households find it most made any impact in the US. The software situation with
efficient to deal with a public telephone utility.
regard to FTP and TELNET services is not clear.
The computers that handle this mail stuff need to be
pretty powerful because there is a lot of mail travelling The End
over the net and there is a lot of overhead associated
As he was finishing up this piece the Junkyard
with these transactions.
Pussycat learned that the volume of material coming
through INFO-ATAR116 has gotten so large as to
Not for Profit
overburden the computer (apparently a DEC 20) that
The commercial services would surely love to have hosted it and INFO-ATARI16 will be forced to shut
all of this material for downloading, but the Netlanders down as of February 17th. It will be missed. Let us hope
put a quick stop to that when Dave Small announced that something else comes forth to take its place.
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STARTING
BLOCK

Using ARC

6.02

by Richard Gunter
In 1985, System Enhancement
ARCX. TTP is a simple extractor
Associates, Inc. (SEA) released their that works with a lot of ARC files,
ARC program for MS-DOS com¬ but not all. It doesn’t support
puters. In 1988, Howard Chu re¬ “squash” format, nor will it extract
leased ARC 5.21 for the ST. ARC folders. It will try to extract all files.
5.21b and ARC 5.21c are variations Enough to give us a bootstrap to lift
on Howard’s version. SEA has con¬ ourselves by.
Copy ARCX. TTP and the
tinued to revise the ARC package,
and Ver. 6.02 was recently ported to ARC602.ARC file to a blank floppy
the ST by Darin Wayrynen.
disk or a ramdisk of at least 220K.
There are three major dif¬ Double-click on ARCX.TTP, and
ferences between ARC 6.02 and you’ll see a dialogue box like the
ARC 5.21 for the ST. First, 6.02 is one below. Type in the name of the
roughly twice as fast. Second, 6.02
doesn’t support the “squash”
OPEN APPLICATION
method (nor does SEA). Third, 6.02
Nane: ARCX
.TTP
supports archiving of folders.
Par ane,ters;
Although I think ARC 6.02 has a
arcG"
bug or two, the basic functions
Cancel
work, and its folder handling can be
lived with. The author has made an
effort to conform to the “standard,” ARC file (in this case, ARC602), and
which gives ARC 6.02 %x\ advantage relax. Your screen should clear and
over other folder-handling ARC- display a series of messages of the
style programs available for the ST, form “Extracting File,” where each
in my opinion. There’s at least po¬ message indicates what file is being
tential file compatibility with other extracted from the ARC. When the
extraction is all over, the desktop
computers.
will reappear, and your directory
window will look something like the
By Your Bootstraps
Like many programs, ARC 6.02 one shown.
is distributed as an ARC file, which
1
0hs = = = ss~H:T==^B
contains the MS-DOS documen¬
216629 bytes used in 5 itens
tation, a text file prepared by the ST
author, and the program. The usual
READJ1E 1ST
4527
name of this file is ARC602.ARC.
ARC682 ARC
69632
In order to read the documen¬
ARC
DOC
56746
tation or use the program, you’ll
ARC
TTP
66325
need to extract the contents of this
ARCX
TTP
19399
ARC file. The easiest method is to
Notice that I didn’t need to enter
get someone else to do this for you.
the
drive specifier (m:\) or the file
Next easiest is to get a copy of a
extension
(ARC) in the dialogue
program named ARCX.TTP, which
box.
ARCX.
TTP assumes the input
should be available from the same
ARC
file
has
the extension .ARC and
sources as the ARC602 file. It also
appears on the STart magazine is in its folder.
At this point, you can move the
disks and in the CN PD library
extracted files wherever you want.
(#255 and #412).
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The file ARC.TTP is the complete
ARC 6.02 program.

About Space
You may have noticed in the
preceding that we had to have
enough room for ARCX.TTP, the
ARC602.ARC file, and the extracted
files while ARCX.TTP was running.
We lost control as soon as we
clicked “OK” in the dialogue box,
and didn’t regain it until we got back
to the desktop. We were given no
opportunity to swap floppies.
ARC.TTP is similar; no oppor¬
tunity to swap floppies. There has to
be enough space on-line to
accommodate the ARC file you’re
working on, the data files, and
ARC. 777° itself.
In addition, if you’re modifying
an ARC file you’ll need at least
enough room for two copies of it.
That is, the drive/folder containing
the ARC file needs to be at least
twice the size of the ARC file, plus
extra space for the new (com¬
pressed) data. Extraction doesn’t
require this extra work space.
All this working room may be in
the form of floppy disks, ramdisk,
hard drive, or some combination.
Finally, you have to have enough
free RAM for ARC. TTP to load and
run.
If you’re tight on RAM in your
computer, and have only one floppy
drive, you will be limited. You may
have to juggle ramdisk size, eli¬
minate desk accessories and auto¬
run programs and so forth in order
to get enough space. Indeed, there
are apt to be some ARC files you
can’t work with, and there will be a
limit on the size of ARCs you can
build.
With that in mind, let’s dive into
ARC 6.02 {the ARC. TTP file you just
extracted).
Vol. 10, No. 2

ARC Commands
Like ARCX, ARC is a TTP pro¬
gram; you’ll be entering commands
to the program through a dialogue
box. The commands look like this:
cmd arcspec “templates”
The “cmd” portion is a single
letter specifying the command, and
the command letter may be fol¬
lowed immediately by one or more
option letters (no spaces).
The “arcspec” is a file specifi¬
cation for the ARC file (the exten¬
sion “.ARC” is never needed).
The “templates” part is one or
more character strings defining
additional information needed by
some of the commands.
If you use more than one tem¬
plate, separate them with at least
one space.
Note that the command format
given above is not quite the same
as the format given in the manual.
That’s because the manual is for the
MS-DOS version. Also, if you have
Hotwire or some other tool that
provides a wide dialogue box, or a
command shell, you may want to
use it. The standard dialogue box
doesn’t offer much room to type
long commands.
In the following, we’ll look at the
commonly used commands.

The current ST version of ARC
6.02 does not allow you to send
directory listings to a printer or disk
file. Hopefully this deficiency will be
corrected in a future release. Older
versions of ARC support the feature.

g: drive. If a file is already in the
ARC, it wi/ibe replaced.
The sample add command uses
two “templates” to specify the files
to be added to the ARC file. You
can use as many as will fit in the
dialogue box.

Hold That Screen
If you try either of the above
commands from the desktop, con¬
trol will flash back to the desktop as
soon as the task is completed, giv¬
ing you no time to read the listing.
To prevent this, you can use the h
option, as in the following:
Ih c:\archives\arc602
This option ho/ds the screen display
until you press a key. The h option
works with all of the ARC com¬
mands.
As you can see, a path involving
folders is permitted in references to
the ARC file.

Update and Freshen
The u (update) and f (freshen)
commands are similar to add, but
are slightly different. Both will check
each file specified by your source
templates to determine whether its
date is later than the date on the
same file in the ARC. If so, the older
file is replaced with the newer one.
That’s all the freshen command
will do. Update, however, goes a bit
further. If the templates specify files
that are not already in the ARC,
these files will be added to the ARC.
These commands are useful in
ensuring that the latest versions of
your data files are safely ARCed.

Adding Files
The basic command for adding
files to an ARC is a. Since you must
tell ARC.TTP where the ARC file
is/will be, and also tell it what file(s)
to add, we’ll need the “templates”
portion of the command. Thus,
a a:\myarc i:\dtp\art.* g:\deer.pi3

Extracting Files
The e and x commands are
identical; both mean extract and
are used to reconstruct a duplicate
of the original data file(s) from the
compressed form stored in the ARC
file.

x a:\myarc m:\out\*.*
ARC.TTP will look for the file
MYARC.ARC on drive “a:”, and
The above command extracts
create the file if it isn’t there. It will all the files in the ARC file, and
Listing the Directory
Every ARC file has a directory add to MYARC.ARC all the files in places them in folder m:\out. You
describing its contents. ARC. TTP folder i:\dtp that have file name ART, must create this folder first, howe¬
has two commands that will display and also the file DEER.PI3 from the ver; ARC. 77/°won’t do it for you.
this information on your screen.
Either of the following commands
ARC Directory Lists
will list the entire directory of
ARC602.ARC:
Name
Length
Date
Brief listing.
I m:\arc602
v m:\arc602
The / command gives a brief
listing, while v is a verbose, or
detailed, version. Both formats are
shown in the table below, and are
described well enough in the
manual. The v listing also provides
some statistical information that may
be useful to you in estimating the
space needed for extraction.
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ARC.DOC
ARC.TTP
README.1ST

56746
66325
4527

Total

127598

3

22 Dec 89
22 Dec 89
22 Dec 89

Verbose Listing.

Name

Length

Stowage

SF

Size now

Date

Time

CRC

ARC.DOC
ARC.TTP
README.1ST

56746
66325
4527

Crunched
Crunched
Crunched

55%
38%
51%

25944
41324
2234

22 Dec 89
22 Dec 89
22 Dec 89

2:45a
2:43a
2:24a

11E3
57F2
D568

Total

127598

46%

69502

3
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You can use multiple templates
to extract selected sets of files:
x a:\myarc m:\*.wp i:\dtp\*.pi?
Notice that I’ve specified a
complete path (drive and folder).
And by the way, get used to using
the backslash (\) character, even if
there are no folders involved, ARC
6.02 is picky that way.
If you’re pressed for space, you
may be able to deal with a large
ARC file by doing multiple extract
commands. Put the ARC file in a
ramdisk, then extract some of the
contents to a blank floppy, swap
disks, and do some more. With two
floppy drives, you can put the ARC
file in one drive, and extract to the
other. You’ll have to experiment to
find the method that works best for
you.
You may see some improve¬
ment in speed if you can put the
ARC file in a ramdisk.

Testing the ARC
It’s annoying (or worse) to la¬
boriously build an archive file, delete
the original files, then learn the ARC
file is bad.
ARC’S / (test) command can
help alleviate this problem:

Add the z option to the add,
update, and extract commands to
include folders. The following com¬
mands are the ones I used:

t m:\myarc *.wp
Do yourself (and others) a favor,
and test your ARC files. If you’re
really paranoid, extract all the files
and compare them to the originals,
before deleting the originals.

ARCing Folders
ARC 6.02 can handle folders
(directories, in the MS-DOS world)
in a limited way. To test this feature,
I rummaged around in my disk box,
and came up with the G unship
demo disk.
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az m:\folders d:\test

az m:\gunship a:\*.*

az m:\folders d:\test\*.*

xz m:\gunship a:\*.*

The first will add the folder TEST
and everything it contains, while the
second will add everything in folder
TEST, but not that folder itself.
Well, there you have it, folks.
The basics of ARC 6.02, and some
not so basic stuff. There are other
commands and options, but I don’t
really need them, and I don’t even
know if they work. You’re welcome
to experiment, but be careful.

Next, I created a folder d:\test,
containing two folders, dtp and pic¬
tures, and one .SND file. Inside
pictures, I created two more folders,
degas and spctrm, then made an
ARC file:
az m:\folders d:\test\*.*
with the results shown below. Note
the difference between the verbose
list commands, v and vz, in the
listing results.
Folders are added as a single
entity; you can extract the folder
PICTURES, and everything it con¬
tains, but not the lower-level folder
DEGAS. To change or update the
lower level folders, you must first
extract the entire folder PICTURES,
update the files individually, then
update the ARC:

Next month, we’ll continue with
alternatives to ARC. In the mean¬
time, drop me a line if you’re having
trouble with your archiver—you may
not be alone. Richard Gunter, 12609
Westlodge Court, Herndon, VA
22070.

I"rr,;'/

RENEW?
- "
3lf youf mailing label says 9003,
this March Tssue is the last one In
kyour subscription. Don’t forget to
hsfnd TniypdrksubsCfiption renewal. -

uz m:\folders d:\test\pictures

ARC Containing Polders

t m:\myarc
will test the entire ARC file. The
program will test each file in turn,
and display progress reports on the
screen. You can also test selected
files by providing a template, as
follows:

Also, be advised that the next
two commands don’t do the same
thing:

v m:\folders
Name

Length

Storage

SF

Size now

Date

Time

CRC

DTP
PERFECT.SND
PICTURES

73906
39559
153049

Subdir
Crunched
Subdir

49%
14%
19%

38323
34405
124214

1 Feb 90
2 Nov 88
1 Feb 90

2:17p
11:08
7:11p

0000
6a93
0000

Total

266514

27%

196944

3

vz m:\folders
Name

Length

Storage

SF

Size now

Date

Time

CRC

DTP
MANAGE.DTP
MANAGE.WP
PERFECT.SND
PICTURES
DEGAS
MARS.PI1
MARS.TN1
SPCTRM
GIRL.SPC
GIRL.SPU

73906
57302
16604
39559
153049
56243
32034
24209
96806
45702
51104

Subdir
Crunched
Crunched
Crunched
Subdir
Subdir
Crunched
Crunched
Subdir
Crunched
Crunched

49%
49%
46%
14%
19%
28%
38%
13%
15%
10%
19%

38323
29294
8998
34405
124214
41051
19868
21152
83132
41426
41675

1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90
2 Nov 88
1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90
13 Apr 89
1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90
1 Feb 90

2:17p
2:17p
2:17p
11:08
7:11p
7:11p
7:11p
8:45p
6:02p
6:02p
6:02p

0000
4cea
ceeb
6a93
0000
0000
eb61
0353
0000
365e
f556

Total

266514

27%

196944
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D & P Computer Supply
P.O. Box 811
Elyria, Ohio 44036

800 535-4290

rdering info:

Visa. MasterCard or CODlNo personal Chocks'
No surcharge for credit cards. COD.add $3.50

Shipping info: We ship UPS.. Free Shipping in
the continental USA, on Orders over $100.
lnternational:actualfrelght.

-

Tech& Info 216-926-3842
9AM- 9PM EST

Expandable hard drive systems, using quality Seagate
SCSI drives , ICD host adaptor & software.

20 MEG 40MS- $499
20 MEG 28MS- $523
30 MEG 40MS- $542
30 MEG 28MS- $556
50 MEG 40MS- $566
50 MEG 28MS- $594
65 MEG 28MS- $665
85 MEG 28MS- $704
SYQUEST 44MEG REMOVABLE- $875

Z-Ram • Uses one meg chips, upgrade to 2.5 or 4megs.
tnr
♦ I 13

Board wAchlpe
2*5Mege-$276 4 Mage-$438

Z-Ram/2.5- For use with 520 ST, Up to 2.5Megs.

$110

Board w/chips 2J»Mege-$271

Z-Ram/Mega II- Upgrades Mega II to 4Megs
t19Q

256K 120ns Chips
$2.50 ea

Board w/chlpa-$290

k A 1 Meg eons Ram Chips
M $9 ea call pricas change!

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR THE SHOEBOX
STYLE ENCLOSURE, FOR THE MONITOR STYLE
ADD $20

Drives and enclosures available separately
Boards

ICD Host Adaptor - $94.77
Monitor Style
3"Hx15"Wx 14.3/41
holds 2- 5.25" drives
or New unit
holds 3- 3.25* drives

Shoebox Style
5.5"Hx7"Wx15.5"L

$119.95

$139.95
DVT-VCR HD Backup System
Use your VCR to back up HD.
$185

SEAGATE DRIVES)
ST125N-0 3.5" 20MEGS 40MS- $279
ST125N-1 3.5" 20MEGS 28MS- $303
ST138N-0 3.5" 30MEGS 40MS- $312
ST138N-1 3.5" 30MEGS 28MS- $337
ST157N-0 3.5" 50MEGS 40MS- $347
ST157N-1 3.5" 50MEGS 28MS- $371
ST277N-1 5.25 " 65MEGS 28MS- $448
ST296N-1 5.25 " 85MEGS 28MS- $484
ST1096N 3.5" 85MEGS 24MS- $545

Turbo 16- Fast Tech Accelerator - $269
Spectre GCR- $209 Roms-$125
PC Ditto II - $250
PC Speed (Michtron Version)- $369
PC Speed (European Version)- $319
Vidi ST (Frame grabber) - $149
ST-Time (under rom clock) - $43

Hoppy Drives
Master 3S 3.5” double sided- $139
Atari SF314 3.5" double sided- $169.95
MFD1080 Switchable 3.5" & 5.25”- $315

Teakwood Disk Cases
3.5”- 90disks- $26.95
3.5”-135disks- $38.95
5.25”- 120disks- $42.95

MISC HARDWARE

SYQUEST SQ555 44MEG REMOVABLE & 1
CARTRIDGE- $680 CARTS- $90ea
Monitor Stand &
Power Center
5 Switched outlets
with EMI/RFI surge
protection.Tilt monitor
stand base.

$45.95

Migraph Hand Scanner
W/Touchup-$419

IMG scan- $58
Monitor Master- $32
Drive Master- $32
Mouse Master- $26
Tweety Board- $37
Video Key- $65
Drive Cable 6Ft- $16.50
Cordless Mouse- $92

STAR NX1000II- 9 PIN PRINTER $169.60
STAR NX2410- 24 PIN PRINTER$290
HEWLETT PACKARD DESKJET$639
HEWLETT PACKARD DESKJET II$759
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ULTIMA 5
Warriors of Destiny

avATARIan Quest
Origin’s Ultima series, generally
regarded throughout the eighties as
the quintessential computer roleplaying experience, really felt the
heat of competition as the decade
ended. Wasteland’s glowing reviews
outshined the notices for Lord Brit¬
ish’s spring 1988 release of U/tima
V, and Dungeonmaster earned a
special achievement award from
Computer Gaming World that same
year. In 1989, Ali Atabek’s Magic
Cand/e further singed Ultima’s hold
on the top spot. Now the ST version
of U/tima V: Warriors of Destiny is
available, right on the heels of
Chaos Strikes Back. How does it
fare in such a juxtaposition? Per¬
haps it was due to reserved expec¬
tation, but for this confirmed yet
discriminating Ultimaniac, U/tima V
delivered the goods. It is not the
overall leap in sophistication that U4
was over U3, and that U3 was over
U2, but it is definitely the unique
Ultima experience at its best. Ultima
Us more refinement than extension,
but it is still a considerable
accomplishment. And now the Atari
ST becomes unquestionably the su¬
perior platform on which to
experience the still-reigning
monarch of CRPG design’s crown¬
ing achievement to date.
Lord British has always done a
lot with packaging to draw gamers
into the story: cloth maps, period
piece documentation, baubles, ban¬
gles, and ankhs. Warriors of Destiny
continues this, but also does a great
job of setting up the story on¬
screen. The title screen, known
throughout the series as ‘the view,’
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shows how the Avatar of U/tima IV,
that holistic being of mind, spirit,
and body, is called back to Britan¬
nia. This sequence is expanded
upon in a ten minute introduction
that looks like an illustrated text
adventure. Ultima IV experience is
not required to appreciate it, but
greater depth is achieved by having
done so. That statement could also
be applied to the entire game.

Let’s Do the Dungeon in
Tile, Dear
The actual game begins in the
safety of a hut, the secreted abode
of the Avatar’s closest follower.
Graphics are much improved over
U4 and identical to the IBM EGA
version. They are still not in the
class of Paladin or Times of Lore, to
name two games in somewhat the
same scale, but long-time Ultima
fans will be impressed. Clearly,
interior decorating has become
quite the profession in Britannia, for
all buildings are full of furniture now.
There are full-length functioning
mirrors, working grandfather clocks,
stoves, fireplaces, braziers, candelabras on tables with place settings,
carpets, and on and on. In fact, Lord
British might have gone a little too
far here, considering he ran out of
graphic tiles that were needed for
other important aspects of the
game. Still, many of these items
function or are integrated into the
story in typical Richard Garriott
fashion.
Venturing out into the surface
world, the Avatar finds Britannia
almost exactly how he remembers
it, full of forests, grasslands, moun¬
tains, rivers, and oceans, all on a
large map that vaguely resembles
the Americas and Eurasia still atta¬
ched. This is the first Ultima that
Current Notes

doesn’t offer an entirely new surface
world to explore, a disappointment
to many. As usual, overhead view is
employed throughout the game
except in dungeon corridors. Curi¬
ously, disk access occurs occa¬
sionally during travel, as with the
eight-bit versions; this was not true
of U4, but read-time is quick and
not inconvenient. Real-time is gone,
so nothing happens and nobody
moves unless the Avatar’s party
does. Day and night is represented
by a limited field of vision from dusk
to dawn. Time is so critical to the
game that the Avatar is given a
watch to start with, and it really
should have been part of the per¬
manent statistical display on the
right of the screen. Castles, towns,
villages, and dungeons are all
exactly where they were in the pre¬
vious game, but there are new cas¬
tles, keeps, lighthouses, and huts to
explore. Lord British’s castle is now
five levels high, and most towns
have two levels. There are all kinds
of furnishings inside; even the pri¬
son in Yew has several working
devices for torture, bondage, and
extermination.

Population Control?
There are far fewer people living
in the Britannia of Ultima It than in
the previous game. Every person
has a schedule of working, eating,
and sleeping, though, so if the Ava¬
tar happens to be in a pub around
lunchtime, there will be quite a little
crowd. It is amusing to watch the
merchants leave their shops and
walk to the local hot spot to sit
down and chow down. It’s not so
amusing to need a merchant’s help
and find he’s doing lunch with the
herbalist or has just closed up for
the evening, but that’s life in the big
Vol. 10, No. 2

olde city. Conversation is as in U4,
the gamer asks the name and job of
a person, then types in keywords
based on the response or informa¬
tion learned elsewhere about the
person. Some folks are loquacious,
so note-taking is mandatory. Most
of the game’s plot is fleshed out
through conversation.

(Mon)archenemy
The plot is set in motion by a
discovery of a huge underworld
below Britannia’s eight-level
dungeons. While on an expedition
into this area, Lord British was cap¬
tured and most of his party was
killed. A Lord by the name of Black¬
thorn adopts an Alexander Haig
posture. (“Yes, I’m in charge now.”)
In cahoots with three otherworldly
entities called the Shadowlords,
Blackthorn twists the meanings of
the Avatar’s Eight Virtues for living
to oppress the people of Britannia.
The Shadowlords make their rounds
through Britannia’s cities, and will
attack the Avatar if they see him.
The Avatar is summoned to van¬
quish Blackthorn and his dogmatic
system, find Lord British if he is still
alive, and restore him to power. A
principal objective in implementing
the plot was to make the gamer feel
like a fugitive who must be furtive in
his actions. Events in the beginning
of the game work towards this, but
too early the gamer learns how to
work around the Shadowdorfs and
their harsh laws, and they are no
problem after that. Even their dem¬
ise, though logical and clever, is a
dull affair. Blackthorn has a show¬
stopping, macabre scene at one
point, but otherwise the Robin Hood
effect isn’t sustained.
Character statistics are very
similar to U4, but improved. Maxi¬
mum party size has been decreased
from eight to six, and begins with
three including the Avatar. The
transfer utility to use an Ultima /V
Avatar is definitely worthwhile, unlike
many games that offer this feature.
Three more adventurers from eleven
candidates can be recruited early in
the game, and unlike Ultima IV, early
March 1990

enlistment seems the way to go.
The system for increasing attributes
is far more satisfying than U4, but is
perhaps not graduated enough from
start to finish. Level increases, from
1 to 8, are gained the same old way:
killing monsters to earn experience
points.
CRPGamers generally can’t get
enough new monsters, and in this
regard, U5 greatly disappoints.
Almost all of its creatures appeared
in U4, and there are far fewer types
than were seen in the previous
game. Ostensibly, Richard Garriott
‘ran out of tiles’ developing U5 on
the antiquated 128K Apple. This

hereafter may be hard to improve.
Diagonal attacks are finally allowed;
in fact, any angle is possible if the
weapon will reach. Different distance
weapons have varying ranges, and
their graphic representation is true.
Attacks are aimed with a crosshair
that reappears with each character’s
turn where it was last aimed. The
result is a more exciting system that
is actually easier to play. Arrows and
quarrels (for crossbows) must be
carried now, of which the party will
continuously run out. This is inten¬
tional to force the gamer to explore
melee tactics more thoroughly.
There are a lot of new weapons
options, and switching equipment in
mid-battle will occur with some fre¬
quency. One keypress after victory
saves having to exit all characters
step by step.

Secret Reagent Man

armchair designer would’ve chop¬
ped up a lot of that furniture before
falling short in such a critical area.
At least the improved graphics have
given some old enemies entirely
new looks. Ores no longer resemble
teddy bears, and daemons are
wonderfully sinister. There are far
too many drawn-out encounters
with minor critters like insects, bats,
and slime. Gremlins have got to go:
they look like Gumby deprived of
growth hormone. Sharks, though
cleverly animated, are a baffling in¬
clusion; they cannot attack unless
the party forgets their distance wea¬
pons and has to equip for melee.
Dragons, powerful as they are, still
resemble day-glo brine shrimp.
Overall tactical intelligence is still
low, and monsters are not found
much in the daylight.
The new combat features blend
beautifully into a classic system that
Current Notes

The magic system still requires
component mixing, but is a more
efficient routine now. Syllables simi¬
lar to Dungeonmaster’s system are
employed as well, but are written out
rather than symbolized. To cast the
poison cure spell ‘An Nox,’ the
gamer needs only type the letters A
and N. A new group of spells is
acquired with each level increase,
and the frequent design flaw of only
needing five or six spells most of the
time has been avoided. The power¬
ful reagents of mandrake and night¬
shade can be purchased now with
the other six components, so their
harvesting is much more difficult.
Dungeons now come in three
graphics styles: caverns, mines, and
traditional stone blocks. Caverns
look like Ouestron / in color and with
dripping stalactites. Mines are
wooden structures, and the stone
blocks are much improved over
U/tima IV. Still, after Dungeonmaster,
it’s hard to get excited about the
changes. Disk loads for combat and
dungeon rooms are painfully slow.
There are just as many of those
clever dungeon rooms in Warriors of
Destiny, but there is nothing as
tough as levels 6 and 8 of the
Stygian Abyss in U4. This is for good
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reason, because the party needs to
be fairly fresh when it reaches bot¬
tom and descends even lower
into.The Underworld.
The Underworld is the same
size as the entire surface world, but
it is segmented by impassable
mountains so that the party only
explores the area below each
dungeon exit. With its twisting and
branching paths, each Underworld
section somewhat resembles
Ambrosia from Ultima III. Here is
where the party will fight through its
toughest campaigns to get to
several vital objects in the game.
Many who have played and cri¬
tiqued Warriors of Destiny were
expecting an environment as de¬
tailed as the surface world, and so
were disappointed. There is only
one dwelling of sorts to visit. The
party should enter an Underworld
section, find what it needs, and try
to get out alive. It will take quite a bit
of ‘blinking and peering,’ Ultima
fans, to do so.

Sail Oar Row, Mate?
Ship travel continues to undergo
major changes in the quest to add
complexity devoid of tedium. Sails
can be set and no keypresses are
needed, or the crew can row. Smal¬
ler on-board skiffs must be used for
shallow coastal and inland waters,
and travel strategies nicely reinforce
their inclusion. And get this: one
cannon shot will eliminate any
monster!

Rolling Blunder
The Problems: Some ST owners
are going to have those old 50/60
hertz monitor glitches, specifically
screen roll and alignment. Ultima V
ST is a British conversion and
therefore a tad sloppy. 50/60 hertz

Shiver Me Timbres
Ken Arnold’s music score is his
most ambitious and varied yet, but
the Commodore 128 and Apple
soundboard renditions are far better
than the ST treatment. The title
theme is a heroic piece that sounds
like something Elmer Bernstein
might compose for an imaginary
movie called, say, ‘Maces of the
Magnificent Seven.’ In the C-128
version it is reprised after a combat
victory as a reward of sorts, but this
was, unfortunately, not included for
the ST. The dungeon theme was
particularly butchered, and some¬
times the wrong music or no music
is played in^Clungeons. Some
themes, like/the town and village
pieces, were swapped, and all
changes like this were for the better.
Ship travel has its own theme this
time. Music must be toggled off to
get sound effects, some of which
are quite good. But the traveling
sound, heard most frequently, is
tank-like and totally wrong.
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toggles are common with British
games and should’ve been included
here. The game comes on three
single-sided disks, of which sides
two and three can be copied onto
one double-sided disk for ease of
play. This reviewer had two crashes
using the copies, so it may be best
to stick with the three. It is not that
inconvenient to do so. Lastly, the
game requires reading a runic
alphabet with lousy font resolution.
It is a pain that could’ve been avoi¬
ded with a decent font.
The Plaudits: Starting with
Ultima IV. Lord British’s series aimed
for enchantment, challenge, and
playability without exasperation. In¬
stead of the typical dying and
restoring ad nauseam, Ultima strives
to keep characters alive, to accept
and work with the consequences of
their actions, to triumph over their
predicaments. Appeal to hardcore
Current Notes

gamers who want/need supreme
difficulty is sacrificed, but realism is
gained, allowing Ultima to weave its
magic around the player. Warriors of
Destiny continues to successfully
pursue this path, and it does so in a
gaming system that has been
thoroughly refined from helm to toe.

Misty Writing
In my last conversation with
Todd Porter, I discovered that his
Knights of Legend will be converted
for the ST after all. Originally , an
Amiga version was scheduled for
the second quarter of 1990, but the
ST was left out in the cold. Mindscape (of Europe or the U.K., I’m not
sure), the company handling the
Amiga conversion, very much wan¬
ted to do an ST version as part of
the package, and so will it be.
Knights of Legendwas previewed in
the July 1989 issue of Current
Notes; where it was touted as a
possible must-play for pc-ditto H
owners (update to read PC-Speed.).
Now it looks as if ST owners can
enjoy full-color graphics instead of
CGA as long as they are patient.
Origin spent quite a lot of bucks on
the EGA graphics, and even the
eight-bit versions look good. I’ve
been fooling around with it on a
C-128 (which I don’t recommend,
terrible disk swap and access
tedium) and really like the detailed
combat system. It has a depth to
compare with Wizard’s Crown, but
completely avoids the wargame feel
of that program... I didn’t intend for
this to be an all—Origin column, but I
have to say a little about the pro¬
gress of Ultima Vi. It’s to be called
’The False Prophet,’ and become
the final installment in the Avatar
Trilogy.
It looks very much like
Paladin or Times of Lore with much
more color, since it is being develo¬
ped on the IBM and will fully support
low-rez VGA. Richard Garriott said
that you will be able to pick up every
utensil at a place setting, so I guess
he’s still into ‘setting up housekeep¬
ing.’ More importantly, the town
scale will be used throughout the
game. March 1990, they say....
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BACK IN STOCK!
--.also.--

✓AC adapter
✓64K RAM card
✓128K RAM card
✓Serial interface
✓Smart parallel interface

Hundreds ofAtari titles m stock
Seven Comers Center

Fair Oaks Mall

Inside the beltway,
at the intersection of Rt. 50 & 7

Rt. 66 and 50, on the lower level
next to Hechts

Hours: 9:30-9:30 Mon-Sat, 12-5 Sun
Call (703) 536-5040

Hours: 9:30-9:30 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun
Call (703) 591-3475
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PHASAR 4.0
The Best Gets Better
Review (and Tutorial) by John Barnes
ANTIC Publishing has released
version 4.0 of Phasar, the dominant
home accounting package for Atari
ST computers. People who have not
previously used a home accounting
package will find that this remains
the best. Current users who wonder
about spending the money to
upgrade should read on.
Back at the dawn of time, in the
days of the 8-bit computer, a pro¬
duct named Visica/c revolutionized
accounting for those who felt they
just had to use a computer to do
their checking accounts and taxes.
Many people have stayed with that
style even though the state of the
art in financial management soft¬
ware has advanced a lot since then.

Home Bookkeeping 101
Before going into the operation
and features of Phasar 4.0, let’s take
some time to see why it is desirable
to do home accounting using soft¬
ware designed for this task. Figure 1
illustrates the complexity of money
flow in a firmly middle class Ameri¬
can family. The money comes in
and the money goes out, stopping
for short rests every now and then
along the way.
The cash flow scenario outlined
here is by no means exhaustive, nor
does it constitute tax advice. You’re
on your own with the Feds.
Think of each of the little boxes
as a place that holds money. Some
of them represent sources of in¬
come (see the key at the bottom of
the drawing). Others represent
accounts of one kind or another.
The final type of box represents
“expenses,” money that, once
gone, is never seen again.
Phasar 4.0 allows, provided you
have enough memory, up to 250
slots for accounts and 999 slots for

expenses. These are more than
adequate for home finance.

Accounts
The accounts are the focal point
of the scheme. I have shown three
types of accounts: tax-related,
cash, and “phantom.” Examples of
tax-related accounts include sav¬
ings accounts, mortgage loans,
interest-bearing checking accounts,
and the like. These are tax-related
because they generate income that
must be reported or because they
generate tax deductions for those
who itemize.
Examples of cash accounts in¬
clude charge accounts, non-interest
bearing checking accounts, and the
amount of money in your billfold.
These are accounts that hold money
until it is used for something else.
They do not contribute to net worth
in the long run.

“Phantom” accounts are used
as bookkeeping devices to facilitate
the process of accounting for the
distribution of money. Quite a lot of
money is taken out of most paychecks before the recipients ever
see them. The drawing takes note of
this by establishing phantom
accounts to distribute salary in¬
come. The entire salary is deposited
into this account, then the money is
parcelled out to things like taxes,
retirement, medical insurance,
payroll savings, etc. Each expense
is neatly accounted for and that
which is left over is deposited to a
checking account. The balance in
the phantom accounts should
always be zero if the distribution has
been done properly.
Deposits into accounts must
come from income sources. Trans¬
fers out of an account must gen¬
erate a matching transfer into the
receiving account. Amounts that are
disbursed from an account must be
allocated to an expense category.
Phasar uses these simple rules to
make sure that a coherent overview
can be maintained in spite of the
complexity of the underlying money

Figure 1 - Money flow in a typical middle class American household.
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movements. This linkage between
accounts using simple rules is what
sets Phasar apart from spread
sheets, in which such transfers must
be done manually.
The first step in setting up a
home accounting system using
Phasar is to set up the list of
accounts to be tracked, including
the phantom ones. The screen that
Phasar presents the user for
accomplishing this is shown in
figure 2. Once the slots are as¬
signed the names can be edited for
convenience as can the confirmed
balance information. The accounts
included here roughly correspond to
the account boxes shown in figure
1. The “Cash Flow” designation of
accounts (Yes/No) is a new feature
of Phasar 4.0. This allows the user
to segregate interest income and
provides a more realistic picture of
overall net worth and cash flow.

Transactions
Deposits, transfers to other
accounts, and disbursements are all
types of “transactions.” Certain
transactions occur in a predictable
pattern. Paychecks with deductions
taken out are received weekly,
biweekly, or monthly. Interest depo¬
sits occur monthly, quarterly, or
annually. Charge accounts, utility
bills, and life insurance premiums
are paid monthly. It should not be
necessary to key in data for such
transactions each time they occur,
but it should be easy to make minor
adjustments to amounts and dates.
Phasar’s Standard Transaction
editing features are quite good.
Figure 3 illustrates the editing
scheme for a set of standard tran¬
sactions. The ones shown occur
biweekly and are linked to the hus¬
band’s paycheck. The “Husb
Dedns” account is a phantom
account that is used to tally the
deductions from the husband’s
paycheck. Note how the “Xfer Out”
transactions generate matching
“Xfer Into” transactions for the other
accounts that the money flows into
and through, thus the “Husb
March 1990
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Confirned
Balance
Date

Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Checking 1
Checking 2
Husb Dedns
Wife Dedns
Savings
Cred Union
Mortgage
Sav Bonds
Auto Loan
Visa
MasterCard

$3000.80
$2500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$20000.00
$5000.00
-$65000.00
$2500.00
-$10000.00
$0.00
$0.00

Cash
PlOH

1/1/98
1/1/98
1/14/98
1/1/98
1/1/98
1/1/98
1/1/98
1/1/98
1/1/98
1/1/96

Auto
Last Check
Confirn
Number

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1
8
8
8
8
0
8
8
8
8
8

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Yes

8
6

Current
Balance
$3244.BBt
$2835.00
$0.00
$0.00
$20000.00
$5100.00
-$65000.80
$2500.00
-$3305.00
-$345.00
$0.00

It

Hcash
Mcash
CASH

$0.00
$0.00

1/1/98
1/1/98

Accounts used: 15

Delete

Insert

$60.00
$0.00

Unit: 15 <

J

@

Figure 2 - P/jasar account editing screen.

Dedns” account should have a
balance of zero at the end of each
pay period. It is easy to alter these
amounts if salary, tax witholding, or
other expenses change over time.
Figure 4 shows what happens
during a typical bill-paying session.
Account names, expense categories
and income categories are readily
available. It is also easy to create
new expense and income cate¬
gories at this stage, so there is no
need to be persnickety about set¬
ting these up beforehand.
Some kinds of expenditures
need to be tracked because they
must appear correctly on your state
or federal tax return. State and local
income taxes, home mortgage
interest, real estate taxes, child care
expenses, medical expenses, and a
host of others have been earmarked
for special treatment. In cases
where the taxpayer does not have
to itemize it is still worthwhile to
Account

Date

Husb Dedns
Husb Dedns
Husb Dedns
Husb Dedns
Husb Dedns
Husb Dedns
Checking 1
Husb Dedns
Cred Union
Cred Union
Auto Loan
Auto Loan

Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std
Std

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

compartmentalize expenses in order
to operate on a sensible budget.
Figure 4 also shows the flexibi¬
lity of Phasar 4.0’s user interface.
The user can move the cursor
around with mouse or the arrow
keys. Double-clicking on the
“Accounts” button brings up the list
of available accounts, as does Alt-A
from the keyboard. Hitting the
“Help” key also brings up a list of
choices that is sensitive to the
context in which the user finds
himself. Ctrl-L from the keyboard
brings up a list of available alterna¬
tive entries for whichever field the
user happens to be sitting on.
The buttons are new in Phasar
4.0, and they are a big help to the
beginning user, even though they
diminish the available screen space
somewhat.
The account balance informa¬
tion at the top of the screen pro¬
vides a running check so that the

Confrn

Payee

Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd
Stndrd

...Deposit...
Retirenent Fund
Inti Revenue
Mayor Schaefer
Blue Cross
Checking 1
Payment (Husb Dedns)
Cred Union
Payment (Husb Dedns)
Auto Loan
Payment (Cred Union)
Interest Exp

Category

ChkNum

HSalary
Retirement
Fed Tax
Medical
Xfer Out
Xfer Into
Xfer Out
Xfer Into
Xfer Out
Xfer Into
Loan Int

*

Amount Memo
1288.88
95.88
388.88
96.88
15.88
444.88
444.88
258.88
258.88
156.88
158.88
55.00

t

t
□

Figure 3 - Standard Transaction editing screen.
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user can ensure that his NOW
account balance never drops below
the level that turns off interest and
activates service charges.
There is no need to be too fussy
about setting up the expense cate¬
gories beforehand because new
ones can easily be added while
entering transactions.
Phasar provides a facility for
viewing and editing all transactions
that meet a set of selection criteria
based on account name, income
category, expense category, and
date. Such lists can be sent to the
printer or saved in a file.

Account Confirmation
Given an initial account balance
and assuming that all transactions
have been properly accounted for,
the user of a home accounting
package should be able to tell how
much money is available in any
given account at any given moment.
It should be possible to reconcile
the calculated account balance with
that shown on a statement from a
bank or charge card company at the
date of the statement. It is easy to
play “what if” games to match up
the balance reported on an auto¬
matic teller machine transaction.
Confirming a transaction is a
simple matter of placing the cursor
on the “Confrm” field and hitting the
Return key. Hitting the space bar
while in the confirmation field un¬
confirms a transaction. All previously
unconfirmed transactions are avail¬
able for viewing within a window
whose position can be adjusted
from the keyboard or a scroll bar.
The use of scroll bars for window
positioning is another improvement
in the new version.

Tax Time
The handling of tax matters in
Phasar 4.0 has also been measur¬
ably improved over earlier versions.
There is still no provision for impor¬
tation of external tax forms, but an
effort has been made to provide a
mechanism that would allow users
to exchange tax files. This is
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1
Z
3
4
5

Checking 1 $3Zfe4.88
Checking Z $2895.00
Hush Dedns
$8.88
Wife Dedns
$8.88
Savings
$28888.88

[ Accounts )

[Account

[ Categories )

Date

8
7
8
5

Accounts
Cred Union $5100.00
Mortgage -$65000.00
Sav Bonds
$2500.00
Auto Loan -$5905.00

[ Recent ] [ Frequent

Confrn

Checking 1 2/1/90
Hcash
2/1/90
Visa
2/1/90
Visa
2/2/90

Payee

11 MasterCard

$0.00 t

12
$120.00
$0.00

13 Hcash
14 Hcash
15 CASH

] f Pick

Category

Hcash
Xfer Out
Payment (Checking 1) Xfer Into
China Joy
Dining
L & Y Electronics
Computer

]

[ Quit Enter ]

ChkNum
ATM
ATM

Amount Memo
60.80
60.80
35.25
63.20

t
~

4

Comment

ICD Tape Cartridges (2)

Figure 4 - Transaction data entry screen.

through “tax codes.” This is useful
since Tax Advantage can interpret
Phasar’s register file (the one con¬
taining all of the account and tran¬
saction data).
As an alternative to the Tax
Advantage; a user who plans to
disseminate tax forms can devise
his own code system (which the
manual admits requires time and
energy) using some sort of sensible
convention for asssigning the
names. The tax code assignment is
done in Phasar rather than in the
PhTax module. Whether this solution
leads to widespread dissemination
of tax form files remains to be seen.
Residents of states like Mary¬
land and Virginia, which make it
advantageous to file “combined
separate” tax returns, will find Pha¬
sar’s free-form ability to create new
tax forms and tax tables advantage¬
ous. The user can also create “tax
forms” for other financial calcula¬
tions, such as cash-flow reports or
net worth statements.
Creating new tax forms or
simply keeping up with the line
renumbering that tax form writers
perform to frustrate the taxpayer
can be a fairly tedious operation.
Phasar tries its best to be helpful
here. Version 4.0 makes good use
of scroll bars in the form editing
area as well as adding some but¬
tons for available options. Editing
changes are tracked so that the
user does not leave anything dan¬
Current Notes

gling when changing the contents of
a cell in the form.

Budgeting
The ability to make projections
of tax liabilities based on assump¬
tions of income and expenses in a
budget makes Phasar a powerful
tool for financial planning. Segre¬
gating “cash-flow” and “cash” in¬
come and expense categories
makes it much easier to identify
areas where changes can be made.
“Annual income twenty pounds,
annual expenditure nineteen nine¬
teen six, result happiness. Annual
income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure, twenty pounds ought
and six, result misery.”

The above phrase remains as
true in our day as it was in Mr
Micawber’s (for everyone except
Uncle Sam, that is).
Phasar’s interface to its cash¬
flow analysis and budgeting tools is
much improved over the old ver¬
sion. The ability to quickly access all
of the transactions for a given cate¬
gory makes it much easier to deal
with anomalies, thus greatly improv¬
ing confidence in the result.

Limitations
A recent statement by one of
the denizens of the InterNet
prompts me to remind readers that
Phasar is not well suited to use as a
financial package for a business,
although people who sell services to
Vol. 10, No. 2
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a small clientele could get away with
it. There is no provision for inven¬
tory, invoicing, payroll, or any of a
number of other things that go into
running a business. Look to Beckenmyer Development or High Tech
Advisers for such packages.
The absence of data import
features is also an important limi¬
tation because it erects barriers for
people who may wish to convert
from some other system. It should
be a fairly simple matter to write a
utility that would convert data from a
spread sheet or database to a
Phasar register file. It would also be
nice to have a merge function so
that two separate register files could
be combined for couples who track
their money separately.

In Conclusion
Phasar Y\d& been a faithful friend
to me since it was introduced. I
expect to keep using it that way for

many years to come. Tom Marks,
the author of this program, has
expanded it into the IBM and Amiga
worlds. The final details of the IBM
release are still being worked out
with ANTIC, and it is too soon to tell
whether the Amiga version will be a
success. The competition in the IBM
world is pretty stiff. I wish Tom the
best of luck.
As a beta tester I obtained my
copy directly from Tom. The version
that I am currently using seems very
robust. Other testers report some
nagging minor bugs that can be
worked around, but these are hold¬
ing up final release of the new
version. Current Notes normally
does not publish reviews of pro¬
ducts that are in beta test, but we
feel that people will want to get
started on their 1990 book keeping
before they get snowed under.
There is said to be a fair back¬
log of orders for the new version at

ANTIC so some people must feel
that it is worthwhile to upgrade. My
own reaction to the upgrade is that
$39.95 is a little steep. The new
product is, however, much
smoother. Present owners will pro¬
bably want to upgrade to gain the
advantage of the improvements in
the user interface, particularly in the
query and editing functions. The
new version is much more “GEMish,” making better use of the
mouse than the old version did.
As a replacement product it is
clear that the new version is signifi¬
cantly better than the old one. It
might be possible to pick up a copy
of the old version at a closeout price
and thereby gain the right to an
upgrade. This is worth looking into
for someone who really needs to
get started on his New Year’s reso¬
lution to keep better track of his
money.
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Here's what others say:
“There are always some utilities 1
always have booted up, including
Universal Item Selector, (I prefer
the extra features it offers even
over our own START Selector)."
Andrew Reese,
Editor START
“We found the Universal Item
Selector to be extremely useful,
and we gave it our highest recom¬
mendation.”
Paul Freeman, Pres
Baltimore Atari Computer
Entusiasts
“Your UIS.II has been a fantastic
time saving program without eat¬
ing a lot of memory...”
Tom Haycraft
Galveston, TX
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Release 3
"The ingenuity of ST
programmers simply
amazes me at times, and
this is definitely one of
them."
Bill Rayl
Atari Interface Magazine
December 89 Issue

2901 Kenmore Avenue
Dayton, OH 45420
(513) 254-3160

$29.95

.ACCess! is the First and ONLY GEM WINDOW based Command Line

Interperter Desk Accessory available for the Atari ST. It supports most of
the standard MS-DOS and Unix commands as well as batch processing
functions. .ACCess! contains commands to perform most disk operations
such as displaying directories, copying, moving, renaming, deleteing files.
Other commands include the creating and displaying of text files,
formatting disks, displaying/setting file attributes, and the displaying/setting
of time and date. All in ail .ACCess! contains nearly 40 commands, 22
programming functions and 12 control flow batch processing keywords!
Several versions of .ACCess! are supplied including Desk Accessory, TOS,
TTP and special AUTO folder version.
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The ingenuity of ST programmers
simply amazes me at times, and this is
definitely one of them.
.ACCess!, from Rock Digital, is a
handy desk accessory (DA) that gives

.firm imrinir nr nc

Access
quit
return
segnent
type
version

□

vimrir

Z.t

rd
PMd
pronpt
resolution
res
root
set
rn
touch
unattrib
tine
ver
Mhile
variables
F:\RDf >help copy
copy! -qll -all -ol <source pathnane>l <destination pathnane>l
F:\RIH >■___

renanc
mdir
tall
unlink

you all the flexibility of a Command Line
Interpreter (CLI). With .ACCess!, you can
copy/delete/renamce/move files, get disk
directories, copy files and more from
within any GEM program allowing
access to the GEM menu bar.
Sure, there are a number of desk ac¬
cessories available that allow you to do
those things, as well. But, .ACCess! has
many more features...and .ACCess! gives
you a CLI within a GEM window. You
can resize the window, drag it to one cor¬
ner of your screen and be able to switch
back and forth from .ACCess! to your
program.
You can create “batch” files and run
them from within .ACCess!, and though
“not supported” by Rock Digital,
.ACCess! can execute TOS and TTP pro¬
grams, often “tricking” them to run inside
the .ACCess! GEM window. You can
even run some GEM programs from
within this desk accessory!
In a word, .ACCess! is...umm...elegant.
Yea...it’s elegant. It’s kinda cute, too.
And for all you memory misers who
refuse to use desk accessories. Rock Digi¬
tal has kindly provided a TOS version of
their program. You won't get the GEM
window, and the added flexibility that
comes with that window, but you do get
a first-rate Command Line Interpreter.
If you’re a user of programs such as

DCopy or a “DOS Shell” program, you

command in Flash! to type the file to my

surely appreciate the added power and

screen, written down or memorized the

flexibility of a CLI...especially for file
manipulation. If you’ve never used a CLI

quote and then typed it in.
Or, I could have loaded the text into

or worked in an MS-DOS environment,

the Flash! capture buffer (after saving

and never felt a need for more than what

what I already had loaded there), found

the ST desktop has to offer, you may not

the quote I wanted, separated it from the

need what .ACCess! has to offer.

surrounding text with carriage returns,

Just try copying over 100 files from

selected the quote as a block of text and

one folder on drive A to a different folder

then uploaded it directly into the Com¬

three levels deep on a hard drive using the

puServe message.

standard desktop, and you’ll understand
immediately how useful a product like
.ACCess! can be.

All this for a couple lines of text.
Makes me tired just writing about it!
In all, nearly 40 commands, 22 pro¬

With the unique feature of being the

gramming functions and 12 control flow/

ONLY CLI (known to me) in a GEM

batch processing keywords are available

window, .ACCess! becomes doubly use¬

via .ACCess!. Rock Digital has produced

ful.

a desk accessory that is both highly use¬
For example, I was recently leaving a

message on CompuServe and found I
needed to quote from a text file I had pre¬

ful and very innovative. Check this one
out!
Rock Digital

viously stored on my hard drive. Using

2901 Kenmore Ave

.ACCess!, I was able to type the file out

Dayton, OH 45420
(513)254-3160

and, while viewing the quote in the
.ACCess! window, I added it to the mess¬
age on CompuServe.
Without .ACCess!, I would have had
two options. I could have used the VIEW

Reprinted from December,
1989 issue of AIM.
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Bloodwych
Realism, Playability, and Non-stop Action
Review by Alfred C. Giovetti

Dungeon Master redefined the
role-playing adventure game.
Gamers became aware that arcade
action could be combined with role
playing adventure and that both the
arcade enthusiast and the CRPG
(computer role playing game)
enthusiast would be satisfied.
Dungeon Master was clearly the
best of its class and one-of-a-kind.
No longer. B/oodwych has arrived.
Bloodwych has 40 levels of bonechilling action. Mapping, for those
who enjoy this task, can be part of
the game. However, I know some
who have not mapped this game
and done well, by their own claims,
by the hundreds of messages left
on the game BBSs in the country.
This game is good. B/oodwych
is as good as its best selling pre¬
decessor, Dungeon Master. It is my
understanding that sales of B/ood¬
wych are not as brisk as those of
Dungeon Master {DM). This may be
because the CRPG market remains
highly skeptical of European games,
which seem to excel only at arcade-like games. European CRPGs
are few and far between, and those
that have been on the market have,
frankly, been bad CRPGs. Blood¬
wych, however, is different and well
worth the U.S. price tag of $39.95. If
you do not own a copy of this game
and you liked DM, go out and buy
B/oodwych. You will not be dis¬
appointed.

The Clan of Mages
The plot of the game is an old
one. Zendick the evil wizard rebels
against his own people, the Blood¬
wych, in the country of Trazere.
Zendick destroyed his mentor and
teacher, the Grand Dragon and lea¬
der of the Bloodwych. Zendick ban¬
ished the clan of mages called the
Bloodwych, who were the rulers of
Page 42

the country of Trazere, to the astral
plane. He then took over the capitol
city of Treihadwyl and populated its
streets with creatures of the night.
Zendick summoned a lord of
entropy, known as Chaos, to dis¬
solve the fabric of the universe and
allow Zendick to reforge it in his
own mad image. The Bloodwych
now reach out from the astral plane
and have gathered a group of
adventurers to a tavern on the edge
of Treihadwyl. The Bloodwych will
lead one or two parties of four
adventurers on a quest from the
astral plane to find the crystals of
power, defeat Chaos before he
destroys the world altogether, and
restore order to the world.

is an addictive game and it will tear
40 to 60 hours of your life away from
you. You will be totally immersed in
the game. B/oodwych will draw you
out of the home or office and you
will find yourself slogging and slug¬
ging away in the depths of the deep
and involved dungeon halls.

3-D Perspective

The screen is split vertically into
three panels: left, right, and center.
The center panel is the heads-up
display of the dungeon, treasures
and inhabitants. The characters are
presented in 3-D perspective. The
left panel is composed of two basic
displays that can be toggled back
and forth. One display is the com¬
munications display and the other is
character status. Any change in
Bloodwych is an
status, such as starvation or injury in
battle, will automatically take the
addictive game and it
display from communication mode
will tear 40 to 60
to combat mode and show the
characters’ status. The right hand
hours of your life
display has three basic displays:
away from you.
spell casting (an enlarged book of
spells), inventory (hands, chest,
shield and backpack), and combatcharacter facing display.
Spectacular!
The only keys on the keyboard
The plot is an old one but the
heads-up-display presentation of it that you can use to enhance the
is spectacular. I have always prefer¬ mouse interface are the Insert, Clr—
red the first person heads-up dis¬ Home and arrow cursor keys. This
play to any other presentation in six-key keypad allows for turning
computer games. When heads-up right and left (Insert and Clr-Home),
display is done correctly it has the sidestepping right and left (right and
most realistic you-are-there feel. left arrow) and moving forward and
B/oodwych has that feel and easily back (up and down arrow).
The game has provisions for a
suspends your disbelief. You really
one-player mode using a mouse
feel like you are there.
B/oodwych is fast paced and interface and a two-player mode
uses a mouse-based interface. This using a joystick interface for each
author has a preference for key- player. The mouse allows for pre¬
board-based interfaces with cision and speed in selections
optional mouse or joystick control. needed for a real time encounter.
The mouse-based interface was not The joystick interface in the twoa detriment to my play. B/oodwych player mode is less than satisfacCurrent Notes
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tory. The joystick is not as fast nor
as accurate as the mouse and,
therefore, often leaves you dead in
encounters and just plain frustrated
while exploring and manipulating
inventory or dungeon artifacts.
Bloodwych has doors with but¬
tons that must be pushed, items to
be picked up and put down and
small action controls that must be
clicked on with the joystick or
mouse controlled hand. In all cir¬
cumstances, this author found the
joystick interface less than satisfac¬
tory.

Bloodwych vs DM
Comparisons with Dungeon
Master are inevitable. B/oodwych is
larger than DM with 40 levels com¬
pared to DMs 14 (Andy Jaros of
FTL says that The Hall of Cham¬
pions in DM is level one.). The size
of 12 levels in DM is 31x31 while the
smallest level is 17x18. B/oodwych
levels vary from 32x32 for the lar¬
gest down to a 1x6 hallway on top
of the chaos tower. B/oodwych
levels average 21x21.
B/oodwych and DM both have
similar types of puzzles. There are
physical puzzles which involve wall
switches, floor pressure plates, in¬
visible doors (or insubstantial walls),
pits, teleporters, spell generators,
locked doors with keys, teleporters
with gem slots, etc. The puzzles are
similar to DM but have a feeling all
of their own.
Characters. You are allowed to
have a maximum of four characters
per party and two parties in the
two-player mode. There are four
basic types of characters: Spades
are warriors, clubs are mages,
hearts are jacks-of-all-trades or
adventurers, and diamonds are
archer/assassins.
Unlike DM, you cannot train
these characters in all areas. Each
profession has unique and vital abi¬
lities. The authors recommend that
you have one of each in your four
character party.
Spade/warriors are very
powerful fighters with more hit
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points and strength than any other
character type. They may use any
weapon, armor, or shield. Spade/
warriors, however, make poor magic
users.
Club/mages quickly learn spells
with experience and at high levels
are very powerful characters.
Heart/adventurers are com¬
petent at all skills, but lack the
special powers of the others. Heart/
adventurers are also the negotiators
of the group and should be the
group leader in all communications
and dealings with the denizens of
the towers and dungeon.
Diamond/assassin/archers are
very special characters who have
the ability to see invisible items and
see through secret doors and in-

cate in the left panel and then praise
the character or monster you are
communicating with, by clicking on
the praise panel, to raise his opinion
of you. If you praise six to ten times,
you will be able to buy an item from
the character or monster at a rea¬
sonable price. Click on purchase,
wait for a response, and then put
gold in your active slot and click on
offer. Resell it to him by clicking on
the sell icon while holding the item
in your active slot and clicking on
sell and offer. After you buy the first
item and keep it or resell it at a profit
to this character monster, further
requests to purchase items will allow
you to buy food. All food will keep
you from starving and dying of thirst.

Sophisticated Magic

B/oodwych in many
ways surpasses DM
for sheer realism,
playability and
non-stop action.
substantial walls. This skill of obser¬
vation is essential to the successful
completion of the game. Diamond/
assassin/archers can back stab an
opponent with a suitable assassin’s
weapon damaging him far more
than a Spade/warrior of similar
development. The Diamond/assas¬
sin/archer is also excellent with a
bow and arrow.
Communication. Also unlike
DM, B/oodwych has a complex and
intricate system of communication
and negotiation. You can communi¬
cate successfully with all of the
monsters in the game. This com¬
munication is essential to your sur¬
vival. Monsters can sell you magic
items and food. To buy food, you
need to learn a communication rou¬
tine without which you will certainly
stan/e to death. There simply is not
enough food to be found in the
dungeons and towers. To initiate
communication, click on communi¬
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Magic in B/oodwych is complex.
There are four types of magic. Each
type of magic has eight spell types.
All character types can use magic,
albeit with varying effect. Any spell
can be given various degrees of
power, rated from 1 to 99 in
strength. The power of the spell is
limited by the power of the caster.
Green magic is serpent magic
which represents physical magic.
Green magic is composed of spells
like armor which provides extra
protection against physical attack,
and arc bolt which is a kind of
fireball that reflects off of walls
instead of dissipating on impact.
Blue magic is moon magic.
Moon magic represents the magic
of mind and illusion and has spells
like beguile, confuse and conceal.
Red magic, or dragon magic, is
the magic of fire and energy. Red
magic has spells like fireball, blaze
or missile.
Yellow magic, or chaos magic,
affects the very nature of magic and
life and is the most powerful magic
of all. Yellow magic spells include
spelltap, terror and antimage.
The magic system is quite
sophisticated and easy to use. In
the left hand panel of the screen,
you click on the magic book icon.
The icon grows larger and shows
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pages of a book with colored spells.
Each of the eight pages in the book
contains four spells, one of each
type. You click on the spell to ready
it for use. Mana is expended equal
to the power put into the spell.
Mana can be replaced by time or by
recharging with the crystals. Any
character type can cast spells; the
difference between character types
is in the speed they acquire spells.
The mage acquires two spells per
level. The adventurer and assassin/
archer acquire one spell per level.
The fighter acquires one spell per
two levels gained. Spells are pur¬
chased from the spell fairy (yes, that
is the spell fairy) who visits while the
characters sleep. Prices start at five
gold pieces and go as high as 40
gold pieces per spell.

The World of Bloodwych
The layout of the world of
B/oodwych is all indoor, presumably
inside the fortress city Treihadwyl.
This fortress city has a tavern area
where you can assemble your own
party or parties. By pressing FI, F2,
F3 or F4, you can start the game in
one-player, two-player, one-player
quick start, and two-player quick
start modes.
In the quick start modes, you
are given a party and you are
placed at the entrance to the inn
close to the dungeon entrance and
the entrance to one of the castle
stores. You can practice your nego¬
tiations with the shopkeeper before
entering the hostile environs of the
castle itself.
There is a three-level dungeon
below the entrance inn level. There
is one level above the entrance inn
level which provides the entrances
to the five towers. Each tower is five
to seven levels of progressively
harder riddles, traps and monsters.
Four of the towers are entered
through rooms positioned at the
four compass positions. The green
serpent tower is in the north. The
blue moon tower is in the south. The
red dragon tower is in the east. The
yellow chaos tower is in the west.
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Zendick’s tower is entered from a
hallway in the center of this level.
Each tower should be approached
in the above order to have proper
progression of difficulty. The towers
in many cases follow a non-linear
plot progression. Chaos can be tried
after the serpent tower if a secret
door is found with an extra yellow
chaos key. In the green serpent
tower you can choose whether to
go up the right bluish gem side or
the left tan gem side at the
entrance. Depending on which side
you choose, you will be committed
to different paths to the green ser¬
pent gem chamber.

Combat and Fast
Combat is fast and furious in
B/oodwych. Standing toe to toe with
monsters and slugging it out can be
fatal. Sometimes hit and run is the
only tactic that works.
Many of the players of B/oodwych recommend the DM Purple
Worm Box Step. For those who
completed DM, the third level
required that you find a 2x2 space
to combat many monsters and
especially the purple worms. You
maneuver yourself so that the
monsters never face you directly
and, therefore, can not hit you or
throw spells at you. You, on the
other hand, can keep slugging away
until the monsters turn to face you.
When the monsters turn to face you,
you sidestep out of the way and
turn immediately to slug the mons¬
ters as they advance into the space
you just vacated. The monsters will
not be facing you as they enter the
space you just vacated, this gives
you the chance to get in a few more
licks before they turn to face you
and the process starts all over
again. In DM, I found this useful
occasionally. In B/oodwych, I con¬
stantly used the purple worm box
step. In other situations, I merely
grabbed the gem, key or other
artifact, ran to a door or pit, and got
out of a vastly outnumbered posi¬
tion, while keeping myself from
being cornered.
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Reservations
One item is not present in
B/oodwych that I greatly enjoyed in
DM. DM was one of the few games
that awarded an infinite possibility of
level changes and advancement
from practice and training. In DM,
one only needed to swing a sword
to advance as a fighter, throw any¬
thing to advance as a ninja, and
throw appropriate spells to advance
as a priest or magic user. I missed
this capacity in B/oodwych. I believe
that it is unacceptably unrealistic to
deny the effects of training and
practice with weapons. After raw
talent, practice and training are the
best preparation for battle. Even the
best combat veterans train to keep
their skills or improve them.
Regrettably, B/oodwych falls behind
DM in this innovative approach.
One confusing aspect of the
game may cause some frustration.
After using gems to teleport with
gem slots, remove the gem and
place it back in your inventory.
Re-inserting the gem in the slot will
generally reverse the effects of the
teleporter.
Besides this, the joystick inter¬
face in the two-player mode, and
the lack of training and practice, the
only other reservation that I have
with the game is its graphics. They
are not as strikingly beautiful as
those in DM. While Chaos fighting
ability makes Andy Jaros’ Red Dra¬
gon masterpiece pale by compari¬
son, the sheer beauty of DM sur¬
passes the graphic artistic talents
displayed in B/oodwych.

Buy It Today
Do not wait for DM II. Buy
B/oodwych today. You will not be
sorry. B/oodwych in many ways
surpasses DM for sheer realism,
playability and non-stop action.
Give yourself a vacation. Buy this
one today. It has already added a
scenario disk, only two months after
first being issued.
M/RRORSOFTLTD., Inwin House,
118 Southwark Street, London
SE1 OSW, Tel. 01-928-1464.
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PROTEXT
An Integrated, High-powered, Non-GEM, Word Processor
Review by H. Earl Hill

Introduction
Some reviews are easy to write,
others difficult, and the rest fall
somewhere in between. I consider
this a difficult review to write in that
my task as I see it requires me to
give a picture of a word processor
that for some, will be just what they
need, and for others will be some¬
thing they wouldn’t touch a key¬
board with.
Protext™ does not use GEM,
unlike the majority of its competi¬
tors. It is entirely keyboard intensive
and lacks all those mouse-driven
features that so many of us have
grown to love so well. It does have
some similar features to word pro¬
cessors (WPs) with which we are
familiar, such as a WYSIWYG screen
display. And also, a lot of WP’s, to
use all the power possible, do use a
lot of keyboard and function key
commands. But still, if you are one
of those people who have fully
adopted GEM and mouse actions,
you will not like Protext. If this shoe
fits you, you may want to use the
remainder of this review as a
speed-reading exercise.
What is Protext? Protext is an
import from Amor Ltd. from Eng¬
land, distributed in the USA by
MichTron. It is a fully integrated WP
for the Atari ST/Mega, but there is
also a parallel product for the IBM
PC and Amiga. It combines, in one
package, features found in a word
processor, text editor, and a com¬
mand line interpreter. It also in¬
cludes a spell checker, mail merge
and file conversion. The emphasis is
very much on wc/z/processing.
The best description of Protext
that comes to mind is power.
Within the keyboard environment,
there is essentially nothing it can’t
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do. These features will be described
as we proceed. Protext is disk
intensive, generally using disk space
as document storage, for spell
checking, for help files, etc. It can
be used with RAM disks and/or hard
disks to accelerate these operations.
Although the optimum use is with
typed-in commands, Protext does
have an internally accessible menu
for IBM-type cursor selection of
functions (see below).

blo, IBM graphic’s printers, and the
HP Laserjet (basic functions only).
Unfortunately, to date, there is no
printer driver for the Atari laser
printer
Instructions are given for instal¬
lation of Protext on floppy, RAM,
and hard disks, plus printer installa¬
tion and a discussion of laser printer
emulations. Configuration and file
allocation are also covered in detail;
the former at considerable length.
Disk three also contains four
outstanding tutorial files. These
cover cursor movement; text entry
and editing; cut and paste, find and
replace; and rulers, tabs, margins
and formatting. My only criticism
would be, “Why did they stop at
four?” Half a cake is usually better
than none? But not on this platter!

Getting Started

The Disk Contents
Protext is supplied on three
unprotected, single-sided disks.
Disk one contains the program files
and the configuration files. Disk two
contains the dictionaries, one speci¬
fically for the USA, the others for
Europe plus a quick dictionary and a
user dictionary. It also has the help
data file for commands. You can
create your own dictionaries for
special categories such as problem
words, scientific terms, etc. Disk
three contains the Convert program,
a Greek alphabet file, a German
RAM disk, README file, and 26
printer drivers. The printer drivers
cover 9- and 24-pin printers, Dia¬
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The manual consists of 386,
extremely well-done, spiral-bound
pages. Typos are minimal, although
there are some mistakes in the mail
merge section. It has five main
chapters plus a Glossary and an
Appendix with eight sections. The
Although the Table of Contents is
very detailed, the index is un¬
acceptably sparse, considering the
size of the manual. Each chapter
covers one aspect of using Protext.
The manual is organized so that the
user can begin with the basics, use
Protext at that level, and progress,
as experience is gained, to the more
complex functions. The manual
contains very complete sections of
command summaries and configu¬
ration options.

Using Protext
Protext has two main opera¬
tional modes, the Edit mode and the
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Command mode, and one minor
mode called a Program mode.
Command Mode. This handles
Atari desktop operations such as
copying, moving, deleting, saving
and loading files; directory oper¬
ations; formatting disks; printing;
and running programs from within
Protext. Command and Edit modes
toggle. Most command mode ope¬
rations can be carried out through
the menus. These will lead in¬
experienced users through many of
the command mode operations.

Date and nne OK

Protext command screen.

Command prompts have the
familiar MS DOS type input, where
all commands must be typed or
alternatively, be entered via the
menu. Help on subjects is available
from command mode at any time.
To save typing, a number of the
commands may be entered as
abbreviations.
Full details on the commands
and their use are given in the
manual, and there is an excellent
summary in the Appendix. In all,
there are about 85 of these com¬
mands. Some are quite unique:
TYPEWRITER; macro commands; a
numerical calculator; selective word
count and loading of configuration
files; and color assignment.
One wishes for a shell and
sub-shells for these commands to
be able to point and click.
Edit Mode. Protext is a com¬
mand driven word processor. This
means that editing commands are
carried out by pressing certain key
combinations. Experienced, dedica¬
ted Protext users should find this an
advantage in terms of speed and
convenience of use. There is a
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strong similarity to WordStar com¬ selectively enabled. Printing can be
mands.
modified for program listings.
The majority of the WP features
The command NUMBER can be
in Protext are likely to be familiar to used to add line numbers to, or
everyone by now and don’t need remove line numbers from, the
repeating. There are some features, beginning of every line of text.
however, that are unusual and Automatic line incrementing is
deserve mention. Pages are shown optional. This provides a convenient
exactly as they are printed. They are method for writing BASIC programs.
automatically formatted as they are
Some programs, including
entered and edited. Stored com¬ compilers, assemblers, and linkers,
mands are entered in the text. Case can be run from within Protext.
can be changed, as well as trans¬
posing letters. Place markers can be Printing with Protext
inserted in the text. You
Printing is more or less conven¬
can go to page, line or tional. Protext also has powerful
column numbers. There features for special uses. One of
are 10 built-in keyboard these is selectable output for either
languages and easy serial or parallel printers. Protext
access to accented let¬ also supports the Atari, Epson, and
ters. Line spacing is HP laser printers.
available in half-lines.
Numerous stored commands
Screen character symbols are available, some of these quite
may be redefined. Line unique. For example, a formatting
graphics for “boxing” in a command may be embedded in the
section of text, are easy text to reformat the document
to use. You can employ before printing. A lot of the special
multiple ruler lines within the text. commands are used in the mail
Help is available at any time and merge feature.
responds to the particular text that is
being edited.
Further Features
The editing commands are
Protext has a number of addi¬
called by using keyboard keys in tional features common to most
conjunction with the [Control] [Shift] advanced word processors. These
and [Alt] keys. Although the key can be summarized as follows:
combinations are logically chosen, it
Find/Replace. This function is
would be nice if a card were sup¬ fast and has many options. These
plied listing all the combinations, are accessed from the Command
similar to the charts in the Appen¬ mode. Some somewhat unique
dices.
options are Word Search (complete
Program Mode. This mode word); Backward Search; and Nth
allows Protext\.o double as a source Occurrence (checks, e.g., for a
code editor of
PROTEXT Docunent « Ho File » OK
RJ HU RutFn
SCR «1 for Help
BASIC, assem¬ Page 1 line 1 Col 1
Insert
Ho Barkers set_90:21:54
bler, C, Pascal,
etc. It is also use¬ SUNDRY ; Protext niscellaneous connands
further details on any connand, type HELP followed by the connand nane.,
ful for creating For
either fron connand node or the nenu option 'Help on naned subject'. This in
data files. With it, lany cases gives an abbreviated forn of the connand in. brackets.
: is a calculator connand, Type any nunencal expression.
formatting, the CRLC
COUNT
: counts the words in the text,
FIND
: searches for any string (any sequence of letters or synbols) .
ruler line, and the REPLACE
: replaces any string by another,
FORMAT
:
the entire text according to the ruler lines,
right margin are BUIT : re-fornats
leaves PROTEXT and returns to DOS.
HELP
:
gives
infornation
on a specified subject,
suppressed,
Other
connands:
ACCESS,
CODE,
COUNTB, DOC, EXEC, FIX, FIXB, FORMATB, GOTO,
although most
LOADCFG, LPHRASES, NUMBER, NUMBERB, PAUSE, PHRASE, PROG,
PROTECT,
SPOOL,
SP00L0FF, STATUS, TAB
other functions
are usable. Auto Press any key to continue ,..|
indent can be
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matching set of closed quotes);
special character replacement; and
find/replace within marked blocks.
Macros and Function Keys.

Any sequence of letters or key
presses can be strung together on a
single key. Different macro files can
be saved. A Record mode can pro¬
duce a macro in real time. Key
combinations use the [Alt] key, plus
the function keys on their own or
with [Shift], [Control], and [Alt] keys.
Pre-defined tokens are used for the
built-in European characters. Com¬
plex macros, which comprise a col¬
lection of operations, can be con¬
structed .
Exec files. A special sub-set of
macros is the very powerful macro
definition files called EXEC files
which can be used in either Edit or
Command mode. EXEC files carry
out special tasks such as automat¬
ing frequently used sequences of
commands, entering sections of
text, etc. They can contain com¬
bined sequences of text, com¬
mands, and codes, that, when read
and acted upon, behave as if they
were typed in at the keyboard.
Macro tokens may also be inserted
in EXEC files. Finally, EXEC files
can be automatically executed
when Protext \s loaded.
Large Documents. Large files
are handled partly in memory and
partly via disk storage, which, unless
you have a hard drive, can be quite
disk intensive. Only two documents
can be handled at one time. Con¬
ventional operations, such as copy¬
ing blocks of text between them,
can be carried out on these . Files
can also be linked together while
printing.

Special Effects
Spell Checking. Entire text, or
a defined block, can be checked
from disk or memory, or inter¬
actively. Alternative spellings are
suggested. Checking can also be
done with foreign languages. Addi¬
tional spell checking features in¬
clude word lookup, a user-definable
dictionary, and anagram and cross¬
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word puzzle solving features. All this
can be done inside Protext, and
preferably from a RAM disk.
The dictionary files are com¬
pacted to save disk space. Up to
five dictionary files may be specified
in the configuration file. Spell
checking checks each of the speci¬
fied dictionaries in turn. During spell
checking, words may be filed in a
user word file. A quick dictionary in
memory increases the speed of
spell checking. Selection of all these
dictionaries can be controlled by the
configuration file. Dictionaries may
be manipulated with such features
as deletion, insertion, and finding of
words, lookup, and combining.
Mail Merge. The manual
devotes 55 pages to mail merging.
These extensive features of Protext
are very advanced and permit any
type of mail merge. Selective con¬
ditional and alternative text merges
are all possible. Use of the mail
merge features of Protext is detailed
in a progressive fashion, moving
from the simple to the complex, with
tutorial examples.
Language. Implicit within
several features of Protext is a
built-in BASIC-type language. This
is evident, e.g., in printing and mail
merging, where conditional com¬
mands are used. If ... Then ... Else ...
End, While ... Wend, conditional
operators, and IN/NOTIN are all
supported. This provides consider¬
able power to Protext and is used
even in more subtle ways in features
such as stored commands. Numer¬
ous examples are given in the
manual of the language features,
and it is obvious that experienced
users will be able to write many
variations for their own purposes.

most aspects of Protext. Over 50
options, such as colors, printers,
page dimensions, drive paths and
dictionary names, can be set using
the CONFIG menu. A number of
different config files may be created
and saved with different file names.
These may be loaded as needed, or
via command line options.
Convert/Setprint. Text files
containing commands and settings
are used by the actual programs to
create final files, either for conver¬
sion, or for printer drivers. An exam¬
ple would be a file to convert
Wordstar files to Protext format.
Both of these programs use BASIC
commands for their use. Working
files are supplied with Protext which
can also be used as guides forfurther modification.

Conclusion

As noted earlier, Protext is a
word processor for a select group of
individuals. Those who use a similar
program, such as Wordstar, at work
will find it ideal for home use on
their ST/Mega. Those new to the ST,
but with a lot of experience with IBM
type command line based WPs, will
find it both very powerful and easy
to adapt to. There is no question
that, as a professional word proces¬
sor, Protext (although pricey for the
USA) has features to do everything
that is needed. For these people,
Protextmoy be the WP of choice.
There may, however, be an
overwhelming number of people
who have become, like myself,
adapted to GEM, mouse functions,
and windows to do things. We can’t
or won’t use a non-GEM word
processor. Further problems exist
with competition from WP’s which
have automatic two-column layout;
Utility Programs
easy selection of printouts in dif¬
Protext is supplied with three ferent character size and pitch;
separate utility programs for special GDOS; and the capability of import¬
tasks. They are used within Protext ing graphics; to name only a few
from the command mode. Very features. I guess, in the final analy¬
complete usage details are given in sis, the market will decide.
the manual.
/Protext, $199.95MichTron, 576
Config. This allows, outside of S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Mi 48053.
the defaults, re-configuration of (313)334-5700. Her. 22J
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WordUp Revisited
Version 2.0: A Definite Niche in the ST Bazaar
Review by Don Elmore
Computer Teleology
My personal attitude towards computers is similar to
my attitude towards automobiles. I don’t really need a
degree in mechanical engineering or have to know
intimately the innermost functions of an internal com¬
bustion engine to be able to drive to the nearest Atari
meeting. If, upon turning the key in the ignition,
everything comes to life and starts moving in the
general direction of where I happen to want to go ...
then I’m satisfied. Likewise, I don’t have to be a
programmer or possess comprehensive knowledge of
16/32-bit architecture in order to get my Atari to start
moving me along in the general direction of where I
want to go. So, why am I reviewing WordUp 2.0?
Because, rather than Current Notes giving you a
technically professional evaluation of Neocept’s latest
version of WordUp, this article will present a layman’s
approach to WordUp 2.0, from opening the box, to
completing the tutorials, to some (hopefully) interesting
comments on the program.
The box contains three WordUp disks, a compre¬
hensive manual and a program registration card. Before
moving on to the description of version 2.0, I direct the
reader’s attention to Milt Creighton’s review of the
original version of WordUp (in the June 1988 edition of
Current Notes). Milt does an excellent job of reviewing
the program and gives me a good place to begin by
describing the changes I’ve found in ver. 2.0.
First of all, there appears to be a change in
Neocept’s technical support policy. No longer only 60
days of free support on a non-800 telephone number
followed by a year of subsequent support for $25.00.
Though it’s still a non toll-free number, the technical
support line is listed as functioning Monday through
Thursday from 11:00 am to noon, and 3:00 pm to 5:00
pm. Neocept still emphasizes the use of written
requests for help, and they also stress that both
telephone and written technical support are strictly
limited to registered owners only!

“...no more difficult than setting up most other GDOSbased programs. Those of you who have done it before
should have no problem, and those of you who have
not should be able to get through it without too much
difficulty...” Well, either I have suddenly become con¬
siderably more computer wise, or Neocept has impro¬
ved the installation process (I strongly suspect the
latter) because I had absolutely no trouble installing
WordUp on my hard drive. I followed the clearly written
screen prompts and WordUp loaded and ran on the first
try and has been working fine ever since.
Milt mentioned paragraph markers to separate
paragraphs and carriage returns to separate lines with
non-printing markers placed on the screen where these
commands are used to aid you in formatting your
document. He observed, “The resulting flexibility has all
sorts of ramifications.” With Version 2.0, one need not
be concerned about those ramifications because I
cannot find paragraph or carriage return marker one!
More about this later.

Attention to Detail
WordU/Js manual is generally very well written and
provides a comprehensive coverage of the program. In
fact, the first four pages of the “Setting Up” section
explain some of the GEM attributes; followed by six
pages (and seven illustrations) dedicated exclusively to
the process of backing up the original WordUp disks! I
found similar attention to detail prevalent throughout the
entire manual (almost). However, I did find one ano¬
maly. In the first tutorial, “Business Letter,” when adding
the closing statement, the manual states (p. 5-4) “The
paragraph break symbol appears on the screen whene¬
ver you press the [Return] key.” Not so ... but that’s not

No Crashes
I am a bona fide desk accessory freak and have
installed (or invoked) virtually everything from the
Mouse Speed to Partner ST, with nary a WordUp crash.
I found in Version 2.0 that the slider bar was solid,
no “fitful” operation as in earlier versions. Also, Milt
observed that the WordUp installation process was
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the end of the story. In the middle of that page, it says
“Press [Enter], then move the cursor.(The small “cr”
character is achieved by pressing [Enter] or
[Shift] [Return] at the end of the line. This is called a
carriage return).” Still no symbols appearing on the
screen. The manual states repeatedly that pressing the
[Enter] key calls for a carriage return, while pressing the
[Return] key calls for a paragraph break. Oh, and
pressing [Shift] [Return] is the same as pressing
[Enter]....hmmm. Perhaps, but I wouldn’t.

That having been said, WordUp is still a powerful
word processor that has almost all of the features that
we have come to expect in a word processing program.
You can mix or match various text properties under the
extensive Font menu. The basic setup includes three
fonts (Swiss, Dutch, and Typewriter) and you can call
for virtually any font size from 2 to 50 points (72 points
is one inch high).
WordUf)s mail merge capability is substantial and
there is a special tutorial that walks you through it. There
is also another tutorial that offers guidance on how to
import graphics into a document, with the concomitant
ability to resize, crop or adjust the aspect ratio of the
graphic. When you import a graphic or picture (Degas,
Degas Elite, Neochrome, GEM bit-image, or GEM
metafile) the text on the screen automatically runs
around the picture.
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There are also special menu selections that facilitate
placing endnotes in your documents and a powerful
Glossary function. Using the Glossary command, you
can link blocks of text, or text and graphics, to one
word, and then substitute them for that word in a
document. For example, if you regularly produce a
newsletter, you can set up the logo or title and save it
with a single word title in the Glossary menu. Then,
when you want to create the newsletter, you simply use
the Glossary menu (and that word) and the title appears
at the cursor on the screen.
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If your Atari has a double-sided drive and at least
one meg of memory, you can install fonts that include
over 100 international characters ranging from foreign
language accents/characters to scientific notations, the
English Pound symbol, etc. There are also a few
features that I found especially neat. One is the hanging
indent. By pressing [Shift]—[Tab], an indented tab stop
will be inserted and the remainder of that paragraph will
be indented to that tab stop. Another, is by pressing
[Shift][Control][Alternate]-Z, you get "bullets,” on the
page, an effective way to highlight items in a list.

Powerful
The Search and/or Search And Replace functions
are also extremely powerful. In addition to the usual
“Search For:..” field, there are 18 additional buttons in
the dialogue box that represent special symbols or
formatting parameters that can be added to the word or
phrase being sought. Regardless of the complexity of
the search requested, or the length of the document,
WordUp has never taken over three seconds to respond
to the query.
In the Configuration Menu, you can learn the
number of bytes used and the number of free bytes
remaining on drives A-H. You can also format a disk
single-sided with 360K or 400K, or double-sided with
760K or 800K. Another feature that I like is the versatility
and ease of margin setting. The Left and Right Margins
Dialogue box has a default section where you choose
between setting the margins for either the section (that
you have highlighted), the paragraph (where you are
typing), or the entire document. There are also spaces
to insert numbers, giving you the option to choose the
dimensions in inches (or portions thereof). But, you can
also go to the ruler at the top of the screen, and drag a
small bracket to a new position and see the margins
change right before your eyes. This feature is similar to
a margin setting option used in the Macintosh world, in
MacWrite, and it is very user friendly. What else do I
like? Well, WordUp handles four different windows and
it is quite easy to switch (or copy) between them.
Continued on page 51.
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Eight Bits & STs:
Happy at Last
While We Wait for Letters

solution would be to hook up modems to both your ST
Well, as I write this for the March issue, the and your eight bit, and make a call (on two phone lines)
January/February issue of CN which introduced my between them to make the connection. Or, upload the
Myths and Mysteries column is just now coming out, file to an intermediate computer like a bulletin board,
and there hasn’t been any time for anyone to think up and download it with the other. But again, these are
any questions to send in. So, this column will be a slow and not terribly efficient solutions for the long haul.
transition of sorts: from my preachy (but informative!)
Remember that there are only certain types of
hard disk column to the new-wave, rad column where I things which may be effectively transferred between
will actually answer people’s specific questions.
your eight bit and ST (in terms of being usable, you
Joe Waters and I decided that one thing people could get the file for Pac Man on your ST and not be
really wanted to know about was how to transfer files able to run it, more on this momentarily.) Many people,
from their eight-bit Atari to their ST. I pondered over it a however, have large manuscripts, or other sorts of text,
little, remembering that I had done this at one time, that they authored on their 8-bit Atari and stored on a 5
(although it was about five years ago) but I also realized 1/4 inch floppy disk. Professional writers, for instance,
that a lot of people who have STs now may not realize who choose to move from an 8-bit Atari to an ST would
how to transfer stuff to and from their STs. Like it or not, benefit greatly from being able to transfer their work
you’re going to hear about it!
onto an ST disk and use it in WordPerfect or another
So, how do we do it? There are a couple of angles word processor. Hence: a difficulty.
on this now, thanks to modern technology. The first way
involves the use of a handy-dandy “null modem cable,” Storytime
which essentially fakes each of the interconnected
I am taking a course in C right now at Johns
machines into thinking there is a modem between them. Hopkins University. I have a reasonable amount of
A null modem cable is nothing more than a modem experience in programming in BASIC and Pascal on
cable with the send and the receive reversed (makes home computers (Ataris, specifically.) One thing that I
sense, doesn’t it?) and a few lines forced high or low, am running up against, which reminds me profoundly of
depending on what you are connecting.
my eight bit days, is that I have to write functions which
So, how do we do this in reality? First we must have do not depend on the specific machine I am usinga null modem cable. (See table with pinouts). After we -specifically, I can’t even be sure that ASCII (American
successfully manufacture a cable, we need to talk Standard Code for Information Interchange), the stan¬
between the two machines. Probably the easiest way is dard by which characters are ordered and defined, will
through your favorite terminal programs on each be the standard on a machine I may use in the future. It
machine. If you have the cable connected right, you might be EBCDIC, or even worse, ATASCII.
should be able to type on one machine and see those
For those of you who are really lost now, maybe
letters appear on the other’s screen. (Note that if you you should reconsider whether you want stuff from your
bash the ‘s’ key on your ST you won’t see it on the ST’s eight bit on your ST as badly as you thought you did.
screen unless you have “half duplex” turned on, same But follow along anyway. Here’s a little story. In the late
is true for the eight bit, the computer at the other end of 70’s when the Atari eight bits first hit the street, ASCII
the cable doesn’t echo the character back the way a was being used as the standard character set for most
modem does.) So anyway, after you are reasonably computers (Apple, CP/M). On these machines, the way
sure the two are on speaking terms (they usually hug you ended a line of text was with the characters
and cry a lot), you should be able to transfer files back Contro/-M, Control-J (also known as ASCII 13 and
and forth using a file transfer protocol like Xmodem or ASCII 10.) Atari, in their infinite wisdom, decided that
ASCII (for text files.)
what they wanted to do was make a single character be
Should you deem it more convenient (like if you responsible for ending a line. They picked ASCII 155. I
don’t have an RS232 interface—something you should don’t know why. If anyone knows why, let me know.
probably get anyway), a slower but potentially easier They called this goofy scheme ATASCII (for ATari
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ASCII). In a fortunate victory for long-term sanity, they
chose standard ASCII for the ST.
So, what this means is this: if you transfer a regular
Atari text file to your ST, it will all basically be on one,
real long line. Of course, lines will be delimited with
ASCII 155’s, but that means nothing to an ST. It doesn’t
see any ASCII 13’s or 10’s. What needs to happen is all
of the 155’s need to be replaced with 13’s and 10’s.
Then, it will be able to tell where the lines end. No,
there’s no desktop command to do this. You could write
a program to do this. Or, the public domain program
DCOPY will do this conversion (use the 8-bit—>ST text
option.) Note that the reverse conversion is necessary
when going from ST to eight bit. Note also that eight
bits typically operate in forty columns. ST’s are eighty
columns. You will have to reformat the text, in whatever
way you see fit.
This covers the text angle. Other files, like Synfi/e
data files, and maybe Synca/c spreadsheet files, may
be of use on an ST. You will have to figure out how to
manipulate that data, though—no commercial ST pro¬
grams (that I am aware of) support these eight bit file
formats. There may be public domain programs to aid in
this task.

$1000 1 Mhz Make-Believe Computer
Using a serial transfer (as is done with a null
modem/modem) is swell for text. People who want to
transfer stuff from their eight bit to their ST who are
actually trying to RUN eight bit software should check
out Darek Mihocka’s ST XFORMER and ST XFORMER
Jr. (for machines with only 512K.) For those of you who
don’t know what ST XFORMER is, it is an epic attempt
from Mr. Mihocka at having the ST emulate various sorts
of Atari eight bits. It works pretty well. As was men¬
tioned, the Junior version is for 520STs. I don’t believe it
supports player missile graphics or some of the more
advanced features found in the other versions. Version
2.3 of ST XFORMER emulates an XL with player missile
graphics, so it will work with many games. Version 2.5
emulates a complete 130XE, but without player missile
graphics. You should check a public domain software
source (like CN) for the most recent renditions of this
program. Features will continue to vary I suspect.
The reason I mention this is that you can actually
use your eight bit peripherals on the ST with this
program. You can even use your eight bit disk drive as
an ST storage device with another PD program called
SIO DRIVER. The creation of a cable is necessary, one
that runs between the eight bit’s 19200 baud SIO
connector and the ST’s printer port. It works in a very
strange way, using parallel input and output lines in the
printer port.
The full details and implications of ST XFORMER
are really beyond the scope of this particular article, but
I felt that all people who didn’t know this existed
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needed to. For more details, again, obtain the latest
version of ST XFORMER. Complete documentation,
including instructions for making the cable, are available
in the public domain.
Well, that’s what I know about eight bit/ST file
transitions. As usual, if you have comments, sugges¬
tions, questions, or major beefs, let me know. I’m
a/ways open for input. (That’s what this column is all
about.) I hope that this article did you some good.
The topic for next month is up in the air. Whatever
responses we receive between now and then are likely
to have first dibs. (This is your chance to get in on the
sub-basement level!) So, send in your questions for the
first real Q&A column in the Myths and Mysteries series.
Even if they’re hard! Send your most awesome day¬
dream to: David Troy, 556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd.,
Severna Park, MD 21146. Or, GEnie: Toad-Serv., Com¬
puServe: 72470,1605, Bitnet: dtrojh@jhunix.hcf.jhu.edu.
Also, I’ll be going to England in mid-March. Contact me
if you have any questions about Atari in Europe! Count
on a full report later!
Eight Bit—>ST Null Modem Cable
For 850, P:R: Connection, MIO
8-bit: 1,2,8
3
4
5
6
7
9
ST:
5,20
3
2
7
4
nc
nc
Use a female DB25 on the ST and a male DB9 on
the eight bit.

Word-Up Revisited (Continued from p.49)
The Negatives
What don’t I like? Well, the program is slow at times.
And the culprit appears to be GDOS. But, even the
downside has an upside. My printouts are very sharp,
albeit very slow. So, GDOS doesn’t bother me all that
much. I have found out, though, that near the end of a
long letter or report, calling for text changes, such as
bold, underline, or outline, it takes a while for the
program to reach the requested change. Other than
that, the major complaint is that there is no spell
checker with the package. I don’t have that much need
for a thesaurus, but I do need someone watching over
me with spelling!
My hat is off to Milt Creighton for his comments
regarding additional fonts and the GDOS monster.
Believe me, this is one (not-so) neophyte to the
computer world who will not even consider tampering
with my assign.sys files!! I have purchased Neocept’s
Fontz, and even with its detailed manual, it makes a
nice coaster for my coffee mug. But, on balance,
WordUp offers most of what any Atari word processors
offers, as well as a generous dollop of DTP capabilities.
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BETA-CAD
BET^-C^D:

For the CAD Fearful-The Solution!

ljes, yes, yes!

Review by Bob Simms

Egads! CAD! So went my first
thoughts concerning the possibility
of having to use a CAD (Computer
Aided Design) package. Now mind
you, this might look like a product
review, but in reality, it is. Of course,
I like to review a product from the
viewpoint of how a product per¬
forms in relation to whatever task I
am trying to accomplish. With this in
mind, let the sport begin!

The Problem
You see, I had to submit an
enclosure drawing to a sheet-metal
company for a quotation which was
due last week. I shuddered at the
thought of having to learn a CAD
package. It’s not that I don’t find the
CAD area fascinating, It’s that it
seems soooooo technical. Mind
you, I have a technical background
(somewhat), but I don’t have any
mechanical drawing experience
other than the usual pencil and ruler
doodling one does in visualizing an
enclosure of some sort.

The Search
So begins my foray into—Egad,
CAD! What’s the first thing one does
when faced with any unfamiliar
task? Research, of course! I dived
into the current ST magazines to
see what was available. Most of
what I saw were either 3D modeling
packages or rather expensive. My
local dealer suggested that I borrow
one of the packages for a day to
see if it fit the bill. Lucky for me I
was able to try it first. It was one of
the 3D type and proved to be too
difficult to learn in a rather short
time, which was one of the pre¬
requisites due to the deadline I was
under. I’m not saying that this parti¬
cular package was either bad or
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good, just too time consuming for
my application. It also appeared that
other packages I reviewed suffered
from the same problem, they were
designed for experienced CAD
users, not a neophyte like myself.

The Search Continues
I also looked at a few drawing
programs which would enable me to
draw the enclosure, but lacked
some of the CAD features which
would take care of things like auto¬
dimensioning and angle calculation.
Sure, I could live without the CAD
features, but since this was to be
the basis for an enclosure, precision
was essential, and the drawing
packages did not offer four decimal
place accuracy. What was I going to
do?

The Discovery
The local dealer mentioned a
new CAD package that he recalled
seeing in one of the current issues
of a magazine. My heart brightened!
We feverishly scoured the maga¬
zines on his rack, but to no avail. My
heart sank into the pits of despair.
Then miraculously the dealer re¬
appeared from the back of store
with something in his hand. My eyes
brightened, my heart soared, yes
Virginia, there is a Santa Claus! A
quick search of the index revealed a
review of a new CAD package for
the Atari ST’s. I started to read
eagerly, hoping to find salvation.
Hmmm, let’s see.

The Solution
BETA-CAD for the ST, the arti¬
cle proclaimed, was simple enough
for a nine-year old to use for a
school project the first time out.
Sounds like just my speed. Reading
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on, the reviewer explained that he
was able to design a simple project
in about four hours! This is it, I
thought. The package I was looking
for. I made a phone call to the 800
number shown in the advertisement
contained in the same issue and got
preliminary information as the pack¬
age was being sold through a local
dealer. I left my name, as requested,
after being told that someone more
knowledgeable would call me back.
Surprise! Within 20 minutes I recei¬
ved a call from Richard Barlik,
author of the BETA-CAD package.
He discussed BETA-CADm\b me at
length, expressing the simplicity of
the command structure and how it
was designed for ease of use.

The Plunge
OK, I’ll do it. I received the
package by overnight mail and
dived in. I received a single diskette
and a 74-page manual. The manual
has a brief introduction explaining
the system requirements and key¬
stroke usage. It then covers every
command (over 120) and the pull
down menu. With each command
description there are one or more
examples of the commands usage,
a pleasant surprise. More impor¬
tantly, an essential for a novice like
myself. It has a tutorial drawing
example at the end covering many
of the more common commands. It
finishes up with an index of all the
commands, something too many
manuals don’t have. The commands
use a unique combination of the
keyboard and mouse, which leaves
most of the screen free for use. With
pull down menus covering 120
commands, you can easily see that
this can be a blessing.
Continued on page 54
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(Vi?

This Program is Not for Me
Review by John Barnes

The Latest Entry
As an occasional CAD (Computer Aided Drafting)
user I am always on the lookout for a new program that
will make it a pleasure to do design work on my ST
without breaking my personal bank. The latest entry in
this sweepstakes is Beta-Cad from a company of the
same name in North Attleboro, MA. Richard Barlik, the
author of this program, states that he wanted to have a
CAD program that would run on a 520 ST but that would
have room for the largest possible number of “entities”
(arcs, circles, lines, points, etc.) His design objective
was speed in data entry, which he perceives to be a
problem with point and click CAD programs. The
executable code for BETA-CAD\% compiled GFA Basic.
If you are willing to settle for using monochrome
only, if you are willing to learn a distinctly non-intuitive
user interface, if you are willing to live with very limited
printer and plotter support, and if you are willing to live
with a host of other minor annoyances, this program
may be for you. Such programs are not for me.

Getting into It
The basic unattractiveness of this package fairly
leaps out at you when you open the cover of the
manual. The looseleaf pages were obviously typeset by
shrinking dot matrix printer output down to a 5 1/2 by 8
inch format, thus rendering it virtually unreadable except
by a very young person in a very well lighted room. All
of the text after the introduction is in upper case, which
makes it hard to read and provides little choice for
emphasis.
The impression is not improved by the program’s
demand for the date and time when it boots up. My
system already knows these things; why should I have
to key them in? The initial
solicitation for a working
drawing file is also rather
confusing because selecting
a file with the item selector
can cause the existing copy
to be overwritten with an
empty drawing. It would be
much simpler just to load
the file if it is an existing
one.
The brief introductory
section of the manual

BET^.-C^ID:
No, No, No!!

I
1

reveals that the command syntax is strange. Each
command for creating a new entity consists of a single
letter accompanied in some cases by one or more
depressed mouse buttons. This results in a list of
somewhere around 150 different commands to memor¬
ize. The relationship between commands with the same
letter is often not obvious. This is obviously easy to
program but it is not so easy to use.
The familiar GEM menu bar is in hiding until you
move the drawing cursor to top of the screen and hit
the space bar. The HELP key does at least bring up a
terse list of commands, but since these are unaccom¬
panied by any explanation, I did not find this online help
feature very useful. People who are more accustomed
to this kind of jargon that is used on mainframe CAD
programs may have less trouble.
Entities like points are hard to see because they are
very small on the screen.
I find the use of the left and right mouse buttons to
answer questions posed by the program to be coun¬
terintuitive. These matters should be taken care of by
dialog boxes or keyboard inputs.

Good Features
Beta-Cad appears to handle dimensioning nicely. It
contains a spline function that is useful for forming
smooth curved lines. The command set appears to
provide a very reasonable selection of functions.

Missing Features
I like to do CAD work in color because it helps me
to keep the objects and layers properly separated and it
is more fun. I find the absence of color monitor support
in this program crippling.
Variable line widths is
the next crucial feature
that is missing. It is usually
desirable to have the out¬
lines of parts in one line
width and to let dimension
lines take on a different
(usually narrower) width.
On-screen readout of
the cursor coordinates is
another critical missing
feature. The program does
Continued on page 56
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The Keystrokes
At first, the command entry
perplexed me. Richard Barlik told
me how logical it was and how it
departed from the other CAD pack¬
ages in ease and speed of entry. At
first I thought that he might have
spent too many late nights staring at
his screen and it somehow affected
him, but after using it, I found out he
was right. Mind you, it takes getting
use to, but once you get used to it,
you can really zing along. BETACAD commands are entered by
using the keyboard, mouse, key¬
board and mouse or pull-down
menus. To explain how command
entry works, let’s look at the com¬
mands that work with the “A” key
on the keyboard.

ABC’s
Pressing the “A” (A command)
key on the keyboard instructs
BETA-CAD to draw an arc with an
existing point as center. BETA-CAD
will prompt you for a radius, starting
angle and ending angle, and then
proceed to draw an arc. Pressing
the “A” key while holding down the
left mouse button evokes the “A1”
command to add points to a circle
at the 12 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 9
o’clock positions. What happened to
the 3 o’clock position? Surprise!
BETA-CAD automatically adds it
when it originally draws the circle.
The “A2” (Add Angle) command
uses the “A” key and, you guessed
it, the right mouse button. When
prompted, you enter the angle in
degrees and BETA-CAD moves the
end of the line horizontally or verti¬
cally to a new location at the
entered angle. Also, any lines which
join at the line ending point will
change to the new location.
Guess which mouse buttons
you will use for the “A3,” ArcsScreen Position, command. One,
two, three? What, no third button on
the mouse? Now remember, “logi¬
cal command entry.” That’s right,
both mouse buttons! Enough of the
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guessing game, what does “A3”
do? The “A3” command will draw
an arc from three existing points on
the screen. The required points are
the arc starting, ending and center
points. For this arc you don’t have
to enter the radius or angles. BETACAD will draw the arc from the
starting point to the ending point,
using the radius from the center
point to the starting point and set¬
ting the angle from the ending point.
Well, how does BETA-CAD know
which points are which. Just point
and click with the mouse.
Many of the commands can
also be entered using the Control or
Alternate keys. For example, all of
the “1” commands (ex. A1..Z1) can
be entered using the Alternate (Alt
A) key instead of the left mouse
button, all the “2” commands can
use the Control key or right mouse
button. Sorry, all you “3” command
fans, you will still have to use both
of the mouse buttons. BETA-CAD
provides the Control and Alternate
entry for people who feel more
comfortable using these keys. Per¬
sonally, after using BETA-CAD for a
while, I’ve developed a liking to the
key and mouse button approach. It’s
much faster to use and easier to
remember than the Control and
Alternate keys, mainly due to the
1-2-3 methodology remaining con¬
stant through all commands. After a
short while it becomes second
nature, even though I have to look
up a command now and then (I
guess it will take me a little longer to
remember all 120+ commands).
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simply move the cursor to the top of
the screen and press the space bar
on the keyboard. Another press and
the menu disappears. The menu
handles the lesser used functions
where using the mouse won’t slow
down the design process.

Points and Entities?

Pressing the space bar at all
other times toggles BETA-CAD bet¬
ween the Point and Entity modes.
To explain what points and entities
are, let’s look at a simple example.
Suppose you have drawn a hori¬
zontal line three inches long. You
could have drawn the line three feet
or even three centimeters long.
BETA-CAD supports all three mea¬
surement schemes. Anyway, this
three inch line could have been
drawn as a single line or as a series
of smaller lines, say three one-inch
lines. If the line was drawn as a
single line, it would have two points,
one at either end, and would be a
single entity, one line.
You could modify this line by
using either the point mode or the
entity mode. You could delete the
entire line in entity mode by issuing
the Erase command and clicking the
left mouse button positioned over
the line. To erase in point mode
would require that you indicate the
beginning and ending points of the
same line. To accomplish the same
deletion when the line consists of
three one-inch lines would require
that you delete each one-inch sec¬
tion of the line while in entity mode,
but you would only have to specify
the beginning and ending points of
Menus
the complete line in the point mode.
In addition to the expansive The two modes each have their own
command structure, BETA-CAD benefits depending on what you are
also has “drop down” menus. That’s trying to achieve. Suffice to say that
right, I said “drop down,” not “pull BETA-CAD will let you design and
down” as we are more accustomed modify your drawings on a point by
to. Even the drop down menu is point or complete entity basis.
designed for logical use. The drop
down menu is normally not dis¬ Boxes and Things
played at the top of the screen. This
BETA-CAD has all the nifty CAD
is done on purpose to afford the features you have come to expect,
user maximum screen area during and some that you may not expect.
design. To display the menu you You can draw boxes and rectangles,
Current Notes
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circles and ellipses, arcs and angles,
splines and fillets. You can fill, bend,
add, delete, trim, extend, rotate,
mirror, duplicate and intersect. Let’s
not forget adding center lines and
points, offsets, adding angles and
shrinking, auto dimensioning, slic¬
ing, dicing, etc.... To go through all
of the commands would take this
entire magazine and require more
technical expertise than I have.
Again, I’m a user, not an expert.
Besides, BETA-CAD has been
reviewed in a number of other
magazines already and my intention
is not to review its merits as much
as to relate my personal
experiences.

Caveats and Accolades
Okay, enough of this praise.
Well, maybe just a little more, just in
case someone out their got the
wrong impression that / like BETACAD. One of the main strengths that
BETA-CAD has is its speed. It is
fasti Screen re-drawing time is
extremely quick. So quick that I
laughed at Richard Barlik when he
told me that it was written in GFA
Basic. I’m impressed. Something to
do with how the screen routines are
written. The other thing that makes
BETA-CAD so fast is the logical
command entry (sound familiar).
Like I said at the beginning of the
article, the key and mouse button
combo takes getting used to, but
once learned, it makes designing a
snap. My first enclosure design took
me four days to complete. The
same enclosure had to be redesig¬
ned and took me a scant four hours
the second time around. I particu¬
larly enjoyed Auto dimensioning,
especially with the capability to
extend and offset lines. Need to
make one side of your box longer or
shorter? No sweat! Rubberband the
side you want to modify, indicate
how much you want it to be modi¬
fied and tell it in which direction you
want to go. Presto! Instant stretch,
including negative stretch. Stretch¬
ing is a blast.
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Blast Away
Did someone say blast. Sorry
Richard, it’s time for the gotcha’s
(there are always some). Most of
what I did not like about BETA-CAD
had to do with the user interface.
OK, both barrels! When BETA-CAD
first starts, it asks you a series of
questions that I feel could be better
handled in a configuration file. For
example, the opening screen
requests input for the date, hours
and minutes. If you press return to
each prompt, BETA-CAD\n\W default
to a timer mode which times the
session for use in costing design
time. Instead, the current system
date and time could be displayed in
a dialog box and you could just
press return to accept it or use the
mouse to select the timer mode
instead. The configur-ation file
could let you select which mode
you would like to default to, and the
dialog box could highlight the cor¬
responding selection, date/time or
timer. Speaking of the timer mode,
its usefulness is limited to a single
session since the only way to reset
the timer is by exiting and re¬
entering BETA-CAD. I also would
prefer to have BETA-CAD default to
the units of measure and screen
size that I use the most instead of
having to enter this each time I use
it. Especially since both the units of
measure and screen size can be
changed while running BETA-CAD|
unlike the date and time. Again, this
is my personal preference, not an
outright necessity.
The other quirk I ran into is the
pull-down menu setup. To gain
access to the pull down menu, you
have to position the cursor at the
top of the screen and press the
space bar. In itself, this is rather
easy except in actual operation.
Many times I had to press the space
bar more that once to get it to work
and occasionally had to jiggle the
mouse to get the menu to appear.
Of course, this could just be my
system that caused it but, I recom¬
mended to Richard that he add a
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hot button to do the same thing,
possibly the F10 function key.
The last thing I would like to see
is the capability to record macros to
function keys for repetitive com¬
mands or for drawing complex (and
time consuming) shapes or designs
at the touch of a button. This would
be useful for the “trial and error”
design methodology (the type I use)
where you aren’t particularly satis¬
fied with the way your design looks
and you want to erase the design
and start over. With the function key
approach you could just press a key
and re-draw a basic object to begin
with again.

Templates
I’m not retracting my previous
comments concerning macros and
function keys but, I just received an
update in the mail and guess what it
has. Templates! You just create a
frequently used object or com¬
ponent and save it with a numeric
filename (i.e. “3”) and use a newly
added template merge command
(T3) to merge this object or com¬
ponent to your existing drawing at a
specified zero point. Neat-o! This
thing keeps getting better all the
time! This template capability helps
but, I would still like to see the
function key and macro capability.

Etc., Etc......
Well, I guess right about now
you’re probably thinking “this sure
sounds like a review,” and I guess
you’re right. Hey, I lied! So sue me.
The main thing is that I found BETACAD to be an extremely powerful
and flexible CAD package that was
fairly easy to learn and use, not to
mention very price effective. But
then again, what do I know? I’m just
some CAD neophyte who had a
project to complete in a rather short
time frame. Don’t take my word for
it, try BETA-CAD yourself. Oh, by
the way, I beat my deadline by two
days. Until next time....
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BETA-CAD: No! (Continued from page 53.)
not allow for the presence of a drawing grid and hence
there is no “snap” function.
I have not yet figured out how to group objects
together into “parts” or “components.” This has been
crucial to me in past design projects.

The Documentation
No one should try to use a CAD program without
reading the documentation. Unfortunately, the task of
doing this for BETA-CAD is rendered onerous by the
poor typography and layout of the manual. The
organization of the content does not help any. The
manual starts off like a tutorial, goes on to become a
reference guide in a somewhat obscure order (by
keystroke rather than function name, and not consis¬
tently alphabetical) and finishes up with another tutorial.
Some of the commands do not appear in the index
(Spline, for example).
The manual does have an index, but the entries are
obscure enough that finding things is something of a
problem. The author suggests starting at the front of the
manual and working through to the end, but I do not
have the time for this appraoch to learning. I want to be
able to find the parts I need for the task at hand quickly.
The examples on the disk do not always corres¬
pond to the illustrations in the book nor does the step
by step recipe format provide enough explanation to
appreciate the usefulness of the various functions.

The Competition
It’s not as if this were the only CAD program for the
ST. We have First Caddfrom Generic, Athena //from
Iliad, Drafix (from GFA?), and my personal favorite,
Graphic Artist from the now defunct Progressive Com¬
puter Applications. BeckerCad and DynaCadd are two
more entries toward the pricy end of the spectrum. I
have not tried all of these, but I have used Athena ii and
Graphic Artist with reasonable satisfaction. I did not find
First (^^satisfactory.
I found BETA-CAD buggy. It often failed to erase
entities from the screen when I used the [Delete] key to
back them off. This led me to hit [Delete] too often,
which led to a machine lockup. The author commented
that “people should not just keep pounding on the
keys.” I disagree. People should not get in trouble for
small mistakes like this one. Many CAD programs have
trouble erasing deleted entities. The user, therefore,
must be careful to redraw the screen when changes
have been made.
All of the CAD programs for the ST that I have used
are deficient in some aspect or another. My ideal CAD
program would have the line attribute and GEM Metafile
capabilities of Athena ii or Easy Draw, the hierarchical
object handling capabilities and the object and entity
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editing capabilities of Graphic Artist, the laser printer
convenience of Athena ii, the foreign device support of
Graphic Artist, the simplicity in coordinate entry of
Athena ii or Graphic Artist, the keyboard support of
Graphic Artist, and the toolbox simplicity of Easy Draw.
An ideal CAD program would also support import of
entities, parts, or entire drawings from ASCII text files
written in one or another of the graphics description
standards. The handsome typography of the Macintosh
drawing applications would also be nice to have.
All of these features use up power. Given the
reasonableness of memory upgrade prices and the
need for hard disk support for CAD work, I believe that
the design goal of implementing a powerful CAD
package on a 520ST is irrelevant.
BETA-CAD's author claims that his product sur¬
passes all others in speed of entry for entities. I have
not been able to get far enough into the product to
verify this claim.

The Final Grade
On balance I believe that this product deserves a
grade of D. It cannot stay in school without substantial
improvement. I have seen various prices for the product
ranging from $89.95 to $159.95. I would not buy it at
any price.

FOR ATARI ST & MEGA II
4 MEG

2.5 MEG

2 MEG

1 MEG

MEGA II

270.00

*

1040 ST

480.oo

270.oo

*
*

520 ST™

480.oo

270.oo

*
*
*

95.00

520 ST

480.oo

*

270.oo

95.oo

Prices include RAM chips, installation, 6 month warranty! 24 Hrs
turn around for mail orders, or ’while you wait’ for carry in.
Don’t take chances with solderless RAM upgrades. We use soldering
on all connections of our upgrades to insure long lasting quality 01
contacts.
Boost productivity and
Memory Upgrade pricer we subject to cbitme due to market fluctuaioor.
processing power
For more information and latest prices please call:
of your ST with
Turbo 16 Accelerator.....299.95
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COMPUTROL
INDUSTRIES

Automatically set
system time and date
with internal real time
Clock/Calendar..59.95

35-28 33rd STREET
ASTORIA, NY 11106

(800) 477-2131
(718) 392-5852

For maximum storage
capacity and flexibility
get internal or external
Single to Double
Sided Drive upgrade.115.00

FAX: (718) 392-4136
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Red Lightning
A War That Just Misses
Review by Ron Aryel
Perestroika and War Games

Inadequate Simulation

If Mikhail Gorbachev succeeds
in his plan to restructure the Soviet
economy and polity, he will also
succeed in freeing 400 million
people from a ball and chain they
have worn for over 40 years, a feat
of such heroic magnitude that even
Mustafa (“Ataturk”) Kemal’s freeing
of the Turks from religious slavery
earlier in this century pales by com¬
parison. The threat of world war is
now slowly receding. Both NATO
and the Warsaw Pact can begin to
think in terms of improving the
quality of life for their peoples.
Those of us who enjoy wargames need not extend that same
humanitarianism to our cardboard
people, however.

What I actually got out of the
box was a game with many good
points to it and, unfortunately, many
bad points as well. Red Lightning's
design was inspired in its concept
and only fair in its execution. It is a
fun game, but, in as far as its
intended audience consists of wargamers concerned with accuracy, it
is an unfinished product, resembling
an advanced prototype which was
not completed and polished prior to
commercial release. This is particu¬
larly true as regards inadequate
simulation, which reduces the value
of an otherwise good game design.
Red Lightning is played on a
map whose boundaries are eastern
Belgium and France in the west and
eastern Poland in the East, Denmark
in the north and Austria in the South.
The game begins with a Warsaw
Pact invasion of Germany, and
offers both short and long
scenarios, with each turn represent¬
ing 12 hours of time. Fighting also
occurs in Nonway and the North
Atlantic in a more abstracted fash¬
ion, and both sides can send rein¬
forcements (airborne or marine
units) to the northern fronts. Three
scenarios are provided, ranging
from a surprise attack by the War¬
saw Pact to an escalation of hostil¬
ities when both sides were prepared
for it. The game also allows players
to vary the Warsaw Pact’s fighting
effectiveness, from “pushover” to
“hideous.”

Yearning for Games Past

Several years ago I had the
privilege of owning an Atari 800 and
Chris Crawford’s Eastern Front 1941.
On a 16K cartridge it was a game
which offered a multisection map,
smooth scrolling, mud and snow
covered terrain, and one of the most
exciting blitzkrieg warfare games I
have ever played. The game would
still compete with the state of the art
today, and, having sold my 800, I
still miss it.
I recently bought Red Lightning
for my ST, which offers the chance
to fight World War III in Europe
against another human opponent or
the computer. Given the scarcity of
both good computer wargames,
particularly for the ST, and
opponents for boardgames, I was No Blitzkreig
excited at the prospect of a game
Red Lightning cannot be played
that could be played solitaire and in an evening. Some games I played
satisfy cravings for computer war- took six-eight hours to resolve.
games that have gone unanswered Fortunately, games can be saved to
since Eastern Front.
disk and resumed later.
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The graphics are very well
drawn, with excellent depiction of
topography, stacking and unit
designations. It represents a vast
improvement over SSI’s previous
wargames for eight-bit computers,
whose mapboards were virtually
undecipherable. While I would like
to have seen Norway, Sweden and
Finland as well as part of the Soviet
Union, I have no quarrel with the
intent of this game’s tight focus on
the beginning of hostilities in Ger¬
many. I found that a typical game
lasting 10-20 turns required a mini¬
mum of a few hours to complete.
Longer scenarios could run all night.
The game offers strategic
reports, political status reports,
weather forecasts and unit reports,
all provided by drop-down menus
requiring only the mouse to use.

Military Readiness
Both NATO and Warsaw Pact
units, usually divisions or brigades,
are accurately equipped and one
can designate forward, reserve and
rest deployments within each unit.
These designations are important
because they affect readiness. Rea¬
diness includes degrees of wear
and tear on equipment, troop
morale and casualties during com¬
bat. A unit that has been in combat
for a long time must be pulled out of
the line and rested. The game offers
the “fog of war” by presenting
bogus Soviet units to the NATO
commander and only allowing
players to see only what they have
spotted through reconnaissance.
Reconnaissance, performed by
satellites, aircraft and unit patrols, is,
in turn, affected by the weather.
These features are the most
thoughtful and well designed of any
wargame, whether on cardboard or
computer disk (for faster play, they
can be turned off). The effects of
terrain on movement reflect similarly
on a very thorough design in this
area. Red Lightning offers a com¬
mand and control feature that
emphasizes keeping corp units
together and prevents players from
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mixing units of different commands
together in the same hex. Nice.
Loading the game was quite
simple and I soon had a map of
central Europe facing me. I also
began to see some of Red Light¬
ning's problems.

Game Control Confusing
While the graphics are good,
control of the game is crude and
can lead to considerable confusion.
Scrolling is hex for hex; when issu¬
ing orders or requesting information,
the mouse button must be pressed
for nearly a second before the
computer responds. Selecting a unit
for movement causes that unit’s hex
to be centered on the screen, and I
found myself losing my frame of
reference over where I wanted the
unit to travel. This not only makes
play more difficult, it increases the
necessity of constantly double
checking unit ID’s and dispositions.
This can become tedious for
someone who has been playing for
awhile. In contrast, Eastern Front
1941, which featured a larger map,
played much faster, even with the
subunit deployment feature on Red
Lightning shut off.

Shortcomings
Red Lightning's more serious
shortcomings involve the accuracy
of the military simulation behind the
game. The designers relied too
much on specific equipment com¬
parisons and not on deployment
and tactics when assigning relative
capabilities to opposing divisions or
brigades.
The comparisons of Russian
and NATO ground equipment seem
reasonable enough; and I certainly
appreciated the designers’ inclusion
of their combat algorithms in the
rulebook’s appendices, which told
me a great deal about how to use
my ground units and how I could
expect the weather and other
aspects of combat to affect me.
Having gotten off to a great start,
Red Lightning then takes a bad fall.
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To explain in the designer’s notes
that “nobody seems to agree on the
quality of the men behind the wea¬
pons” and so to assign equal pro¬
ficiency to all nationalities is not only
incorrect and a cop-out, it is a
fundamental error of wargame de¬
sign that most good boardgame
designers got rid of years ago.

Real Politik
While some disagreement is
unavoidable, especially when
deciding whether or not to add or
subtract one point out of ten in a
given unit’s combat strength, politi¬
cal and social realities dictate that
significant differences will exist bet¬
ween countries. Only the East Ger¬
mans could be expected to strongly
support their Soviet masters, while
in the West, French insistence on
independence from NATO com¬
mands and Dutch pacifist move¬
ments would render those countries’
forces less effective in combat than
US or West German troops even
given equal weaponry. This short¬
coming is puzzling to me; the
designers did include a morale pro¬
vision which allows countries to sue
for peace and withdraw from the
conflict if public opinion no longer
supported the war effort. Yet this
understanding of morale is incom¬
plete; the designers do not integrate
it with national interest, training and
doctrine.
Take Czechoslovakia, for exam¬
ple. The Czech Skoda factories pro¬
duce among the finest in small arms
and even possessed some capable
tank designers before World War II
began; a hypothetical Red Light/7//7^-generated scenario would
assume that Czechs should be able
to hold off the Nazis longer than
they did. But ethnic conflict caused
that country to collapse, just as
Yugoslavia suffered a fatal civil
rebellion as bad as the Nazi boot,
because a large segment of the
population sold out to the invaders.
Only someone as strong as Tito
could hold the country together
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after peace returned, and upon his
death, simmering prejudice and
hostility once again emerged from
just under the surface. The point is
this: The Czechs would have little
interest in fighting for a foreign
cause beyond their borders; if in¬
vaded, Prague would be hardpressed to contain a civil war, let
alone repel invasion forces. If sub¬
stantial Russian reinforcements
could not stop NATO troops from
advancing, then capturing Prague
and disarming Czechoslovakia
would be a relatively simple matter.

Trust Your Troops?
Hungarians and Poles both
turned Communist legislators out of
office as soon as they were given
the opportunity. How reliable could
these people be when ordered to
overrun villages in West Germany or
France?
Even the Russians and East
Germans are not immune. Moslem
troops sent to Afghanistan mutinied.
The fighting between Azerbaijanis
and Armenians continues despite
Moscow’s frantic efforts to restore
order. Erich Honecker, the last
hardline Communist leader in the
Warsaw Pact, has been removed
from office.
Doctrine and tactics are ignored
in this game. The Russians relent¬
lessly practice mass “blitzkrieg”
warfare, partly for its obvious shock
value and partly because Soviet
command, control and communica¬
tion are not as well developed as
the West’s. So, if you put a Soviet
tank crew in an M-1 Abrams and
had them attack a US crew in an
Abrams or a West German crew in a
Leopard, the Soviet crew, on the
average, could be expected to
lose—unless and until the Russians
give their unit commanders more
effective training and the freedom to
exercise initiative. On the other
hand, the Warsaw Pact is more
practiced at mass armor attacks
than the West. NATO may find
moving large groups of units around
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more difficult than the Warsaw Pact
because of the different nationalities
involved and the complications
brought on by civilians fleeing the
fighting and choking important
highways with traffic.

Worst Shortcoming
Red Lightning's worst short¬
coming is its depiction of air power.
This weakness is manifest both in
the lack of deployment control by
the player and the programmers’
assessment of combat value for
each airplane.
First, the Order of Battle
appears somewhat incomplete. In a
dire emergency, US aircraft carriers
stationed in the Mediterranean could
lend some aircraft to the European
battle.
While a player can assign types
of missions to his aircraft, he/she
has no control over where those
missions occur. If Soviet troops
threaten to cut off Denmark from the
rest of the NATO, while other NATO
units are holding their own in south¬
ern Germany, close air support and
air strikes will benefit both areas
equally. The NATO player wants to
bury the T-72’s in front of Copen¬
hagen with every available airplane,
and the game won’t allow that. To
properly appreciate the con¬
sequences of this, consider what
might have happened to the
Marines trapped in Khe Sahn, Viet¬
nam, during the 1968 Tet Offensive
if General Westmoreland had to
spread his airplanes all over Vietnam
instead of providing saturation
bombing around the siege perime¬
ter. That bombing held off two North
Vietnamese divisions.

Training and Doctrine
Red Lightnings depiction of air
combat also ignores training and
doctrine, just as its ground combat
depiction does. Warsaw Pact pilots
cannot do as well as Western forces
in air combat as long as they are
rigidly controlled in GCA environ¬
ments and not taught how to think
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and dogfight for themselves. The
Warsaw Pact tries to partially over¬
come this deficiency by a numerical
advantage, but anyone who thinks
this can automatically overcome su¬
perior airplanes and tactics should
examine the Middle East. In 1982, a
flight of just ten Israeli F-15’s, gui¬
ded by an E-2C AWACS aircraft,
destroyed many times their number
of Syrian MiG-21 and MiG-23 air¬
craft.
Red Lightning's designers
compounded this error with another.
If you want to compare one airplane
with another for combat purposes,
reading Jane’s reference materials
isn’t nearly enough. The results are
obvious: The F-15 and Mirage 2000
are given the same air superiority
rating, when the F-15 clearly out¬
classes its French counterpart in
every aspect of air combat: accele¬
ration, turn radius, range, speed,
radar and weapons. The MiG-23 is
judged comparable to the F-16,
when, again, the latter is capable of
dominating the former given a com¬
petent pilot. The SR-71 and the
TR-1 are judged equally capable of
conducting strategic reconnais¬
sance when, realistically, only the
Blackbird could be expected to
survive a deep penetration mission.

advantage of it. Red Lightning holds
potential, some of it as yet unreal¬
ized. Strategic Simulations would be
well-advised to return it to the
design rooms and complete it. At a
lower price, this game is a good
buy; as much as I would like to, I
cannot recommend spending $59.95
for it. Perhaps if enough users write
to SSI and enough purchasers hold
on to their money a little longer,
Strategic Simulations will make Red
Lightning into the first-class wargame it could be.
/Red Lightning, Strategic Simu¬
lations, 675 Aimanor Avenue, Sun¬
nyvale CA 94086-2901, $59.95.J
/ would like to thank my feiiow
Hahnemann medical student, Brent
Ednee, for his assistance in playing
several scenarios and in preparing this
article.

Construction
Estimator

iniii

Game Without End
Finally, the program is incom¬
plete. There is no autoboot feature,
something which would have been
simple enough to add. At the end of
the game, when the computer
declares a winner, the program
does not offer players a chance to
start again. Instead, a bug in the
program allows you turns in an
endless loop which is ended only by
quitting the game. In order to play
again one must close and reopen
the program file. This is a sloppy
practice, akin to showing up to work
in the morning wearing a suit with
the shirttail hanging out. SSI can do
better than that.
SSI offers a 14-day return
policy on its games, and I took
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Construction Estimator 2.0
Very easy to use, make estimates for
house, driveway, small building etc.
Creates quantity and cost totals
Functions include: footings, stem wall,
floor slab, blockwall, rebar, ceiling and
floor joist, woodwalls, floor ana roof
sheeting, cut & stack roof, sheetrock,
roofing, soil excavation (basement &
trench)
ASCII file^ave & load. Also creates
LDW Power compatible files so you can
use a spreadsheet to further modify
your estimate.

$39.95
Michael C. O’Massey
9910 U.S. 395 north
Reno Nevada 89506
(702) 972-3659
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LDW Power and Templicity
‘Best Book’ Explains Why
by Sam M. VanWyck
By itself, the LDW Power
spreadsheet is a fantastic program;
but getting it to work may take more
effort or imagination than that
possessed by the average computer
user. Merely adding one or two
accessories turns it into a fantastic
tool for manipulating all kinds of
numerical data. Best of all, its power
becomes available to the non-pro¬
fessional who still thinks that Lotus
is a position for meditation!
Jumpstarting LDW. What could
be nicer than receiving brand new
software for Christmas? Doesn’t
every Atari owner out there look
forward to that little present under
the tree? I know that I do. Thus,
when last year I opened a rather
large package to find a marvelous
new toy inside, I should have been
delighted. And I think I managed to
convince my kind lady that, indeed,
it was, “Just What I had Always
Wanted!”
My new toy was Logical Design
Works’ LDW Power spreadsheet,
something I felt I needed like a
moose needs a hat rack. Touted to
be compatible with Lotus 123 and
offering almost 300 different com¬
mands, 80 functions, 18 display
formats and “a convenient data
management system for organizing
worksheet data,” it looked like the
kind of program that would bring
tears of joy to the eyes of even the
most jaded accounting professional.
“Well Sir,” I say to myself, “With all
that going for it, how could I possi¬
bly go wrong?” One thing I’ve
learned about using a computer:
there’s always a way to go wrong.
Count on it.
Deep in the Psyche. I’ve never
used a spreadsheet. Actually, I
avoid mathematics of any kind
whenever possible. My history of
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number rejection stretches all the
way back to early grade school. I
know what spreadsheets are but
have always been delighted to let
others play with them. But there I
was, proud owner of a Lotus clone,
like it or not. Being also a local
legend in the art of penny-pinching,
I wasn’t about to let the darn thing
go to waste, either. So, it was off to
the manual to discover what this
new gadget was all about.
One thing that was obvious from
the start was that someone had
spent a great deal of time with this
book. It was neatly and logically
arranged so that even I, a total
stranger, could quickly master such
arcane operations as Moving
Around the Spreadsheet and Setting
the Worksheet Column Width. After
a week of reading, I had plowed
through the entire volume; more
than 200 pages. I could Combine
Files, Set and Clear Print Borders
and call up the Data Query Extract
Command. So why wasn’t I feeling
as if I had really accomplished
anything? Probably because I didn’t
know the first thing about using a
spreadsheet. I was like a pianist who
knew where all the notes were but
couldn’t put them together into a
tune.
After another week of Moving
About the Worksheet and other
thrills, I put the whole thing away
and forgot about it. If that were all
LDW had to offer, frankly, I would
just as soon have wandered down
to the local barbershop to watch a
couple of haircuts for excitement.
Templicity to the Rescue.
Then an ad in Current Notes caught
my eye. According to the Templicity
people, their 60 templates would
make my spreadsheet a better in¬
vestment, provide instant gratifica¬
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tion and, if I didn’t like it, they would
give me my money back. It all
sounded very encouraging but it
was the quote from a “satisfied
user” that really sold me. According
to J. J. of Citrus Heights, CA: “My
spreadsheet was gathering dust
until I got Templicity!' A kindred,
confused soul if ever there was one.
The Temp/icity package consists
of two disks and an index. There
seems to be a template for every¬
thing. Beginning with the infamous
Form 1040, it continues through
biorhythm, loan amortization,
household budget, automotive
expense tracking, checkbook
balancing and 55 other choices.
Pulling up a template is as simple as
loading any file.
Once loaded, the worksheet can
be modified as required. Use is
simple: plug in the numbers and out
come the answers. Indeed, Templi¬
city has provided a shortcut to the
tedious job of constructing a work¬
sheet from scratch. For a list price
of $30.00, about $2.00 per sheet; a
bargain! And so, everyone lived
happily ever after, didn’t they?
Not All Was Light. No, as a
matter of fact, they didn’t! 1 found
that I still didn’t know how a spread¬
sheet worked. Much could be infer¬
red from seeing how the templates
were constructed. Indeed, I was
even able to create a rudimentary
account sheet with averages, totals
and the like. But what about all
those other functions mentioned in
the LDW manual which either were
not used in the templates or were
so deeply buried that I hadn’t found
them? After all that, I still knew
nothing about using or understand¬
ing the program.
A Second Mistake. “Well, OK,”
say I again to myself. “If the LDW
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people don’t cover the question
‘why use a worksheet?’ surely the
Lotus people will,” and I sought out
my CPA friend who is a known
abuser of such programs. Sure, I
could borrow his manual, don’t for¬
get to bring it back. Thus happened
Mistake Number 2.1 don’t know who
wrote the Lotus manual, but I am
certain that it was the work of a
committee and that the members of
this group enjoy reading the U. S.
Tax Code for recreation. If the LDW
manual was sparse, this thing
represented a voyage into the obli¬
vion of excess.
And Then the Answer. “Isn’t
there some easy, beginner-type
book for dummies that could tell me
why I need a spreadsheet and then
take me step-by-single-step
through the process of making
one?” I asked, barely controlling
tears of frustration. “A book with
pictures, maybe even a tutorial.
Something that would tell me why I
should do something rather than
merely honk”
“Oh, is that what you wanted?”
said my friend. “Why didn’t you say
so in the first place?” (I didn’t know
to ask. That’s why). And he handed
me Alan Simpson’s book: The Best
Book of Lotus 1-2-3. Published by
H. W. Sams Publishing Co. in 1984,
it bridges all those gaps between
spreadsheet theory and the begin¬
ning user. “The purpose of this
book,” writes Simpson in the pre¬
face to the 1986 edition, “is to
provide guidance.” This it does
quite well with lots of pictures,
tutorials and virtually everything else
the beginner to computing,
accounting or spreadsheets might
require. Suffice it to say, it begins at
the beginning and takes the reader
gently along from there. It is well
written and easily understandable.
A Long Gestation. So here I
am, almost a year later, finally able
to look at the LDW/TempUcity pack¬
age as something more than trading
stock at next October’s Atarifest.
Getting beyond the beginner level is
going to take a lot of work, but so
March 1990

what? Getting to the rank of Admiral
Emeritus in Starfteet /wasn’t exactly
easy, either. Best of all, I have a
hunch that the spreadsheet will let
me do some of those things a
computer is supposed to be good
for; the kind of things I tell my lady I
have to have a new drive or monitor
to make work properly. The kind of
things that even the IRS might look
favorably upon when considering
whether to allow you to deduct the
cost of your system!
Tying It All Together. LDW
Power is truly well designed to run
by itself or with Lotus files but it
makes the assumption that you
already know how (and why) to use
Lotus 1-2-3. The templates take the
drudgery out of making up the basic
worksheets. The book seems to tie
the whole thing together into a
useful and manageable utility by

covering the basics of spreadsheet
theory and practice. I only wish LDW
had provided some reference to this
type of resource.
One other lesson learned. Don’t
depend on a software salesperson
to tell your lady what you want for
Christmas. Tell her yourself!
LDW Power, $90.00. Logical
Design Works. 780 Montague
Expressway, San Jose CA 95131.
Templates, Tempiicity, Box 4850,
Berkeley CA 94704. $29.95.
The Best Book of Lotus 1-2-3,
Howard W. Sams, Co., Dept. DM,
4300 West 62nd St, Indianapolis IN
46268. About $20. Also available,
The Lotus Guide to Learning 1-2-3,
Addison-Wes/ey Publishing Co.,
comprehensive but nowhere near as
user-friendly! Formidable, in fact/

If you are a scientist or an engineer,
or you are learning to be one,
then we have something for you!
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EL CAL. The Math Machine.
36 standard functions * 44 statistical distribution functions * 12 user-defined functions *
Function, histogram, scatter plots * Square,
cubic equations * Numerical integration, dF/
dt, equation solving * Mean, s.d., regression,
correlation

* Polynomial least squares * General function
optimization * Data points and histogram
fitting * Linear equation systems * Matrix and
vector operations
* see reviews in Current Notes (May/89), ST
/nformer(Sept/89), AtariExp/orer(Uo\il&)

Runs on any ST (TOS in ROM) or Mega, color or monochrome.
To order, send a check or money order for $44 (p/h included) to

Debonair Software, P.O.Box 521166, SLC, UT 84152-1166
Outside continental U.S. add $5 for shipping. Utah residents add sales tax.
NEW! Also available: MIN CAL, smaller desktop accessory version (only standard and
statistical functions, expression parser); $15 ppd. (foreign please add $3).
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Superboot
One Super Program!!
Like many ST owners, I have had to gradually build
my home computer system from the ground up. While
others may complain from time to time about Jack
Tramiel and company, Atari Product developments have
easily outpaced my pauper’s pocketbook. In fact,
shareware programs like Superboot, which I will
describe shortly, have kept me a contented, if not
complacent, ST user.
It was only recently that I took a big chunk out of
my wallet to by a 30-megabyte hard drive. One of the
vendors at the recent AtariFest in Fairfax, Virginia made
me a deal I simply couldn’t refuse.
Prior to this purchase, I was limited to the single
floppy drive which came with my ST. I expected the
hard drive to deliver complete emancipation from the
drudgery of having to employ RAM disks, countless disk
swaps, and the constant and painful grind (perhaps
death knell) of my floppy drive. I also expected the hard
drive to let me dramatically increase the speed with
which programs were loaded and files were saved. In
short, I hoped for freedom from many annoying tasks
that detracted from the joy of using my ST.
WRONG!!! True, I found some computing chores to
be less tedious. However, I soon discovered that I was
plagued with other problems as the now, not so happy
owner of a hard drive.
I learned first hand why so many people dread
using programs which employ GDOS. If I forgot to
manually rename the ASSIGN.SYS file when switching
between using Degas Elite and Easy Draw, two pro¬
grams which use incompatible ASSIGN.SYS files, my
computer would lock up. I also found that some
programs could not be used at all, unless all accessory
programs and GDOS were removed from
memory. I had to rename the GDOS.PRG
so it would not load. I was forced to
manually rename any .ACC programs to
.ACX and re-boot. If I was lucky and mana¬
ged to rename everything correctly, these
programs would load.
Within a few days of buying my hard
drive, I began to fret about all the nifty utility
programs which I had collected over the
past several years. When I was limited to a
floppy drive, I would simply use different
boot disks, containing the utilities or files I

needed for a given computing session. Now I faced
having to rename accessory programs according to the
programs I wanted in memory and then re-boot. In
short, owning a hard drive was becoming a real pain!!

Plop Plop, Fizz Fizz
Lucky for me, or anyone else similarly distressed,
relief was just a shareware program away. Superboot,
available in the Current Notes Library has spared me
any further heartburn, headache, or stomach upset,
resulting from the use of my hard drive.
Superboot is written by Gordon W. Moore, 2300
Beach Street, Ashland, KY 41101. Mr. Moore describes
his creation as an “all-in-one type program that does
just about everything you could ever want to do each
time you boot your computer.” That is quite a mouthful,
but every word is true.
With Superboot you can completely customize your
ST. On any given computing session, you can easily
choose which accessory programs you want to be
loaded. You can select which ASSIGN.SYS file you
want to load. You can customize the appearance of the
desktop in a variety of ways by being able to choose
from different DESKTOP.INF files. You can choose
which auto programs will load. You can set Superboot
to prompt you to set the time and date. You can even
choose to speed up the disk saves, by turning off the
write verify function.
Superboot is simply a marvelous program. In fact,
Superboot\s not really a single program. It is comprised
of several programs, and an instruction manual, com¬
plete with registration form. The registration fee of
$15.00 is worth every penny.

Define your function keys to automatically configure your system.
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Superboot\s not a new program. I am using version
5.5. Someone introduced me to Superboot, long before
I bought a hard drive, as a program which would let you
display a picture at bootup time. I was told you could
out do the MAC people with their startup screens by
flashing a picture or pictures of your own each time you
booted your computer. While this sounded neat, I didn’t
think it worth the extra memory, disk space, or the
minimal effort required to learn to use Superboot. That
was before I joined the ranks of disgruntled hard disk
owners.
I now proudly display my own pictures when I boot
my hard drive. More importantly, I have begun to realize
the real worth of Superboot. I can select just those
programs I want loaded. I merely pick and choose the
programs I want when the Information Selection Screen
is presented. If I plan to use Degas; I can choose its
ASSIGN.SYS file. If I want a different Desktop
appearance, I can select the DESKTOP.INF file of
choice.
Superboot a\so provides a Construction Kit program
that lets you use your Function Keys to specify desired
configurations. For example, you may want a different
set of accessories available when you are doing word
processing from the ones you use when you are
working on graphics or telecommunications or games.
You set the configuration of programs and files you
want to load when you boot. Select a Function Key and
give it a name that reminds you of the configuration
setup. The next time you boot, all you need to do is
choose the Function Key with the assortment of pro¬
grams you want to be active. They are loaded without
fuss with just a single key press. What’s not to like?
Until I began to use Superboot I was beginning to
rue the purchase of my hard drive. I was becoming
convinced that all that I had bought with my money
were bigger problems. Superboot has now let me begin
to enjoy the convenience I had expected when I bought
my hard drive. Superboot also demonstrates the high
quality shareware and public domain programs that are
available for ST owners.
ESC - Save changes

DELETE - Clear all

UNDP - No Change
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Operation Counterstrike
^

Falcon Revisited—The New Mission
Disk and More
Review by Roger Abram

Upping the Ante
Combat flight simulators are
evolving. Gone are the days when
you embarked on a mission and
only headed for the guaranteed
safety of your home base after you
had completed your objectives or
needed to replenish your arma¬
ments or service your aircraft.
Nowadays, you might return home
to find your base has been cap¬
tured by the enemy.
Three new, or soon to be
released, products for the Atari ST/
Mega intensify the world of combat
simulators by placing you smack
dab in the middle of confrontations
where the enemy has mounted an
offensive campaign to bring you to
your knees.
F-16 Combat Pitot, by Digital
Integration (Electronic Arts), pre¬
sents you with five customary mis¬
sions which need to be flown suc¬
cessfully before advancing to Oper¬
ation Conquest. Operation Con¬
quest is a multi-mission scenario
where the player designs the stra¬
tegy that will reduce the enemy’s
fighting ability and morale. The ulti¬
mate goal in this nerve-racking
simulation is the enemy’s uncondi¬
tional surrender.
Their Finest Hour: The Batt/e of
Britain, by LucasFilm (Electronic
Arts), offers the traditional mission
by mission approach but you can
also immerse yourself in a special
Campaign feature. You can elect to
command either the British Royal Air
Force or the German Luftwaffe dur¬
ing the critical period of July 10,
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1940 to September 16, 1940—the
date the Luftwaffe had to gain air
superiority in order that the invasion
of England, Operation Sea Lion,
could begin. The Battle of Britain is
an impressive program currently
available for the IBM PC and com¬
patibles. The Atari version is due
any day now.

Destroy Your Enemy
Operation: Counterstrike, by
Spectrum HoloByte, is a new mis¬
sion disk for owners of the original
Falcon (CN 903) program that offers
a completely revamped framework
for engaging the enemy. As stated
in the documentation, the objective
of the mission is:

“Total defeat of the enemy
forces by destroying all the
enemy industrial and ground
assets. Such major damage to its
manufacturing industry will
force the enemy to negotiate
peace terms and halt its aggres¬
sive intentions towards the coun¬
try whose freedom you are pro¬
tecting. The objective is not to
invade and subjugate the hostile
territory but to destroy the
enemy’s offensive potential and
force him to recognize that
further hostile acts would be
fruitless. The fate of the nation
is in your hands.’ ’
Only One Mission
Although the program has
twelve different missions, there is
really only one because successes
or failures of previous outings are
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brought forward the next time you
fly with the same pilot.
New to the game is the fact that
ground targets remain destroyed for
up to five subsequent missions.
Keeping track of when you de¬
stroyed a target and the length of
time it will remain out of commission
will play an integral part in formulat¬
ing your strategy for victory. The
mission disk provides a wealth of
targets: bridges, factories, SAM
sites, trains, runways, trucks, landing
craft, tanks, a reconnaissance
drone, fuel tanks, cooling towers
and, of course, MiGs. This time,
however, the MiGs have been up¬
graded to the more advanced and
deadly MiG-29s.
The mission begins with enemy
tanks approaching your base. You
must destroy these three tanks im¬
mediately or they will capture your
airbase and take you prisoner when
you return and land. While the tanks
are approaching, three landing
crafts are making their way across
the lake northeast of your base. If
they reach the other side they each
will unload a tank which will then
approach your base. The trick here
is to blow them out of the water
before they reach the shore.

Target: Trucks or Bridge?
Once you’ve removed the threat
of tanks, it’s time to move on to
other targets. A truck convoy has
begun its journey in the northern
enemy territory. The trucks are car¬
rying supplies for the enemy’s
attempt to capture your base. You
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can either pick-off these trucks one
by one or destroy the bridge at
Serpent’s Jaw before they reach it.
Bridges stay destroyed for five mis¬
sions so you can always fly back
and destroy a few trucks as they
gather and wait for the new bridge.
Also on the move is a train that
departs from the northeast quadrant
of the enemy territory and speeds
towards the front line to resupply
the troops. Like the trucks, you can
either destroy each train car
separately, or demolish the railroad
bridge at Serpent’s Tail to remove
the threat of trains for five missions.
The pesky MiGs can be slowed
down by destroying their landing
strip. This will prevent any additional
planes from taking off. Since there
are two runways at their base, both
of them need to suffer direct hits
with Durandal anti-runway bombs. If
you want to be conservative, one
Durandal dropped precisely at the
intersection of both runways will do
the job.
If all of this sounds easy, it isn’t.
All of these actions are happening in
real-time regardless of which mis¬
sion you’ve selected. You can be
concentrating on taking out the
power station’s cooling towers when
suddenly the program informs you
that tanks are approaching the base.
You know that whatever armaments
you have remaining on board had
best be saved for hightailing it back
home and defending the base. And
then there’s always the threat of
surface to air missiles to really spice
up the action.
Operation: Counterstrike is one
of those games that’s both enter¬
taining and frustrating. You’ll need
to develop your bombing accuracy
to pinpoint precision levels in order
to immediately remove the threat of
tanks from attacking your base.
Waste too much of your payload on
them and you’ll be forced to land to
replenish your supply. Since tanks
reappear following one subsequent
mission after being destroyed, you’ll
find yourself in a vicious circle of
always defending your base if you
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waste too much time and arma¬
ments on them.

Useful Enhancements
Incorporated in Operation:
Counterstrike is version 1.1 of the
main Fa/con program. This up¬
graded version, available separately
for $7.50 directly from the company,
offers many enhancements: in addi¬
tion to easier landing parameters
and improved flight controls, you
can now land a damaged plane,
MiGs don’t attack while you’re land¬
ing, ground targets remain inoper¬
able for five missions (except on the
mission disk where the length
varies), there are enhanced graphics
of damaged buildings, SAMs now
correctly launch according to rank,
the plane can automatically level off
after minor turns, and, if selected,
the auto-view mode will systemati¬
cally switch views within the cockpit
to follow a nearby MiG.
There is also a set of improve¬
ments available for Falcon version
1.1 from Mr. John Harris. According
to an employee at Spectrum HoloByte, Mr. Harris developed the flight
control system for the original Fal¬
con and has made additional im¬
provements to it. The company
stated users were free to patch the
Falcon program with these
enhancements, but they won’t
replace disks adversely affected by
them. I discovered the easy to use
patching program on a local BBS.

Various Views
These enhancements, which
only work with version 1.1, allow you
to reconfigure the arrow keypad in
one of three different ways. My
favorite is the Views mode where
the arrow keys control the view
direction. In addition, the Insert key
adjusts the view up and Home
brings it back down. The Help key
selects the tracking view and the
Undo key rotates the view. More
importantly, the tracking view
remains at the last used direction
when returning to tracking mode.
Another nice feature is the ability to
Current Notes

instantly track your plane from one
of four directions by pressing the
Shift key and a view select arrow.
Mr. Harris has also made other
modifications: the zoom functions
have been speeded up, the view
from the satellite can now be zoom¬
ed out much farther, the Caps Lock
key clears a locked-on ground tar¬
get, and the Tab key selects bet¬
ween air targets. Mr. Harris has also
developed a method by which to
play Fa/con from a hard disk but I
was unable to get this feature to
work. Spectrum HoloByte should
make this their next priority.
Operation: Counterstrike, Spec¬
trum HoloByte, 2061 Challenger Dr,
Alameda CA 94501, (415) 522-3584.
$24.95 for registered users (includes
separate disk of Falcon, VI.1, avail¬
able separately for $7.50). Check
your local BBS for the improve¬
ments by Mr. John Harris.
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The Cuckoo’s Egg
Tracking the Hanover Hacker
Review by Donald Elmore

What do you have when a rather bohemian International Gateway in the United States. From
astronomer, whose principal mode of transportation is a TYMNET, he broke into the computer system of a
bicycle, whose preferred activities includes quilting with defense contractor in McLean, VA (Mitre Corporation),
his (definitely non-Establishment) Significant Other, and took a side trip to wander through the Jet Propulsion
who possesses an original Captain Midnight Decoder Labs computers in Pasadena, CA, back on through
Ring, discovers a $0.75 discrepancy in a $2,387.00 bill TYMNET switching system to the Lawrence Berkeley
for a month’s computer use at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) computer system in Berkeley, CA.
Laboratory? You have the material needed for a very Using LBL as a base of operations, he accessed
interesting book. And that is just what Clifford Stoll has ARPANET and MILNET (research and military computer
written. The Cuckoo’s Egg is a book about the tracking networks) and attacked approximately 400 MILNET
of the infamous Hanover Hacker. Its jacket describes computers.
Some of the individual “accounts” accessed on a
Stoll as, “an astronomer by training and a computer
regular basis via ARPANET and MILsecurity expert by accident.”
NET were the Pentagon’s OPTIMUS
Because of that $0.75 discre¬
database; Anniston Army Depot,
pancy, Stoll embarked on an odyssey
... a 75 cent billing
Anniston,
AL; the Air Force Systems
that lasted over a year and finally
discrepancy led
Command
(Space Division), El
ended in surfacing an international
Segundo,
CA;
MIT MX Computer,
computer espionage ring and a con¬
eventually to a spy ring
Cambridge,
MA;
Ft Bruckner Army
nection to a spy ring in West Ger¬
selling
computer
data
to
Base,
Japan;
US
Air
Force, Famstein,
many that sold computer secrets to
West
Germany;
US
Navy Coastal
the KGB! The astrophysicist turned
the KGB...
System
Computer,
Panama
City, FL;
systems manager with (and initially
US Army DARCOM, Seckenheim, W.
mostly without) the help of the FBI,
CIA, OSI, NSA and several other official organizations Germany; US Army 24th Infantry, Ft Stewart, GA and
and entities, carefully tracked the elusive, methodical SRI International, Omaha, NB.
Stoll was dumbfounded at “officialdom’s” apathy
“hacker” who was to become known as the Hanover
towards investigating and subsequently prosecuting the
Hacker.
The Cuckoo’s Egg is very well written and Stoll’s hacker. One of his classic examples involved Internet, a
loose writing style is sure to appeal to readers ranging conglomerate of ARPANET, MILNET and approximately
from computer savants to those who are barely 100 other networks. The hacker entered Stoll’s system
computer literate (like me). As Stoll learned more and at LBL, accessed Internet and typed “whois wsmr.”
more about computer security, he as amazed (as I was) Internet responded:
at both the ease with which the Hanover Hacker was White Sands Missle Range WSMR-NET-GW.ARMY.MIL
able to penetrate/plunder computer networks and at the White Sands Missle Range WSMR-TRAPS.ARMY.MIL
relative lack of concomitant concern or even interest White Sands Missle Range WSMR-ARMTE-GW.ARMY.MIL
White Sands Missle Range WSMR-NELARMY.MIL
shown by US Government agencies.
In two commands and some twenty seconds, he
When the hacker was finally wrapped up by West
German authorities, his prowling through US computer found five different computer systems at White Sands.
networks reached almost legendary proportions. The next ten minutes were spent in trying to log into
Through determined tracking and almost religious those computers, using the standard default passwords;
documentation of the hacker’s activities, Stoll was able Guest, Visitor, Root and System. Even though the
to produce reams of evidence that amazed US officials. hacker was unable to break into those computers, Stoll
From his computer in Hanover, West Germany, the was totally unprepared for the FBI’s response to the fact
hacker reached out and “touched” the University of that someone was penetrating US computer networks
Bremen’s computer center, and from there the German and systems. The FBI asked if more than $500,000.00
Datex-P Network and then on via one of several was lost, or if any classified information was stolen.
satellite links or transatlantic cables to the TYMNET When Stoll said no, the FBI politely told him that they
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would appreciate Stoll’s continuing to monitor the
hacker, but they would not be able to become involved.
Air Force Intelligence, AFOSI was more interested
(and concerned) about the integrity of MILNET and
ARPANET, and also urged Stoll to keep them apprised
of developments in his investigation. In fact, most of the
official agencies, including NSA and CIA asked Stoll to
continue monitoring the hacker’s activities until such
time as those activities reach a threshold where they
could become involved.
The hacker’s success was primarily due to a
combination of his computer skills and the obviously
poor security of American computer systems’ programs
and networks. It was both amazing and troublesome to
learn of his repeated access gained through the use of
simple default passwords, such as Guest or System.
One of his favorite ploys was to insert a special program
that he had written into a networks operating system.
Just as the cuckoo bird lays her eggs in other birds’
nests, the hacker laid his egg/program in LBL’s Unix
computer and watched the system hatch it and feed
him priviliges. Every five minutes the Unix system
executes its own housekeeping program, “Atrun.” Atrun
runs in a protected mode with the full power of the
operating system (OS) behind it. Only the system
manager can access Atrun. The OS’s barriers and
internal controls are built specifically to deter unauthor¬
ized access.
However, unbeknownst to thousands of US sysops,
there was a subtle bug introduced into an obscure
section of one of the popular software programs that
has been loaded into virtually every OS in the networks.
The Gnu-Emac text editing program (a powerful
freeware editor that has become part of almost every
unclassified computer system’s OS) actually allows
anyone—read sysop—to move files anywhere ... even
into or out of protected space. The hacker knew this
and took advantage of it, by planting his “egg,” and
used it to add a new account to the system’s files.
When Unix executed his bogus program, he quickly
named himself a super user and then erased his
program and turned the system back over to Atrun.
Atrun then recognized him as a sysop and he methodi¬
cally proceeded to read (and copy) the system’s files.
It soon became evident that the hacker was taking
advantage of our (America’s) failure to practice good
security. More often than not, computer systems are
configured to trust each other ... if someone is OK on
one system, then he or she will also be OK on many
others. Another of the hacker’s favorite scams was a
short Trojan horse program. The city of Troy fell when
Greeks sneaked in, hidden inside a Trojan horse,
delivered as a gift.
Write and install a program that looks completely
normal, yet steals the key to your system’s security, and
you have a computer version of the Trojan horse. The
March 1990

hacker’s Trojan horse collected passwords. He wrote a
short program that would prompt a user logging on to
provide his name and then his password. After stashing
both in a hidden file, the program would send, “SORRY,
TRY AGAIN” to the screen. The user, believing that he
had mistyped his password, would log in again, and this
time get access with no problem. But by then, his name
and password would already have been placed in a
hidden file to be retrieved by the hacker.
The book follows in great detail, Stoll’s tracking of
the Hanover Hacker. With beaucoups accuracy and
humor, Stoll describes his unfamiliarity with the “Establ¬
ishment,” and his own slow but steady conversion from
astronomer/scientist to computer security expert; from a
working scientist on the West coast, to a renowned
authority and lecturer of computer security living in
Cambridge, MA. As the whole incident develops, Stoll
changes from passive observer to a dedicated pursuer
using some rather innovative active measures aimed at
tripping up the hacker. I’ll leave the details of those
activities to the reader, who could certainly do much
worse than adding this particular book to his library. I
bought it, read it, enjoyed it immensely and heartily
recommend it to all!
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F-15 STRIKE EAGLE
A Flight Simulator, Shoot-‘em up. Strategy, Role-Playing Game
Review by Tim Fullerton
(in a fetter accompanying his review, Tim said that
he purchased this product at Atarifest. He also stated
that "Atarifest is the best thing there is for die-hard
Atarians. ”—LP)
You’ve just passed over the Libyan coast when a
Libyan Su-22 fighter-bomber pounces. He must have
misjudged his speed because he appears directly in
front of you. Three quick bursts of machine gun fire
send the Su-22 fluttering harmlessly to the ground. You
arm the medium range missiles, just in case any more
Libyan pilots are feeling lucky today. Set the inertial
navigation cursor on your primary target; then turn to
the left until the flashing N-A-V appears directly in the
center of your windscreen.
Level your plane and light up the afterburner. You
switch to long range radar because you know that while
flying in a straight line, you make a lovely target for
those SAM missiles waiting below.
Now you’re getting close to your bombing target.
Turn off the afterburner, power down to 70% power and
push over into a 30-degree dive. Tighten up the radar
range and arm a rack of 500 pound bombs. You spot
the target through the windscreen first. Less than a
second later the target shows up on radar. Why is it so
difficult to keep the target lined up in the bomb sight?
Keep making minor course adjustments: a little to the
right—too much—bring it back. Suddenly, there’s an
indication of a MIG closing in on you. Geez, there’s no
time to play now! Switch from bombs back to medium
range, radar homing missile and fire.
While you were thinking about the MIG, you didn’t
realize how low you’d been diving. You’re below 2,500
feet. Pull up to a 10-degree dive, or you may fly past
your target. Activate the speed brakes to give yourself
time to again line up your bomb sight on the target.
There, now release your bombs and kick in the
afterburner while going into a turning climb. Simultane¬
ously, you receive messages that both the ground
target and the MIG have been destroyed. But there’s no
time to pat yourself on the back, not yet.
Set the navigation cursor on home, the USS Nimitz,
which is just off the coast. But between you and home
is a Libyan airbase. Do you change course to avoid the
airbase or decide that you’re not done dropping bombs
yet? That’s easy, plop the cursor right on top of the
airbase.
Level off at 5,000 feet but keep the afterburner on.
Infared indicater warns you of a heat seeking missile
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that has been launched at you. You see it on the radar
20 degrees to starboard. Cut off the afterburner, wait
until the missile is about one mile away, launch a flare,
and pull hard to the left. You smile as you see the
missile head right for the flare. Back on course,
afterburner on, you drop down to 1,500-feet elevation.
Don’t back off the throttle until the airbase appears on
your radar screen. Arm the next rack of 500 pounders
and line up the bomb sight on the target. Wait...wait...
Now! Drop the bombs, climb and cut in the afterburner
again. You’re flying over water, streaking for home, by
the time “TARGET DESTROYED” appears on your
screen.
Welcome to the exciting world of F-15 Strike Eagle
from Microprose Simulation Software (the same people
who brought you Silent Sen/ice). F-15 Strike Eagle is
one of the best games I’ve ever come across for the
8-bit Atari’s. It seems obvious to me that the authors
were genuinely concerned about authenticity along with
the obvious excitement and play-value.
Just like a real pilot, you have to keep constant
track of fuel use, weapons management, speed and
altitude, enemy aircraft, SAM missiles, counter-mea¬
sures and navigation. It’s a lot to do, but unlike some
other games (that test only your reflexes), you do have
time to think and you really can beat this game. Having
a goal and being able to achieve it is more important to
me than just going for a high score while never being
able to finish the game.
The graphics are colorful, but I find them rather
plain. There are no clouds nor is there any topography
on the ground. Your bombing targets and home airbase
are simple triangles laid out on the surface. Enemy
aircraft are the kind of stick figures found on Batt/ezone
or Red Baron. The controls seem somewhat jerky. I also
miss the experience of landings. In order to complete a
mission you only have to fly over your “home” triangle
below 2000 feet.
It took me a while to learn how to fly the F-15 since
there are no rudder pedals. The ARCADE level of play
was a big help. At that level, the plane doesn’t bank but
merely turns, more like driving than flying. I used the
ARCADE level simply to familiarize myself with the
controls and the screen. The other difficulity levels are
called ROOKIE, PILOT and ACE. I strongly recommend
completing all missions at one level before advancing to
the next level. At the ACE level, the F-15 is quite
nimble, but enemy planes are very hard to shoot down.
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There are eight different missions from which you
can choose. All of the missions are based on actual
bombing raids of the recent past. Whether bombing
Hanoi or Haiphong, knocking out an Iraqi nuclear
reactor or dropping a bomb down Kaddafi’s chimney,
the situations and dangers are different and realistic.
Documentation is a 40-page book full of game
infomation, technical specs for the real F-15, highly
detailed artwork and patriotic flag waving.
Any real gripes? Only one. The disk is copy
protected, and the game asks for a “password” (from
the documentation) before play begins. I find this to be
overkill, but I may just be picky about such things.
F-15 Strike Eag/e has become my game of choice:
a flight simulator, a shoot ’em up, a strategy game and
a role playing game all in one! Or, as the documentation
states, “The action is simulated but the excitement is
real.”
I feel that I must amend that with a warning; don’t
drive a car immediately after playing this game. 55 miles
per hour seems very tame after streaking across the
Middle East in an F-15 Strike Eagle.
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can shop with confidence in the comfort
of your own home.
firuvuMift \ knc*
Our selection includes U S. products as
(*♦*> w
well as imports from around the World
Many developers release then products
through us exclusively. Others we're often
the first to make public. Either way you
find out about it first only through the
Computer Enthusiast Catalog'.
Special Deals abound in the catalog, too'
From time to time we buy out overstocks
and discontinued items. We've liquidated
items from SoftLogik. Michtron. GFA.
Haba Systems, Cambridge LISP. Pyramide. Polarware. and many others. In
fact, you'll like all of our prices. They're usually as good or better than
prices in any mail order price list type ads... but we give you so much more;
Of course the catalog descriptions are great. But we also don't charge extra
for using your credit card. We ship COD if you like. We give 10 day trials
on hardware and even some software! We handle returns and exchanges
directly (rather than send you to the manufacturer). We treat you like a

E. Arthur Brown Co..,
3404 Pawnee Drive, Alexandria MN 56308

mss.

Toll-Free 1-800-322-4405

SAFE AT
ANYSPEED
Transmitting at high speed can be dangerous to your wallet
on most major online information services. DELPHI has
made high speeds safe, with no surcharges for 1200 or 2400
bps access.
So put your Atari into high gear and download from a
library of thousands of programs (including the entire
databases from ANALOG and ST-LOG), challenge new friends
to multi-player games, comparison shop, scan the newswires,
or make plane reservations - all for as little as $4.80/hour.

Turbo ST turns your 520/1040 ST into a speed
demon. Check out Turbo ST at your local dealer
or download our free demo from your favorite
bulletin board.
Upgrades to version 1.6 are only $5 with your
original disk. For more information, call (407)
657-4611, or write to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257,
Winter Park, FL 32793.

Join DELPHI now for only $9.95 and your first hour is
FREE! With your computer and modem, dial
1-800-365-4636. Press Return twice. At Username: type
JOINDELPHI and at Password: type CURRENT.

PET ,PHT
The Autobahn of Online Services Since 1982
General Videotex Corporation • Three Blackstone Street • Cambridge MA 02139

800-5444005 • 617491-3393
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CN Spectre/Magic Public Domain Library

New Spectre CN Library Disks
by Jeff Greenblatt
This month. Current Notes is releasing five new PD and
Shareware Spectre compatible (128K ROMs) library disks.
For those of you using the Spectre with 64K ROMs, 1
recommend the excellent CN Magic library listed elsewhere.
If you like and use any of the files, don’t forget to make your
shareware donation(s) to the author(s). Here is a rundown of
what each of the new disks contain:
Disk SS2V Postscript
Fonts *2, contains six
fonts for use with Ultra¬
script. The fonts are BarCode39, Cunei, GE Laser,
Modern Print Bold, Tho¬
mas, and Tiffany Sample.

Thomas Font

<ME1F0NT
GENERAL ELECTRIC

flPiffacny Font
Modern Frint Bold Font

III

Disk S53D, Clip Art.
contains 12 pages of
Encapsulated
Postscript
Clipart in Pagemaker 3.0 format. In order to use this file you
must have Pagemaker 3.0 or later and Ultrascript.

These disks contain Mac programs
for use with the SPECTRE Macintosh
emulator. Disks are $4 ea (10 for $35).
Order from CN Library, 122 N. John¬
son Rd, Sterling, VA 22170. Add $1
for every 6 disks for S&H. A “D” next
to the disk number, indicates a “dou¬
ble-sided” disk, e.g. S3D. (Disks
require 128K ROMS)
SI: MacWrite 5.0 Demo—(Cannot print/
save but can load and read doc files.)
S2: MacPaint 2.0 Demo—(Cannot print/
save files but can load, view & create them.)
S3D: Red Ryder 9.4—Powerful telecom¬
munications program. Docs, utilities included.
S4D: Aldus Freehand Demo—A Videoworks II interactive demonstration of Freehand
drawing program.
S5: Games #1—Banzai, Monopoly 4.0, ATC
4.0, Mines, New Daleks, Brickies 4.0
S6D: PowerPoint Demo—(64K ROMs
Compatible) Fully working demo version of
this popular Mac program for planning, com¬
posing, and creating complete presentations.
S7: Games #2—Space Bubbles, Stratego,
Investigator #1, Towers of Hanoi, Marienbad.
S8: Image Studio Demo—(Does not save)
A photo retouching lab, modify digitized
images in 65 grey scale levels.
S9: Telecom #1—Stufflt 1.51, Stufflt Users
Guide, Freeterm 2.0, Freeterm 2.0 Documen¬
tation, TermWorks 1.3, Packet III ver 1.3.
S10D: Stacks #1—Concentration, HyperGunshy, Dinosaurs, AutoStack, Home 1.2.
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Disk S54, Games *7,
contains 4 new games.
They are Beast 1.0, MacBandit 1.2, MacNinja 1.0,
and Rock Paper Scissors.
Disk S55, Utilities #7,f
contains 9 of the latest and!
best utilities including INITs and CDEVs. They are
Boomerang 2.0 and Docs, SuperClock 3.8 and Docs,
FreshStart INIT, Kick the Can, Layout 1.9, MacEnvy 2.0
and Docs, Timepiece INIT, Watchlnit 5.0, and WindChooser
1.12 CDEV and Docs.
Disk S56Dy HyperStacks *4, contains a single 77IK
HyperCard Stack enti-L
tied Bird Anatomy|
1.2d. This stack is on<
of the finest stacks tolj
date. It covers, in|!
detail, the basic ana
tomy of birds, flightj
feathers, head, wings,
ecology and more.

S11: Utilities #1—MacEnvy, Benchmark,
DiskTimer II, Samplelt 1.21, Samplelt Docs,
Apfont 3.2, HierDA, Fever, OnCue 1.3 DEmo,
ScreenDump II, Findsweel 2.0 Demo
SI 2D: Full Impact Demo—Great spread¬
sheet program. (No save feature.)
SI 3D: Stacks #2—VisualStack, Chem Flash
Cards, DisplayPict 1.4, Indigo Gets Out, AutCat, Animal Stack, Comic, OnTheBeach, Name
That Plane.
SI4: Utilities #2—Big Das runner, Mac II
Icons, DiskParam, Utilities 1.5.1 Guide, Unstuffit DA 1.5.1, Auto Unstuffit Installer 1.5, Repair
1.2, ICON Designer, Viewer 1.5.1, SuperClock
3.1, SuperClock Doc ToMultiFinder, Interferon
3.1.
Si5: Games #3—Darts, MacCamelot, BricklesPlus, Gravitation 4.0, Swamplord
SI6: DAs #1—NekoDA, BezierDa and Docs,
SnapShotDA 1.2, Adventure, VirusDetective,
BreakKey, SysErrTableDA, PinUp Clock DA,
Freemem, New Scrapbook DA
S17: Sounds #1—SoundMaster w/22 sound
files for use w/VI.9 of Spectre.
SI8: Graphics #1—IDmata, DAfx 1.32,
3dEDIT, Fly Saver, Kaleidoscope, Optical,
Pattern Blocks, Rae, Turbo View 1.01, Mac¬
Paint Shortcuts, Desktop Shortcuts.
S19D: Hyper Utilities #1— Deprotect
Stack, XPICT, Moving Cursors Tutorial, Button
Manager, Stack Compacter, Field Line Num¬
bered CardMover, Six Little Goodies, MH
PowerScripts Sample, ShowDialogl.5.
S20D: Mac Dr aw II Demo—VideoWorks
format provides tour of latest features.
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S21: Utilities #3—File Scan, Jaws Icon, File
Master Icon, File Monster Doc, Snapshot
Installer, Black Hole 6.0.2, Looney Tunes
Icons, Dog Trash Icon, Shredder Icno, UDS/
M1.1, Virus RX 1.4a2, System Font. Some icon
files require ResEdit for installation.
S22: Sword of Siegfried—Graphics/text
adventure (requires vl.9 of Spectre).
S23: Sounds #2—Sound files may also be
used w/SoundMaster on #S17. (10000 Mar¬
bles, Any Sound 1, Any Sound 2, Bad Disk 1,
BVad Disk 2, Beep, Beep Sound 1, Disk
Sounds 1-4, Don’t Worry Be Happy, KaChung!, Rolling Your Own, Type Key 1, Type
Return 1, Type Space 1.)
S24: Games #4—Dragon 2, Zoony, MazerLazer, and demo of ShufflePuck.
S25D: MacMoney Demo—Personal
finance program, prints but does not save.
S26: Fkeys #1—23 fkeys and fkey related
applications (Analog Clock, Clock, CopyDisk
3.0, Craps, F-KEY Installer, FadeKey, Filelnfo,
fkey, Fkey File Installer, Fkey-DA Sampler 2,
FkeyView 2.5, FullMoon Calender, InfoKey,
LaunchKey, MacAlmanac, Pipeline, ResCViewer 4.5, SafeLaunch 2.2, SpaceWarp, StripTease, Unpack, Ver Reader 3.0 and Windows.
S27: Games #5—3D Checkers V2.0, Ballis¬
tics 2.0, Consternation 1.0, HangMan, Peg
Puzzle Pak, UnBreakout.
S28: DAtabase Builder Demo—Full fea¬
tured database in a Desk Accessory.
S29: Sounds #3—Talking Moose 1.21 and 9
sound resources for MacCD (#S23) or
SoundMaster (#S 17)—Archie, Bad Disk 3,
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Beep Sound 2, Disk Sound 5, Disk Sound 6,
Key Click 1, Oh Yeaaahh!, Mac Sound 1, and
Startup Sound 1.
S30: Utilities #4—Init Cdev, Assassin, BundAid, Curse the Finder, Easy Icon, Finder
Cursor Icons, Finder Icons, HD Mini-Icon,
iconManager 1.1, JerryCan, Murphy Init, NeVR
Init, ScrollMBar CDev, System lcons+, Version
Sleuth 1.0, What, and Windows.
S31: DAs #2—Address Book 1.1.2 w/docs,
Artist* 2.01 w/docs, Blackjack, Calc 3.0,
Calendar 1.7, Catch, dCAD 3.0 w/docs, Diskinfo 1.2, Maxwell 2.2a, MegaCalculator, SuperHelp w/docs, VirusDetective 2.2.1 w/docs,
and windows.
S32: VideoWorks w/Sound—6 VW ani¬
mations w/player, sound resources, and
MacinTalk (1 Mac to go, Apollo, Marbles,
People Wall, Shortstop, and The Cauldron.)
S33D: HyperUtilities #2—GetString XFCN,
HyperScrap, LockField, Pluckstring XFCN,
Recover, Script Lister, Script Access, Stack
Analyzer, Stak-X Demo, Unity, Virus Encyclo¬
pedia, XFCN miscellany, Zoomer XCFN).
S34: Excel Templates #1—Macro, Amort,
Sch, Apod 1.0, Budget, Checkbook, Clock.CH,
Clock.MS, Clock.WS, Commands, DB.Form,
Excel Budget, Expenses, Exps, Inc, IRA, Load
Calc Master2, Load MaxTime 2, Matrix, MortAmt.MS 3.0, Replace, Savings Account, BioChart, BioRhythm.
S35D: HyperStacks #3—Atoms, Bird
Stack II, Helicopter Stack, HyperIRA, Scan
Stack 3.
S36: Sounds #4—Includes A Wish, I don’t
know, I know you are, Mecca jumbi, Need
Input!, Unacceptable, Ax Headroom, CheapBeep, Ayaaaah!, Boom!, aooooh, game over
man, monkey, and vulcan mind.
S37D: HyperStacks #4—StackArt Vol. 1
(100 clip art pics).
S38: Games #6—Cairo Shootout 1.2a,
Puzzl 1.1, and Stunt Copter 2.0.
S39: Utilities #5—Init Cdev 2.0, About lOnit
Cdev 2.0, Moire Cdev, Moire Screen Saver
Docs, Moire Cdev to Init, Hierda .9983, RAM
check, SnapJot, SuperClock 3.4, Timepiece,
Virus Detective 3.0.1, Wind Chooser 1.0.1,
Why 1.0.1, QuicKeys demo.
S40D: HyperUtilities #3—Christopher’s
XSTAK4, How a Virus Works, IConjurer, and
Progress XCMD 1.1.
S41: Productivity #1—Albun Tracker 2.0.1,
Amortize 2.4, Check Book 2.0, Road Atlas, and
Smallview 1.3.
S42: Productivity #2—Address List 1.5.2,
BiPlane 1.0.1 (spreadsheet), Doctor 2.35
(makes self launching documents), and Mac
Mailing 1.4S (maillist program).
#S43: VideoWorks w/Sound #2—Hello
Amiga, MacPaint Vid, Movies 3, MylstVid,
Trash, Vamp NY 1, and China Doll. Requires
VI.0 or higher of Spectre.
S44: Utilities #6—Black Box 1.5, Complete
Delete, Earth Init, FFDA Sampler, File Fixer,
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IconWrap Init, Macify 2.5, MacSpeed, Repair
1.4, Rescue, Scrolling Menu Installer, Shredder
6.0, System Version, TextDiff, TFinder 2.2,
ToMultifinder 2.3, Vaccine 1.01, and Version
Reader 2.2.
S45: Graphics #2—MandeIZot 1.4.1, Micro
Swarm, Notebook 1.0, NoteNote5, PyreWorks,
ScanPaint, SelectPaint, ViewPaint 1.7.
S46: Everyman 1— Graphics/text adventure.
Requires VI.9 or higher of Spectre.
S47D/S48D: Phoenix—interactive adven¬
ture game based on the movies 2001 and
2010. Requires Spectre VI.9 or higher and 2
DS drives or Hard disk.
S49: Lawn Zapper—arcade type game.
(Requires VI.9 or higher of Spectre.)
S50: Dungeons of Doom, V5.4. Inter¬
active adventure game based on Dungeons
and Dragons.
S51D: Postscript Fonts #1—11 postscript
fonts: Archimedes Border, Bills’ Dingbats,
Classic Heavy, Classic Italic, Classic Roman,
Draftman, Faust, Gordon, Style, Tiny Helve¬
tica, and Toulouse Lautrec.
CN Magic Library
NOTE: The following disks from our library of
Magic disks for use with the Magic Sac
Macintosh emulator also work with
Spectre.
M5: Disk Librarian (includes complete list¬
ing of CN Magic & Spectre libraries)
M12: MacBillBoard-Macpaint clone,
includes dozen pictures.
Ml9: Pinball Construction Set GamesPlayer + Games: Apple, Black Hole, Face,
Kalin ball, Madonna, Minute-Mag, Patchwork
Mess, Phantom, Pure-Gemme, Samurai,
Royal Pain, Wizards Lair.
M29: PCS Games #2-Player+Games:
Circus Circus, D&D, Diadora, Max, Merlin,
Modern Mistress, Queston, Twilight Zone,
Whazit.
Adventure Games
Ml7: Dungeons of Doom 4.0
M23: Vampire Castle
M24: Deep Angst, 1 Mb
M31: Black Wizard
M36: Castle of Ert
M40: Hack, Version 1.03
M41: Radical Castle
M63D: Mountain of Mayhem
M65D: Deep Angst II
M66: Intruder.
Font Disks
Ml3: Fonts #1
M44 Fonts #7
M14: Fonts #2
M50: Fonts #8
M16: Fonts #3
M61: Fonts #9
M32: Fonts #4
M64: Fonts #10
M35: Fonts #5
M67: Fonts #11
M42: Fonts #6
Clip Art Disks
M33: Clip Art #1
M55 Clip Art #3
M52: Clip Art #2
Commercial Demos
M37: Mac-A-Mug Pro Demo
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M38: Video Works Player #1
M39: Demo Disk #2: Anatomiser,
DeskPaint, and SuperPaint
M54: Design Demo Disk
M59D: Demo Disk #3: Kaleidagraph,
Geographies II
M62: Demo Disk #4: Math Blaster, Blob
Manager Demo.
HyperCard Disks
M48D: HyperStacks #1-Address, Data¬
book, Fractal, Funy Day, Home Desk, HyperNews 1.2, HyperZoetropes, MacGallery, MacVermont #2, Notebook, Periodic Table, and
ResEdit IPS.
M49D: HyperStacks #2: Ear, Illusions,
Passing Notes, Shipstack, Silly, US States V2.
M56D: HyperStacks #3: Atkinson’s 786K
Clip Art Stack w/500 pieces of art.
Note: the following Magic game disks may or
may not work with Spectre.
Games
M4: Games #1-Backgammon, Bash Big
Blue, Curves, MacLuff, MacYahtezee, Maze
3D, Meltdown, Missile Command, Munch,
PepsiCas, Smile, Snow, Solitaire, Space
BBubbles, Vax Runner II.
M6: Games #2-Ashes, Black Box,
Destroyer, HexPuzzle, Killer Kalah, MacPolyu,
Office Attack, Point Symmetry, Snake,
Solitaire, Trophy List, Wall Game, Wheel.
M7: Games #3-Ashes, Break the Bricks,
Deep Ennui, Go, Mac Gunner, MacBugs,
MacCommand, MacYahtzee, Wiz Fire 1.1.
M15: Games #4-Alice, Amps 3, Bricks,
Canfield 2, lago, Lets Get Tanked, MacHeads,
Nim, Space Attack, Third Dimension.
M20: Games #5-Chase Em, Crystal Raider,
Daleks, Golf MacWay, Kill Fire, Kill, King, King
MacWrite, On-The-Contrary, Stunt Copter.
M21: Games #6-Guess, Hackers Contest,
Hot Air Balloon, Match, Ramml.0, Trick-Track,
Utaan Attack, Zero Gravity.
M25: Games #7-Billiards, Cros Master,
Flash Cards, Hangman 9, Master Guess, Safari
1.0, Venn.
M30: Games #8-Bowl-A-Rama, MacTrek
1.1, Mystery Box, Shots, Star Trek Trivia,
Window Blaster 1.0
M34: Games #9-1000 Miles, Asteroids,
Cairo ShootOut, Donkey Doo, Duck Hont,
Pente 1.0
M45: Games #10-Blackjack 4, Gunshy,
Humpback, New Social Climber, Panic, Puzzle
1, Video Poker.
M51: Games #11-Bouncing Balls, Fire
Zone, Mac Word Hunt, Out Flank, Risk, Word
Search.
M53: Games #12-3D Checkers 2, Bills
Casino, BMX Racing Game, HeloMath, Mouse
Craps.
M58: Games #13-Klondike 3.6, Space
Station Pheta, Mac Concentration, Sitting
Duck, Hot Air Balloon 2.1, Think Ahead+2.0
M60: Games #14-Golf Solitaire, Mac
Football, Euchre 2.2, Gomoku, Pyramid,
Checkers, Runaround and MacPuzzle 1.0.
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Disks listed by month of introduc¬
tion. See page 74 for ordering
information.

June 1989
#327D: Sonus Superscore Demo. Demo
version of MIDI sequencing and scoring
software packages, 1Mb, Mono.
#328D: GENIE ST Roundtable Data¬
base, by Library/Topic.
#329D: GENIE ST Roundtable Data¬
base, by File Number. These two disks
contain complete database of ST files avail¬
able within the ST roundtable as of June 1989.
Program includes variety of search options.
#330D-#335D: Seeker Bible Search
Program. 6 disk set has KJ version of bible
plus program tohelp you find any word or
phrase you choose.
#336: BSTAT Statistical Graphics Pro¬
gram. In a beta test state, quite complex and
contains virtually any statistical function you
might need.
#337: Graphics Demos, an assortment of
AVS demos and a Cyber animation demo:
Bugs Bunny, spaceship gettting hit with lazer
blasts, four cylinder Honda engine cutaway,
color only.
#338: Micro-EMACS, Ver3.l0. latest ver¬
sion of popular text editing program now
provides ’some’ mouse support. Complete
manual, help file, and text files on disk.
#339: Extensor. Game based on the
LIGHT CYCLE sequence in the movie TRON.
Color or mono.
#340: Disk Label Programs. Over a
dozen different label maker programs from
standard mailing labels to labels for diskettes,
file folders, casette tapes, or report covers.
#341: Print Master Utilities: PM_2_DEG,
saves PM icons in Degas format. PS_2_PM,
converts Print Shop to Print Master. Borders:
REWVOL1, DINOREW, REWART1, CUSTOM,
ICON1.
#343: Utilities No. 29: DISSASSM,
DCOPY312, MYSTIC, MACCEL, RATEHD,
HEADST10, GIFNEO, RAMBABY.
#344: Utilities No. 30. ACC.PRG,
DCFORACC, DCFRM301, QUICKUTL,
QMENU2, QFIND, QUIKME, QUICKST 0.81,
QINDEX, SCRNSAVE.PRG, SUPRBT55.

July/August 1989
#345: Berthold Pics No. 1. 8 exciting
Spectrum pics from John Berthold: Anasazl,
Blokblos, Duckneuv, Explore, Moonfest, Out¬
back, Philtoo, Scape3c and spslide.prg.
#346: Spectrum 512 Utilities. SPCPRINT
(print Spectrum pictures directly to printer,
color or black-and-white), SPCCONVR (con¬
vert Spectrum 512 pictures to Degas PI1),
SPCVIEW (GFA Basic program to view Spec¬
trum 512 pictures). Disk includes three pic¬
tures: laserbee, madonna, and redarrow.
#347: MOTerm Elite 1.41. The Ultimate
Telecom Package for the ST, by Doug
Johnson. Features many things that no other
terminal packages contain, including medium
or high resolution graphics which can be
exchanged over the modem automatically,
sound that can be transferred online, a new
file transfer protocol called Dmodem that is
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faster and more accurate than Xmodem, built
in text editor for editing of information
captured off of a modem or other files, an
automatic dialer that will dial phone numbers
while you do something else within the
program, the fastest Xmdoem file transfer
routines yet available for the ST, and much
more. Requires 1 Mb.
#348: Game Disk No. 18. Companion 1,
color arcade action as you fly your ROCM,
and Trivia Quiz, test your knowledge against
the computer or other players. (C)
#349: XFORMER Programs No. 1. In¬
cludes Analog 35, 38, 41, 44. These are the
Analog 8-bit disks converted to ST format for
use with Xformer. Xformer is the Atari 8-bit
emulator. (CN #263: ST XFORMER now has
version 2.4)
#350: XFORMER Programs No. 2. In¬
cludes Analog 47, 50, and 55. More Analog
8-bit disks converted to ST format for use
with Xformer, the Atari 8-bit emulator.
#351: Publishing Partner Utilities No.
3. 18 fonts for use with Publishing Partner:
Binner, Blockup, Cyrillic, Futura Bold Con¬
densed, Futura Block, Keyboard, Gothic,
Lubalin, Old English, Oriental, Segment,
Spokane, Stop, Timebold, Tyme/Helv,
University, and Wilkes.
#352: Graphic Utilities. Metaview Prg/Acc
by Ric Clayton. Program allows you to view
GEM Metafiles in standard GEM windows.
(Metafiles are files with a .GEM extension
such as those produced by EasyDraw and
GEM-Draw.) Will display any GEM Metafile, in
any resolution, with or without GDOS instal¬
led, and (hopefully) run on any version of
TOS. Image Editor DA V0.65 Demo by Mike
Bergman (mono only), a tool to edit mono¬
chrome .IMG files for desktop publishing and
related activities. Deluxe Slideshow V2.0, by
John Brochu, combines all the currently
popular ST graphics formats (Neochrome,
Degas, Degas compressed, Tiny, and Spec¬
trum) into one compact, but flexible slide
show program. IMG Show, by Migraph, allows
viewing of monochrome .IMG files on any
resolution ST (low, med, hi, & Viking 1). Art
Gallery, by Charles F. Johnson, shows Degas,
Degas Elite compressed, Neo and Tiny pic¬
tures. ST Banner, print large banners out of
small letters on your printers. Also Degasnap.prg and Snapshot.acc.
#353: Print Master Icons No. 3. Collect
1,2,3,4. A collection of 479 icons for use with
Print Master.
#354: Print Master Icons No. 4. Collect
5,6,7. A collection of 470 more icons for use
with Print Master.
#355: IMG Mortised Cuts. 19 IMG pic¬
tures: angel, artist, backsign, dinner, dog,
dragon, elf, frntsign, jackbox, jester, mirror,
paperboy, shipl, ship2, train, trumpet, two
elves, umbrella, wide man.
#356: Bate*. Discontinued.

September 1989
#357: PageStream Fonts No. 1. An
assortment of DEMO fonts available for
PageStream. Note: these demos do not
include the entire alphabet. Anglo, Opt, Type¬
writer, Downtown, Handwriting, Rock, Begin¬
nings, Brushup, Karin ... +24 more fonts.
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#358: Calamus Fonts No. 1. 15 complete
fonts for Calamus. Chancery, Cursive, Con¬
densed Cursive, Gillia, Gilly, Revue, Savings,
Souvenir Medium, Souvenir Med Italic, Spok¬
ane, Study, Study Cond., Windy.
#359: Pentimo. This is a terrific puzzle
game that will provide you with hours of
entertainment. Place 12 pieces in box. Many
variations, 100s of solutions, but try and find
one! (M)
#360: Bermuda Race II. A racing simula¬
tion game. You have to learn the ins and outs
of sailing to win this race. (C/M)
#361: Game Disk No. 19. Two arcade
clones: Rocket Patrol (like Missile Command)
and Trifide (like Galaxian). (C)
#362: A Dudley Dilemma. An AGT Adven¬
ture, by Lane Barrow. In this game, you play
the role of a Harvard University student living
in Dudley House in his/her quest for know¬
ledge, adventure and a diploma. This award
winning game is a very clever, humorous and
challenging adventure in the classic style of
Infocom. (C/M)
#363: Tark, Priestess of the first church, in
her battle against the demon of dark desire,
an AGT adventure by Philip Kegelmeyer. An
extremely well written game based on a
“Dungeons and Dragons” theme (complete
with spells and hit points) where you play a
priestess struggling against the forces of evil.
(C/M)
#364: Rapture and Susan(R). Two more
AGT adventures: Love’s Fiery Rapture, by
Natasha Mirage. A torrid tale of what could
turn out to be THE perfect date. A parody(?)
of romance novels like those published by
Harlequin. This game demonstrates a very
clever way to translate a “Choose Your Own
Adventure” style game into an AGT game.
Susan, A Lustful Game, By Bill Larkins. You
attempt to score points with your girlfriend,
Susan. R-rated game for adults only. (C/M)
#365: Ring & Pork. Two more AGT adven¬
tures: Des Ring DesNibelungen, by Michael R.
Harris. You play the role of Siegfried in an
adventure based on the operas of Richard
Wagner—complete with a very tender and
loving Brunnhilde. A very unusual approach to
an adventure game. PORK, by David Malmberg. A parody of the Infocom game of
ZORK. If you were ever frustrated by ZORK,
playing this game is your chance to enjoy the
sweet fruits of revenge. (C/M)
#366: The Adventure Game Toolkit
(AGT). A shareware product that lets you
construct your own adventure games. Com¬
plete Docs included. Adventure games above
are all compiled versions of games created
with AGT. Programs on disk are ARC’d. (C/M)
#367: AGT Source Code. Includes
(ARC’d) the source code to 9 additional AGT
adventures: Colossal Cave Adventure, Cru¬
sade, Elf’s Adventure, A Fable, Ghost Town,
Paranoia, Odieu’s Quest, The Squynchia
Adventure, An Underground Adventure.
#368D: VIDI-ST No. 1. Two VIDI-ST digit¬
ized animation sequences of a dunk shot and
a pitch. Requires 1Mb. DS-disk (C)
#369D: VIDI-ST No. 2. A VIDI-ST digitized
animation, star basketball player (V. Johnson)
shooting a basket. Requires 1 MB DS-disk

(C).
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#370: NORAD. Watch your screen as 97
satellites and meteors trace out their paths on
your montior.
#371: Berthold’s Pics No. 2.8 terrific
Spectrum pictures by John Berthold. The
Legend of the Lost Fuji, Msiau Chou Des¬
cending Into the Mist, Fantasy Figure 3, The
Escape of Princess Mon-Haat, Skate Riguel,
The Story Teller, Eilean Donan Castle-Scotland, Vlacherna Convent-Greece. (Color)
#372: Magnhr/riter ST. (See CN#401)
#373: Strip Breakout (R). Breakout game.
Breaking the bricks reveals picture under¬
neath. 27 screens. Adults only. (Color).
#374: Codehead/C.F. Johnson Utility
Collection. Shareware products and demos
of commercial products from Codehead Soft¬
ware and C.F. Johnson. Includes Little Green
File Selector vl.4, Pinhead vl.3 and more.
#375: Darek Mihocka Utility Collection.
Complete collection of Darek’s ‘Quick’ utilities
(Quick ST to compete against Turbo ST,
Quick Index to measure your ST’s perfor¬
mance are among the ‘Quick’utilities)as well
as his Megablit paint prg & Megawatt acc.
#376: NeoDesk Icon Collection. A col¬
lection of 31 icon files for use with NeoDesk
2.0. Includes NeoDesk demo program. Files
are ARC’d.
#377: Official Atari Utilities Disk. In¬
cludes Atari’s latest Hard Disk utilities and
booter (version 3.01) which allows more than
4 partitions and partition sizes of up to 1
gigabyte. Also included is the complete set of
the ‘official’ Atari Rainbow TOS utilities and
patches. (Rainbow TOS is the name for TOS
1.4). Includes the Hard Disk Ship ACC, Mouse
Accelerator II and more.
#378: ELAN 1.5. Another nice programming
language environment from The Neatherlands
with sample source code and documentation
in TEX format.
#379: Utility Disk #31. Disk Utilities.
DCOPY 3.2A—the latest version of this terrific
all around utility. DISKVFY—verifies a disk to
find the bad spots on a disk. FLOORMT2-Floormatter is a nice formatting program that
runs in low resolutiuon. GEMLABEL—version
3 of a nice GEM based labeling program.
ACK2PRG—an updated version of a program
that shrinks the sizes of executable programs.

November 1989
#380: The Revolution Handbook. By
Donald A. Thomas, Jr., 1989 ARTISAN SOFT¬
WARE, this ‘handbook’ comes with a viewer
program that allows you to browse through
the handbook on the screen.
#381: VanTerm Version 3.81 VanTerm is a
full-featured terminal program for the Atari ST
(c) 1987 by Wm. A. Van Nest, Sr. Besides the
main VanTerm program (and its associated
configuration and help files), this disk also
includes DCOPY32.PRG (current version of
DCOPY) - DCOPY is faster than ARC, com¬
presses more than ARC, has all the ARC
functions of ARCSHL, plus it formats disk¬
ettes, prints file, reformats files of many
types, and more! (NOTE: this update replaces
the earlier version, #265. Send in your original
#265 and $1, and CN will be happy to update
your copy.)

March 1990

#382: SUB_CAL, Version 1.14. New,
improved and expanded version of Sub_Cal.
SubCal is a calculator with many, many
extras. It will compute arithmetic expressions
entered in a human-readable form and will
also compute definite integrals, derivatives or
solve equations. It will also solve polynomial
equations up to the second degree. A simple
plotting feature is included as well. The new
Sub Cal also allows for vector and matrix
operations (including solving of linear equa¬
tion systems). (NOTE: this update replaces
#322. Send in your original #322 and $1, and
CN will be happy to update your copy.)
#383: The American PaSTime Baseball
Simulator, Demo Game Program V2.00D, October, 1989. The American PaS¬
Time Baseball Simulator provides a very rich
and accurate simulation of the game of
baseball, from the viewpoint of the manager.
Results are based on the actual statistics of
the players entered; variation from reality will
be approximately the same as the actual
variation players experience in real life.
#384: Geography Tutor Demo. Only the
data base and map for EUROPE can be
loaded. Save functions have also been dis¬
abled. Disk includes data base of useful facts
concerning each European country. Not only
can you view these facts, but you can plot
them on the maps. You can also compare
countries, search facts to be plotted, order
lists alphabetically or by size etc..
Also included is a Reader Program
designed to help you read any text file.
#385: Double Click Software Share¬
ware Sampler Disk. DC FORMATTER 3.02-formatting program with a host of useful
options. MYSTIC FORMATTER 1.0—formatter
in desk accessory format. DC XTRACT-extract programs from ARC files. DC CLOCK
V3.3—places time clock in upper right corner
of screen. DC DESKEY VI.0—a desktop menu
selector using keystrokes. DC STUFFER V0.9-load in up to 32 desk accessories (DAs) into
GEM.
#386D: JIL2D(tm) Shareware Drafting
Package. A valuable drafting tool: you can
create, measure, dimension, save, and restore
drawings using JIL’s unique interface. You can
also make and use screen dumps, figure
libraries, and parametric macros, just to name
a few applications. System requirements:
monochrome ONLY, DS, at least 1 Mb of ram.
Includes MONOVIEW.PRG: (a short slide
show presentation of the JILCAD system
components.)
#387: Empire Map Collection. A collec¬
tion of ALL of the maps for Empire we’ve
been able to find—over 120 maps in all. This
disk does require the game Empire from
Interstel to be useful.
#388: Breach Scenario Collection. A
collection of many Breach scenarios, Breach
Cheat 2, and a squad leader editor. In order to
fit this collection on one disk the scenarios
are ARC’ed but ARC.TTP and ARC Shell II v2.0
are provided to extract the files.
#389: Game Disk #20: Star Trek. STOS
variation of the Star Trek game. This game will
NOT run on machines with TOS 1.4 installed!
#390D: Game Disk #21: Pile-Up. A
STOS variation of the Russian game of Tetris.

Current Notes

This game is on a DS disk and will NOT run
on machines with TOS 1.4 installed.
#391: Game Disk #22: Super Breakout.
A very nice variation of Breakout with an
editor. Requires a monochrome monitor and
it DOES work with TOS 1.4.
#392D: Spectrum Pics No. 6: People. 17
Spectrum pictures (Alf, Anticad, Bladel,
Clown, Donnaric, Ellen, Girl, Headroom,
Kissme, Lady clr, Laura, Lisaw, Madonna,
Match5, Sam4, Samfoxl, Terri.
#393D: Spectrum Pics No. 7: Space. 20
Spectrum pictures (Aliennat, Callisto, Dethstar, Earth, Faces, Finhorn5, Glass, Juggy,
Jupiter, Laserbee, Launch, Newtek, Outblue,
Prism, Stardest, Timextal, Trek, Trontank,
Voyager.
#394D: Spectrum Pictures No. 8: Cars
and more. 18 Spectrum pictures (Appleton,
Cobra, Convert, Decoy, Ferrari, Homer, Lilypond, Magnum, Mansion, Mazda,Ninja,
Porsche, Redrx7, Redwing, Ship, Taxi, Tut,
Tutmirr2.

December 1989
#395D-#399D: The TeX Distribution.
Compiled by Horace Mitchell. TeX system
requirements: 1Mb memory, double-sided
drive. The TeX Distribution has a core of four
double-sided disks and a fifth DS utility disk.
These disks replace the earlier CN TeX release
(#309D, #310D, and #31 ID). Send in your
earlier three disks and we will be glad to
replace them with #395, #396, and #397 for
$1 each.
#395D: TEX, and #396D: DRIVERS.
Disks 1 and 2 contain the files for running TeX
(and LaTeX) and for printing TeX documents
respectively. These two disks are sufficient for
trying out TeX. However, there are NOT
enough font files included on Disk 2 for a
complete implementation of TeX. Note also
that Disk 1 (#395) includes the ZOO compac¬
tion program needed to uncompact the files
provided on all five disks in the set.
#397D: METAFONT. Disk 3 contains the
font generation program METAFONT, which
can create any font that the printer drivers on
Disk 2 need.
#398D: INITEX. IniTeX, a program for
customizing TeX plus the slide maker SliTeX
and the bibliography database BibTeX.
#399D: PICTEX. PiCTeX—a set of TeX
macros designed for the creation of figures
and graphs within TeX documents. MuTeX—a
set of TeX macros and fonts for typesetting
music scores. INPUT2 archive contains vari¬
ous style files for LaTeX that are not part of
the standard style set described in the LaTeX
manual.
#400: GFA Tutorial. NOT a tutorial for
those of you already familiar with GFA Basic.
Just a plain and simple guide from square
one for learning the use of GFA.
#401: ST WRITER V3.4. Latest version of
this excellent word processor by Dr. Bruce
Noonan. Disk includes English, Spanish,
German, and MagniWriter versions, all
updated to version 3.4.
#402: Construction Estimator VI.8. Use
this program to help you estimate the quan¬
tity and cost of materials for various building
projects.
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Current Notes ST Public Domain Library
#403: Utility Disk #32. (Color) CHEETAHC—copy multiple files from one place to
another. GEMRED—redirects output of pro¬
grams to a printer or file. ADBASE14—
address database program. DSKCHART--dis¬
plays chart of disk usage. FFIND12—a disk lib
prg. SPEEDRDR—improve speed reading.
#404: Utility Disk #33. (Monochrome)
PUBPAINT—a pd paint program from Ger¬
many. CHEETAHC—copyg multiple files from
one place to another. GEMRED—redirects
output of programs to printer or file.
SPEEDRDR—improve speed reading.
#405: DeskJet Utilities & Drivers.
ADDRESS2—address envelopes. COMPACT-print out directories at 20 cpi (this program
also works with Epson compatible printers
using
superscript).
DESKJET.CFG—Word
Writer ST driver. DJETBOOT-set the DJ to
draft mode. DJDEGAS—print any DEGAS .PI?
picture. DVIDJ—DVI output driver for the
DeskJet and TeX. EPSJET—driver to give
graphics output comparable to Epson MX-80.
FS DJET—driver for Fleet Street Publisher
v2.0. HPDSKJET—driver for First Word Plus.
JETLAB11—a labeling program. JETSET—
accessory to configure HP DJ. LASERJET-downloads soft fonts. P OR SAV—print or
save screen in 3 sec. SHTPDJ and SHTPDJP-printer control files for Sheet. STW_HPDJ-ST Writer printer driver. TESTFONT—two test
soft fonts(Candyland and Camelot).
#406: Utility Disk #34. ASSASSIN-simplifies modification of GDOS ASSIGN.SYS files;
BOOSTV09-select prgs & desktop.inf files
used at bootup; DESK MANAGER V2.7—GEM
interface to select bootup options.
#407: SHEET Demo. 4-in-1 integrated
package; spreadsheet program, database
manager, charting program and BASIC inter¬
preter. Charting program can generate graphs
on screen. Save and Load WKS disabled.
#408: Ani ST. (Color) Previously marketed
by Aegis as Aegis Animator. The author,
Jim Kent, has entered it in the shareware
market under the new name Ani ST. (Color)
#409D: Cyber Animations: Visitor &
Froggie. (Color) DS disk required.

January/February 1990
#410 Spectrum Color Clip Art. Allow
Spectrum users to add detailed figures to
their own creations. Includes Animals 1,2,3,
City_bld, Country, Mountains, Skies, Trees,
Western 1,2, and Vehicles. Also includes three
sample complete pictures: Meadow, Street,
Scenel. (C)
#411: SpiritWare Concordance. V2.0, A
Bible study tool that makes maximum use of
mouse, windows, and menu capabilities of
GEM to provide a fast and powerful way to
access words/phrases in the scriptures. In¬
cludes text from Romans 1 through Philemon
I. Color or Mono, requires 1Mb.
#412: File Compression Utilities. ARC
6.01—faster ver. of ARC. ARCSHELL 2.1-GEM shell for both LZH and ARC. LHARC
51—produces smaller files than ARC. ARC<>LZH—converts ARC files to LZH or LZH files
to ARC. ARCX.TTP-simple deARCer.
#413: utility Disk No. 35. CHECK 1A—
system check for color STs. CHEETAH2—fast
file copier, great for moving files across hard
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drive partitions. TRASHCAN—accessory gives
Neodesk a trash can that can be opened and
files un-deleted even after writing to disk or
rebooting. DIARY 1.7—full featured text editor
as a desk accessory.
#414: utility Disk No. 36. DC SHOWIT-replacement for GEM show routine, views
text files and uncompressed Neo and Degas
pics. STARSTRK—screen saver, fills screen
with moving stars. LGSELECT16B—latest ver¬
sion of little green item selector. SUPERBOOT 6.0—configure auto program, desk
acc, desktop info files, assign system files
and much more on system bootup. SWITCH
630—shut laser printer Diablo emulator on
and off.
#415: Hardware Mods No. 1. 25MGUM-how to upgrade a 520ST to 2.5MB or 4MB,
plus programs to test the upgrades.
MEGA2T04—How to upgrade a Mega2 to 4
MB. TOSH—How to install TOS 1.4 6 chip set
in a Mega ST. BLITZ—make your own analog
disk copier. BLITTER UPGRADE—how to add
a blitter to your rev B motherboard.
#416: Clip Art and Time Works Bor¬
ders. four houses in GEM format, 5 houses
in PI2 Degas format, 1 Atari Logo in GEM
format, 10 borders in Timeworks DTP format,
and 4 IMG pictures of dragons and wolves.
#417D: Saturn. Spectrum animation of
Saturn. Requires 1 MB memory, color, and
double-sided disk.
#418D:
Sequence Files. SKULL
sequence—skull done with rez render.
DALEK—animated Dalek from Dr. Who
science fiction series. ZNETART—Z-Net logo
bouncing off mirrored walls. Includes Animate4 sequence file player. 1 Mb, DS drive.
#419: Game Disk No. 23. (Color): BLAS¬
TER—fast defender-like game. INVADERS-very hard variation of an arcade classic.
ST-TETRIS—variation on Tetris game. Draw
Poker, and Darts.

NEW * * * March 1990
#420: .ACCESS Demo. Contains a strip¬
ped down version of the Desk Accessory and
TOS versions of .Access!. The demo version
only knows how to do two things. Display
directories and process a subset of batch
functions. All the other commands such as
copy, move, rename... have been striped from
the demo version. Built-in commands and
functions contained in demo version: *,+,and, ascii, batch, block, cd,
chdir, chr, date, defaults, dir, drive, dtnum,
echo, else, elseif, eof, exit, export, filedt,
filestat, font, for, help, if, input, justify, length,
Is, md, mkdir, pwd, rd, rmdir, segment, set,
tail, time, variables, ver, version, and while.
#421: Mono Games No. 8. ST Tetris for
the ST; Draw Poker, V2.5; Dragon (German
version of Shanghai puzzle); MacPan VI.0
(PacMan clone); Sokoban (can you push
packets into saving positions? 42 puzzle
screens).
#422: UNITERM. Version 2.0E. Truly
outstanding piece of freeware for those who
need powerful terminal (VT-xxx, Tektronix, or
IBM) emulation capabilities. Has the best
Kermit implementation available for the ST.

Current Notes

Includes complete documentation file.
Replaces CN #303.
#423: Utility Disk No. 37. Various graphics
utilities. SPX Slide show (shows PI1, PI2,
SPC, SPU, and NEO formats,; IFFCNV (con¬
verts NEO, PI?, TN?, IFF, and SP? formats to
NEO, PI? or IFF); SPECDEG (converts SPU
to PI1). CVTPM (converts IBM Print Master
graphics library and borders to ST Print
Master format); IDEALIMG (Ideal IMG sizer
will set header info of IMG file to the right size
for your printer); PI3_2MAC (converts Degas
to McPaint); PM_TO_PS (transfer Print Mas¬
ter graphics to Degas hi-res format);
PRTJMG (print IMG files to Star NX-10, or
compatible, printer); B-GIF (convert GIF to
PI1.PI2, or SPU).
#424: Micro RTX Demo. Micro RTX is an
OS replacement which works with TOS and
allows multitasking of TOS programs. It pro¬
vides the system services necessary for
implementing multitasking in your programs.
Includes complete Micro RTX programming
manual describing how to use Micro RTX in
your programs. (If you do not know what a
system call is or how to use one,then you
don’t need this disk.)
#425: DMC Laserbrain. VI.31. Epson
emulator for the Atari SLM 804 laser
printer. Includes fonts in an ARC file. Font file
is 636K unARC’d and will require a DS drive or
hard drive.
#426: Mean 18 Courses. Eleven new and
exciting golf courses for use with Mean 18:
Stumpy Lake, Oval Creek, Bow Creek,
Oceana, Red Wing, Castle, Lee Park, Kapula,
Lunar Link, Short Course (best short holes in
USA), and Greatest (18 in US). (Color)
#427: Hardware Mods No. 2. MIDI Net how to network two STs through the MIDI
ports. Turbo 16 - How to install the acce¬
lerator board and utilities to turn it on and off.
#428: Game Disk No. 24. ECO, a fas¬
cinating ecology animation, you start life as a
bug, avoid predators, find food, and evolve.
Sound easy? It’s not! ORBIT, this is a
break-out game written in STOS Basic. This
version works with TOS 1.4 and replaces our
earlier disk #315. (Color)
#429: Game Disk No. 25. Alien Block¬
ade, a QIX clone that will keep you occupied
for a long time!. Atom Smasher, another
break-out type game. (Color)

Order disks from CN Library,
122 N. Johnson Rd, Sterling, VA
22170.
Disks are $4.00 each.
Add $1/(6 disks) for S&H up to a
max of $6.00. Quantity discounts:
10 disks for $35
35 disks for $100
50 disks for $150
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JONetworks
Computer Center

VISA

Memory Upgrade

PC - SPEED

Prices include

IBM EMULATOR FOR ALL THE
ATARI ST

Available NOW!

$ 399.95
Installation Available. Call for price.

|

2.5 meg ram upgrade for
1040ST and all 520ST

- Runs 4 times as fast as a PC
- Works with both mono/color
- Support for ST hard drives
- Hercules and CGA compatible
PC-Speed will let your Atari ST run any
PC compatible software. It uses a NEC
V30 processor to do all the work for
emulation. The Atari takes care of the
screen, disk and memory. That Is the
reason why it is so fasti

1

399.95 1

4 meg ram upgrade for
1040ST and all 520ST

599.95 |

1 meg ram upgrade
for 520STfm only

149.95 1

4 meg upgrade for Mega 2

299.95 1

Prices may vary. Call to reserve.

579.00

Double Sided Drive Mechanism
For SF354 Drive

50 meg Hard Drive

670.00

-Double Sided/85 trk
-Quiet Operation

85 meg Hard Drive

779.00

Installation available

TOS 1.4 ROMS
6 chip set or 2 chip set.
Speedup your ST with Atari's
latest ROM revision.
6 chip set installed
2 chip set installed

80.00
99.00

1
4%.

ST Hard Drives
30 meg Hard Drive

$ 99.95

|

All hard drives have 28ms access and
are fully expandable.

.. | | Service
A 4 A and
O I ^Repair
Our service J
department offers a
fast and reliable
turn around on all
equipment brought
in for repair.

We also do Mall Order.

Just call or write
us to order.
Mon- thurs 10am - 6pm
Fri - Sat 10am - 7pm

Call

(301)948-0257

WAACE CLUB CORNER
NOV ATARI: Northern Virginia Atari Users* Group
President.Millicent Gompertz..
ST VP..Paul Cartwright.301-460-1431
8-bit VP.Tom Eckhardt.
Membership.Earl Lilley.703-281-9017
Treasurer.Gary Purinton.703-264-8826
ST Librarian.703-450-3992
8-bit Librarian.Geoff DiMego.703-425-5030
8-bit Mail.Thom Parkin.
Sterling Chapter.Richard Gunter.703-471-7765
ARMUDIC Sysop.Scott Ogden.703-450-3992

New Members: Dues are $24/year/family and include a subscription
to Current Notes and access to more activities. Join at the main
meeting, at a chapter meeting, or by sending $24, payable to
NOVATARI, to NOVATARI, PO BOX 4076, Merrifield, VA 22116.
Novatari Main meeting: 2nd Sunday of the month at the Washing¬
ton Gas Light Building, 6801 Industrial Rd, Springfield, VA. Take 495 to
east on Braddock Rd.(620) to south on Backlick Rd (617). Left on
Industrial Rd. Washington Gas Light is the second building on the right.
5:30 Programmers SIG; 6:15 announcements, open forum, door prizes;
6:45 VAST and 8-BIT SIG meetings.
Chapter Meeting: Sterling, Sterling Library, 7:30-9:30, Wed after the
2nd Sunday. Contact Richard Gunter at 471-7765.
A.U.R.A.: Atari Users Regional Association
President.Ira Horowitz.301-384-0809
8-bit VP.Chuck Spring.301-262-0114
ST VP.Stewart Rosenthal.301-989-1755
Treasurer/Membership Bill Brown.301-279-7537
16-bit Librarian.John Barnes.301-652-0667

Meetings:

3rd Thursday of each month in the Multipurpose Room at
Grace Episcopal School. The school is on the east side of Connecticut
Ave, 1/4 mile north of the Connecticut Ave (North) Exit from 1495.
Library and swap table sales begin at 7:15, the meeting begins at 7:30.
We have separate XL and ST demonstrations. There will be ST and
8-bit door prizes.

Correspondence:

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, changes of address, etc. should be sent to: AURA, PO Box
7761, Silver Spring, MD 20910.

New Members.

Dues are $25/year and include a subscription to
Current Notes. Send name, address, phone number, and check to
above address.

FACE.: Frederick Atari Computer Enthusiasts
President.Chris Rietman.301-791-9170
Vice President.Mike Kerwin.301-845-4477
Treasurer.Buddy Smallwood....717-485-4714

Meetings: 4th Tuesday, 7-9:30 pm, Walkersville High School, MD
Route 194, 1 mile north of MD Route 26 (Liberty Road). July and
August meetings will be held at St Paul’s Lutheran Church, 14 W.
Pennsylvania Ave, Walkersville, MD.
New Members:

Dues are $25/year/family and include a subscription
to Current Notes. Join at meeting or send check, payable to FACE, to
Buddy Smallwood, PO Box 2026, Frederick, MD 21701.

WACUG: Woodbridge Atari Computer Users’ Group
President.Lou Praino.703-221-8193
Treasurer.David Waalkes.703-490*1225
Librarian.Frank Bassett.703-670-8780
Meetings: 7-9 PM, Community Room, Potomac Branch, Prince
William County Library, Opitz Blvd, Woodbridge, VA. Entering Woodbridge from either North or South on Route 1, proceed to the
intersection of Route 1 and Opitz Blvd (opposite Woodbridge LincolnMercury). Turn West on Opitz and take first left turn into the library’s
parking lot. The Community Room is located to your left immediately
upon entering the main building.
New Members: Initial membership fee is $10 plus $1 monthly dues.
Renewals are $20 per year, payable as of 1 January. Membership
includes a subscription to Current Notes. Join at meeting or send
check, payable to WACUG, to David Waalkes, 1302 Oregon Ave,
Woodbridge, VA 22191.

MACC: Maryland Atari Computer Club
President.Jim Hill.301-461-7556
Vice President.Alan Kassinof.301-486-1389
Treasurer.John Cromwell.301-747-0949
Secretary.Tim Caldwell.301-687-1413
8-bit Librarian.Bill Bogdan.301-679*7262
ST Librarian.Tim Caldwell.301-687-1413
Newsletter Ed.Charles Smeton.301-465-8628
Meetings: Last Tuesday, 6:30 pm, Pikesville Library, 1 mile east on
Reisterstown Rd from Exit 20 off the Baltimore Beltway.
New Members: Club Dues are $25/year and include a subscription to
Current Notes. Join at meeting or send check, payable to MACC, to
James Hill, 8591 Wheatfield Way, Ellicott City, MD, 21043.

MAST: Meade Atari ST Users Group
President.John Corkran.301*255-1674
Secretary.John Corkran.301-255-1674
PD Librarian.Dave Napierala.301-490-8217
Tangent Line Sysop.Thomas Hutchinson..
Tangent Line BBS.301-850-5045
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday of each month at the Province Branch Library
at the intersection of Ridge Rd/Rochenbach Rd and MD 175 in
Odenton at the rear of the Severn Square shopping center. The
meetings run from 6:30-9:00 pm. Call Bob Johnson any evening for
further information. All correspondence, including membership
renewals, changes of address, etc. should be sent to: MAST, c/o Bob
Johnson, 1616B Forrest Ave, Ft Meade, MD 20755.
New Members. Dues are $27/year and include a subscription to
Current Notes and unlimited download and message activity on the
Tangent Line BBS. Send name, address, phone number, and check to
above address or join at any meeting.
This space is available to WAACE clubs for publicizing activities.
Material for the WAACE Club corner is due to the WAACE Editor by
the 3rd of each month. Send copy to Ed Seward, PO Box 2699,
Merrifield, VA 22116. Material can be uploaded to the ARMUDIC BBS.

r:

GRASP: Greater Richmond Atari Support Program
President...Mickey Angell.804-744-3307
Vice President.Terry Barker.804-379-8175
Secretary.Tom Marvin.804-233-6155

. ARMUDIC BBS
7C3-450-391C
5lines,300/1200/2400Baud, 8 & 16bit

Meetings:

2nd and 4th Thursday, at La Prade Library, 2730 Hicks Rd.
Dues are $20 per year and do not include Current Notes.
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payable to “NOVATARI,” to: NOVATARI, P.O. Box
.4076, Merrifield, VAMMcl!& ' 'v'
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WAACE CLUB CORNER
WAACE Happenings

WAACE CALENDAR

by Russell K. Brown, WAACE Chairman

Well folks, things are changing at WAACE. Spring is
coming and new officers have been selected. Yours
truly (from NOVATARI) has been chosen as the new
chairman. Charles Smeton (MACC) is returning as
vice-chairman and will be organizing the Seminar
program. Tom Stoddard (NOVATARI) will return as
treasurer. We still need a secretary. Other significant
Fest planning personnel are John Barnes (AURA) as
vendor coordinator, assisted by Steve Rudolf (AURA).
Bill Brown (AURA) will coordinate the physical layout.
Cheryl Evry (NOVATARI) has volunteered to run the
hospitality room, and Bruce Evry (NOVATARI) will lead
the advertising effort. We need more volunteers to work
on planning the Fest, so if you want to help shape this
year’s AtariFest then call me, Russell Brown, at (703),
680-2698.
Currently, Fest plans are still being formulated. The
AtariFest ’90 will be held October 6th and 7th at the
Sheraton Hotel in Reston, Virginia, a large departure
from the Fairfax High School. AtariFest will occupy the
entire conference facility for both days. Since we are in
the hotel, and not the high school, Fest hours will be
extended and Seminars and Demonstrations will be run
on both days. We have signed contracts with the hotel
and with ARATA, a contractor that sets up conventions.
The Fest will have a more professional look to it this
year. But we hope the down home WAACE touch will
still be evident. Remember Bob Brodie of Atari says that
the WAACE AtariFest is one of the must see shows.
Thanks Bob for your laudatory comments during the
GENIE Roundtable conference. See you all at the
AtariFest ’90.

March
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

Sun
Tue
Wed
Thr
Tue
Tue

Apr 8
Apr 10
Apr 11
Apr 19
Apr 24
Apr 24

11
13
14
15
27
27

NOVATARI Main Meeting
MAST Meeting
Sterling Chapter NOVATARI
AURA Meeting
FACE Meeting
MACC Meeting

April
NOVATARI Main Meeting
MAST Meeting
Sterling Chapter NOVATARI
AURA Meeting
FACE Meeting
MACC Meeting

WAACE BBS Listing
ARMUDIC
Inner Limits
Joppa Computers
Pizza’s Place
Tangent Line

703-450-3910
301-356-5112
301-679-5809
301-325-1027
301-850-5045

All of these BBS’
are affiliated with
one or more of
the
WAACE
clubs.
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The Desktop Alternative
NeoDesk
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AURA Report
by Niel A. Johnson

As this is my last opportunity to write a WAACE
Corner article, let me be the first to congratulate AURA’S
new officers. (Listed on the other WAACE page.) I’d like
to thank Joe Russek (former ST Librarian) and Wayne
Heiden (former 8-bit Librarian) for their great support
over the years.
At the January meeting we watched as Bill Brown
and Ira Horowitz showed the club how to do income tax
preparations on the ST using LDWPower
Sheet.
Upcoming themes will include: Telecommunica¬
tions, Art and Graphics, Spectre GCR and PC Ditto II. I
encourage all members to come on out and participate
in our monthly meetings. In closing, I have to say that
being an officer of a users’ group has taught me more
about computing than some computer classes I’ve had
in college. I enjoyed being involved in AURA as Pre¬
sident, and I hope to assist the club in any way I can.

March 1990

Sun
Tue
Wed
Thr
Tue
Tue
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Icon & text displays not available at the same time.

The Ultimate Upgrade for the Atari ST!!
NeoDesk is a complete replacement for the built-in GEM
desktop. Its hundreds of features are clearly documented in an
85+ page illustrated manual. Once you try NeoDesk you will
never want to use the old desktop again!
Features Include: High-speed file and disk operations (no more
multiple disk swaps!) • Unique custom file icons for any file
(includes icon editor) • Place commonly used file icons right on the
desktop • Run these from the mouse or keyboard (hot keys) • Twenty
character editable disk volume name • Replacement control panel
with corner clock and screen saver • Printer queue • Keyboard
equivalents for all commands • Mono &. color support • Improved
disk formatting • Enhanced install application (This one works!) • File
templates • 25%-30% faster windows • Requires less than 21K of RAM
• Place a picture on the desktop • Multiple desktops • Many more!

For Only $49.95

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
Orders only: (800) 999-GRIB • Inquiries, (413) 584-7887
Fax, (413) 584-2565 • P.O. Box 350 • Hadley. MA 01035
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Members of registered clubs may subscribe to CurrentAtotesaX a discount rate ($20/year or $38/2 years). To add your club to the list, send an
initial subscription list of 10% of the members or 6 members whichever is less, to CN Registered Clubs, 122 N. Johnson Rd., Sterling, VA 22170. For
more information, call Joyce (703) 450-4761. NOTE: Canadian Atari clubs are also eligible and Canadian club rates are $28/year or $54/2 years)
Abbreviations: ACE-Atari Computer Enthu¬
siasts, ACO-Atari Computer Owners,
ACUS-Atari Comp. Users Society,AG-Atari
Group, AUG-Atari Users Group, UG-Users
Group
Alabama
Huntsville AUG, Levin Soule, 3911 W. Crestview, Huntsville 35816 (205)534-1815.
Arizona
Tucson Atari Central, Sam Furrow, 2116 E.
1st St, Tucson, 85719 (603)323-3410
Arkansas
Little Rock Atari Addicts, Keith Steensma,
28 John Hancock Cir, Jacksonville, 72076 (501)
985-2131.
California
Atari Bay Area CUS, Bill Zinn, PO Box 22212,
San Fran. 94122 (415) 753-8483.
San Diego ACE, Tom Briant, PO Box 203076,
San Diego 92120 (619)581-2477.
Santa Maria/Lompac ACE, Mike Jacobson
608 N. Pierce, Santa Maria 93454
(805)
925-9390.
Connecticut
AUG of Greater Hartford, 503-B East Center
St, Manchester 06040 (203)623-8833.
ST Atari Road Runners, Glen Werner, 1160
South Curtis St, Wallingford 06492.
ST Atari Users Society. Brian Rufini, 176
Burnside, E. Hartford 06180 (203) 289-7903.
Delaware
Dover Users of STs, Al BeddOW, 4434 Vermont
Dr, Dover 19901 (302)697-3830
Florida
Atari Boosters League East. Hadley Nelson,
P.O. Box 1172, Winter Park 32790.
Idaho
Rattlesnake ACE. Bonnie Walden, 301 Birch
St, Mountain Home, 83647 (208) 587-7476
Illinois
Central Illinois AUG, Robert Handley, 1920
East Croxton Ave, Bloomington 61701-5702
(309)828-4661.
Lake County ACE, Dwight Johnson, PO Box
8788, Waukegan 60079 (312)623-9567.
ST Information Group, Joe Lambert, P.O.
BOX 1242, Peoria, 61654 (309) 346-4326.
Indiana
Calumet Region AG, Jeff Coe, 706 Center St.,
Crown point, 46307 (219)663-5117.
Eli Lilly Corp ST UG, Karl Werner, Eli Lilly
Corp Cntr, Indianapolis 46285 (317) 276-3020.
Iowa
Midwest AG-Iowa Chap, Gordie Meyer, PO
BOX 1982, Ames 50010 (515) 232-1252.
Kansas
Ft. Leavenworth AG, PO Box 3233, Ft
Leavenworth 66027.
Lawrence Atari Comp. Club, Robert Drake,
PO BOX 1415, Lawrence, 66044 (913)842-5961.
Wichita ACE, Marilyn Merica, 501 Trotter,
Maize 67101 (316)722-1078.
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Kentucky
Atari Exchange of Louisville, Don Garr, PO
Box 34183, Louisville 40232.
Louisiana
Only ST UG, William Sammons, 2144 Emer¬
son St, Gretna 70056.
Maryland
* Atari Users Regional Assoc, Bill Brown, PO
BOX 7761, Silver Spring 20910 (301) 279-7537.
* Frederick ACE, Buddy Smallwood, PO Box
2026, Frederick 21701 (717)485-4714.
* Maryland Atari Comp Club, James Hill,
8591 Wheatfield Way, Ellicott City 21043 (301)
461-7556.
* Meade Atari ST. Bob Johnson, 1616B
Forrest Ave, Ft. Meade 20755
Southern Maryland AUG, Sam Schrinar, 2032
Alehouse Ct, Waldorf 20601 (301) 843-7916.
Massachusetts
Nashoba Valley ACUS, Dave Burns, PO Box
456, Maynard 01754.
Michigan
Michigan Atari General Info. Conf.. Mike
Lechkun, 4801 Martin Rd, Warren 48092-3491.
Minnesota
SPACE/MAST, James Schulz, PO Box 12016,
New Brighton 55112 (612)533-4193.
Missouri
ACE St Louis, Joan Ryan, PO Box 6783, St.
Louis, MO 63144 (314)645-6431.
Warrensburg/Whiteman ACO, Les Lynam,
PO Box 199, Warrensburg 64093 (816) 7472543.
New Jersey
Jersey Atari Computer Group, 8 Crescent Rd,
Pine Brook 07058.
New York
ACE UG of Syracuse, Bernice Futterman, PO
Box 658, sylvan Beach 13157 (315) 762-4878.
ACO of Rochester NY, Bruce Nelson, PO Box
23676, Rochester 14692 (716)334-5513.
Capital District ACE. Joe Bogaard, PO Box
51 l.Delmar 12054
Rockland Atari Comp UG, Richard Bloch, 29
Riverglen Dr., Thiells, NY 10984 (914) 429-5283.
North Carolina
Blue Ridge ACE. Bill Traughber, 106 Alpine
way, Asheville, NC 28805 (704) 298-0179.
Charlotte AUG. Joe Venturelli, PO Box
240313, Charlotte 28224 (704) 366-4320.
Peidmont Triad AUG, Nora Schwier, PO Box
1073, Greensboro,27402(919)674-9196.
Triangle Computer Club, Donald Nelson, Rt.
3, BOX 760, Hillsborough 27278 (919) 942-2764.
Ohio
Cleveland ACE, John Savarda, PO Box 93034,
Cleveland 44101-5034.
Miami Valley ACE, Bruce Hansford, P.O. Box
24221, Huber Heights, 45424 (513)439-1993.
Pennsylvania
Allentown Bethlehem Easton's ACE, PO
Box 2830, Lehigh Valley 18001 BBS 215868-4856.
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N. E. Atari Team UG. Allan Zaluda, PO Box
18150, Philadelphia 19116-0150.
Spectrum AG of Erie, Earl Hill, PO Box 10562,
Erie 16514 (814)833-4073.
Southcentral PA ACE, Richard Basso, PO
Box 11446, Harrisburg 17108 (717)761-3755.
South Carolina
Greenville ACE. Mary Anne Terminate, 19
Alpine Way, Greenville 29609 (803)292-2690.
South Dakota
Rushmore ACE, Gregg Anderson, 3512
Lawrence Drive, Rapid City, SD 57701 (605)
348-6331.
Tennessee
Chattanooga Atari Owners Symposium. Phil
Snider, PO Box 80101, Chattnooga374ll
Knoxville AUG. Bill Brosey, 953 Roderick Rd,
Knoxville 37923 (615) 693-4542.
Texas
DAL-ACE. Rachel Duke, PO Box 851872,
Richardson, 75085-1872 (214)429-6134.
ST Atari League of San Antonio. David St.
Martin, 3203 Coral Grove Dr, San Antonio 78247
(512)496-5635.
Virginia
Greater Richmond Atari Support Program.
Thomas Marvin, 1420 Yale Ave, Richmond
23224 (804)233-6155.
* Northern Virginia AUG. Earl Lilley, PO Box
4076, Merrifield 22116 (703) 281-9017.
Southside Tidewater Atari Tech Users Soc.
Dick Litchfield, 1805 St. Regis Circle, VA Beach
23456(804)468-6964.
* Woodbridge Atari Computer UG, David
Waalkes, 1302 Oregon Ave, Woodbridge 22191
(703)490-1225.
Washington
Seattle Puget-Sound ACE, Nick Berry, PO
BOX 110576, Tacoma 98411-0576 (206) 7591473.
STDIO, Ralph Plaggenburg, 904 N. 33rd PI,
Renton, 98056 (206) 228-5303.
Wisconsin
Milwaukee Area AUG, Dennis Wilson, 3301
S. 93rd St, #108, Milwaukee, Wl 53227 (414)
546-0282.
Packerland ACUS, Peter Schefsky, 2714
South 11th Place, Sheboygan, 53081 414457-4519.
Canada
Montreal Atari Club Atari de Montreal, PO
Box 5418, St. Laurent Station, Ville St. Laurent,
H4L4Z9
The Montreal Atari ST/Mega Group.
Jonathan Seldin, 4235, ave. Wilson, Montreal,
Quebec H4A 2V1
* Includes subscription to Current Notes with
club membership.
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In response to many concerns
voiced by our customers, we
have decided to revamp our
XL/XE selection of library disks.
After considering many of the
options available to us, we have
decided to start a new XL/XE
library containing all new titles
and a few old ones all put
together in a new, consistent
format. This format means that
the disks will be easier to use
and will contain more quality
software.
Due to the amount of work
involved in releasing fifty new
disk titles, the new disks will be
appearing at a rate of hopefully
five or six a month. The old
library will still be available and
a list may be obtained from the
Mail Order Librarian.
To prevent confusion bet¬
ween the old and the new
libraries please use the new three
letter and number code to iden¬
tify orders from the new library.
Attention all programmers!
NOV ATARI is always seeking
contributions to its library. If
you’ve written something you
think others would enjoy using
or you have something we don’t,
by all means, send it in. Please
remember that all submissions
should be public domain or
shareware. Disks accepted into
the library will be exchanged for
library disks on a one-forone
basis. Please indicate your
choices when you send in your
submissions. Please send your
submissions to:

Jeff King
10033 Clearfield Ave.
Vienna, VA 22181
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(Note: Bold titles are new this month.)
Applications
APP1 - Textpro 4.0 (Latest text editor for the Atari. Works with Mydos
4.50)
Demo Disks
DM01 - Classic 8-bit Demos (A collection of 7 demos from the early days
of Atari.)
DM02- 8-bit Graphics Demos (4 of the more recent 8-bit demos.)
DM03- Video Blitz (130XE Required) (One of best 8-bit demos ever
released.)
DM04- German Sound and Graphics (An excellent art and music demo.)
Disk Operating System
DOS1 -- DOS 2.5 (An old DOS standby.)
DOS2-- Rainbow DOS (An interesting graphics dos.)
DOS3-- Desktop DOS (A demo of an ST-type desktop for the <dl>8—bit.)
DOS4-- DOS 4.0 (Never officially released by Atari.)
DOS5-- DOS 2.6 (Similar to DOS 2.5)
DOS6-- MachDos 3.7a (An Atari DOS alternative.)
DOS7-- Mydos 4.50 (One of the best Atari DOS substitutes.)
DOS8-- DOS XE (The DOS released by Atari to provide support for the
XF551 drive.)
Game Disks
GAM1 - Text Adventures (Secret Agent, Survival, Kidnapped,
Adventure in the Fifth Dimension)
GAM2 - Space Games II (Outpost, Microids, Blockade, Nukewar,
TrekST, Maniac Maze, Space Fort)
GAM3 - Machine Language Games (Fifteen fast 100% M/L games)
Graphics
- Video 130XE version 2.10 (Requires a 130XE. An image
acquisition and processing system. Requires Computereyes to
acquire images.)
GRA2-- Video 130XE Images (4 images for use with the Video 130XE
program.)
GRA3-- More Video 130XE Images
GRA4-- GIF 2.0 (Allows you to view the high resolution color pictures in
the Graphic Interchange Format (.GIF).)
GRA5 -- GIF Pictures (Several pictures for use with the GIF Viewer
above.)
GRA6-- DRAW 7 (130XE Required. Excellent drawing program that
includes animation capability.)
Utilities
UTL1 - Screens (An impressive windowing utility.)
UTL2- Help Key Routine (Include the HELP key in your own programs.)
UTL3-- ARC/ALF Utilities (Several file compression and decompression
utilities.)
Disks are $3.00 each with $1.00 shipping per 3 disks. Send all orders to:
Thom Parkin, 701 N. Sterling Blvd., Sterling, VA 22170
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'Foreign Surface rate: $39/yr ($72/2 yrs.). AIR MAIL rates: Canada/Mexico, $42; Cent. Amer., Caribbean, $51; S. America, Europe, N. Africa, $61;
Mid East, Africa, Asia, Australia, $71. Foreign subscriptions are payable in US $ drawn on a US bank. Send check, payable to Current Notes, to CN
Subscriptions, 122 N. Johnson Rd., Sterling, VA 22170.
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✓Desktop Publishing
□Fleet Street Publisher 2.0
□Font Factory Clip Art
□Fonts & Borders
OFontz!
□Publisher ST
□Scanart Library
□PageStream 1.8
□PageStream Fonts Disk
□Calamus
□Calamus Font Editor

✓8-Bit Hardware
□130XE
□65XE
□XF551
□XE Game System
□1027 Printer
□1020 Printer
□Rambo XL 256K Upgrade
□P.R. Connection
□Express Cart
□Printer or Modem cable
□XEP80
80 column video display
and parallel printer port
□Atari 850 Interface

✓Printers
□Star NX-1000II
□Star NX-1000 Rainbow
□Panasonic KXP-1181
□Panasonic KXP-1191
□Panasonic KXP-1124
□Panasonic KXP-1624
□Panasonic 32K Buffer for
1181, 1191, & 1124

CALL
$75.99
179.99
$99.99
$69.99
$25.99
$39.99
$65.99
$64.99
$12.99
$65.00
$95.00

$169.99
$210.00
$199.99
$229.99
$299.99
$449.99
$ 57.00

✓Drawing Programs
□CyberControT
□CyberPaint
□CybeiStudio (CAD 2.0)
□CyberPrint
□Easy Draw/Turbo Charger
□Easel ST
□Graph Maker
□Quatum Paint Box
□Spectrum 512
□Art and Film Director
□Touch-Up
□Hand Scanner & Touch-Up

$39.99
$39.99
$59.99
$29.99
$99.99
$17.99
$49.99
$ 19.99
$49.99
$49.99
119.99
399.99

✓8-Bit Software
129.99
$ 15.99
$19.99
$27.99
$79.99
$39.99
129.99
$27.99
189.99
$59.99

□Alariwriter Plus
OAtariwriter (cart)
□Alariwriter 80
□Syntrend
□Newsroom
□Typesetter
□BBS Express
□Autodual
□Gauntlet Dungeons
□Bob’N Wrestle
| □Turboword
80 column word processor

Fuji MF1DD 3.5 (10 pcs)
$ 7.99
Sony MF2DD 3.5 (li pcs)
$11.99
Goldstar M-2D 5.25 (10 pcs) $ 4.99
Diskffle 10 Disk Holder
$ .99
ST
HiSoft Basic
$39.99
Alice Pascal
$39.99
St $10.00 Specials
Road Runner, Gridiron, Impossible
Mission, Trail Blazer, Deep Space,
Time Link, Perfect Match, Stuff,
Indiana Jones and The Temple of
Doom, Rambo IE, Gauntlet, Road
Raider, Willow, Combat Course,
Casino Gambling
O
rssv. ,>*3

✓Entertainment
□Adv Dungeons and Dragons
□Axe of Rage
□Battle Chess
□Battle Hawk 1942
□Bloodwych
□Bloodwych Data Disk
□Bubble Bobble
□California Games
□Dive Bomber
□Double Dragon
□Dungeon Master I or II
□Empire
□F-15 Strike Eagle
□F-16 Combat Pilot
□F40 Pursuit
□Falcon
□Fighter Bomber
□Gauntlet II
□King’s Quest IV
□Kult
□Leasure Suit Larry I or II
OManhunter NY II
□MicroLeague Baseball II

$29.99
$19.99
$35.99
$34.99
$35.99
$21.99
$19.99
$29.99
$21.99
$29.99
$25.99
$39.99
$29.99
$35.99
$29.99
$32.99
$37.99
$39.99
$39.99
$39.99
$32.99
$35.99
$39.99

L & Y ELECTRONICS INC.

Closed Sunday

$39.99

cS/axing <S/aecial!a

✓St Hardware
□♦520 ST or 1040 ST
2 Meg Upgrade INSTALLED
$399.99
4 Meg Upgrade INSTALLED
$599.99
♦Price varies due to Ram Rices
old style 520 ST/1040 Boards
□Fast Accelerator Board Installed
$289.99
□PC Speed Installed
$399.99
OJRI Board
$100.00
INSTALLED
$150.00
□CMI Board
$200.00
INSTALLED
$275.00
OJATO COLOR BOARD
$ 75.00
Please Ask About Guarantee
□520 ST or 1040 ST with monochrome
with color
CALL
□Mega 2 or 4 Mb with monochrome
with color
CALL
□128k ROMS for Mac
$125.00
□RS232C or Centronics cable
$ 9.99
OICD 50 Mb Hard Drive
$699.99
□Master Double Sided Drive
$ 139.99
1 Tear Warranty

(703)494-3444
METRO 643-1729
FAX 703-494-3663
MON.-SAT. 10am -7 pm

$39.99
$29.99
$39.99
$29.99
$29.99
$27.99
$47.99
$34.99
$19.99
$21.99

13644C JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY.
WOODBRIDGE, VIRGINIA 22191
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
IN STOCK ONLY-SALE ENDS MARCH 31, 1990

✓Productivity
□1st Word Plus
□Teacher’s Pet
OE-Z Grade
□Athena II C.A.D.
□Turbo Kit
□WordPerfect
□Draw Art Professional
□First Cadd
□Flash
□Revolver
□Universal Item Selector n
□Multidesk
□Word Writer ST
□Neo Desk 2.5
□LDW Power
□Hotwire
□Interlink ST
□St Express
□SPECTRE GCR

□Obliterator
□O.I.D.S.
□Omega
□Phantasy I,II, or in
□Pictionary
□Pirates
□Police Quest I or H
□Populous
□Poulous Data Disk
□Red Storm Rising
□Scrabble
□Shadowgate
□Space Quest I, H, or m
□Star Command
□Star Fleet I
□Star Wars
□Street Fighter
□TechnoCop
□Time of Lore
□Turbo Outrun
□Ultima IV
□Uninvited

$69.99
$39.99
$35.00
$69.99
$39.99
139.99
$49.99
$39.99
$21.99
$34.99
$15.99
$25.99
$49.99
$39.99
$59.99
$25.99
$25.99
$49.99
225.00

$19.99
$27.99
$32.99
$29.99
$35.99
$29.99
$35.99
$39.99
$19.99
$32.99
$29.99
$39.99
$35.99
$37.99
$37.99
$29.99
$29.99
$29.99
$29.99
$27.99
$39.99
$39.99

ATARI SERVICE
AUTHORIZED SINCE 1982
NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE

COMPUTER EMPORIUM
Order line 1-800-526-5548
Quality Support from an Authorized Atari ST Retail / Service Center
COMPLETE HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS FOR YOUR ATARI ST

STack 30 meg Hard Drive.$489,951
STack 40 meg Hard Drive.$569.951
STack 65 meg Hard Drive.$629.95
All of our STack line of hard drives use ICD Host Adapters and are designed in a under the monitor type case. All
units come with proper cabling and software and include built in clock and fan. Inside the case you'll find room for
a second hard drive. We also include a Choice PD (tm) disk full of hard drive utilities at NO EXTRA CHARGE!
BEST MOUSE
$39.95

The HOTTEST ST PRODUCTS!

Top 10
ENTERTAINMENT
Hard Drivin
Altered Beast
North & South
Ghost Busters II
Starblaze
Turbo Outrun
Chase HQ
Stunt Racer
Iron Lord
Double Dragon II

25.00
25.50
29.95
29.50
25.00
25.50
24.50
27.00
29.95
25.00

Top 10
PRODUCTIVITY
GFA Bas 3 w/comp
DC Utilities
Page Stream
Ultrascript ST-1
Calamus
WORD FLAIR
Hisoft C
Goodbackup Utility
Spectrum 512
STOS

85.50
18.75
119.00
144.00
169.00
62.00
59.95
19.95
45.00
40.95

Top 10
HARDWARE
PC Speed
Cub DS/DD
Supra 2400
VIDIST
Tweety Board
Video Key
Cordless Mouse
Monitor Master
Anson 5 1/4
Spectre GCR

325.00
125.00
114.95
139.95
39.00
69.00
89.95
34.00
149.95
239.00

STAR NX 1000-11
$185.00

Choice ST PD
$2.50 per disk !
Catalog available

CHAOS!
$23.00
European Magazines
ST World
ST- Action
ST- User w/ disk
ST- Formal \v/ disk

4.80
3.95
6.50
6.50

72 HOUR MEMORY EXPANSION!!
Send us your 520STFM or 1040ST CPU and in 72hours you could have a 2 or 4 meg :
powerhouse! Our technicians will install a memory card expandable to 4 meg within 24 ,
hours of recieving it! Then we’ll throw in UPS 2nd day air service at NO EXTRA CHARGE *,
so you can have your enhanced system within 72hours! [(excluding weekends)
r

MEG BOARD INSTALLED $329.95
4 MEG BOARD INSTALLED $459.95
2

Up grade to Rainbow Tbs 1.4
$75.00 INSTALLED!!

Retail store and order lines are open from 9:00am to 10:00pm central time zone. Please call our customer service line @ 817-577-3470 for
any defective returns. We honor all manufacturer warranties. Our staff is dedicated in providing our customers with the best pricing and
service possible. Write to us at: Computer Emporium 5033-E Rule Snow, N. Richland Hills, TX 76180
TOTALLY COMMITTED TO THE ATARI ST LINE OE COMPUTERS

